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Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
“There is no gap in the architecture of globalization more serious than the failure of
nations to prevent global companies and wealthy individuals from escaping taxation
through tax havens, accounting devices and pressure to bring down business tax rates.”
Lawrence H. Summers (2019)
“Consumerism has become the only universally available mode of participation in
modern society. The work ethic has been replaced by the consumption ethic, the
cathedral by the skyscraper, the hero by the billionaire, the saint by the executive, religion
by ideology. The Kingdom of Mammon exercises constraint by invisible chains and drives
its slaves with invisible prods. (…) But Mammon is wiser in its way than the dictator, for
money enslaves not by force but by love.”
Walter Wink (1992, p. 56)

1.1. The relevance of the OECD in tax matters
Cross-border tax avoidance, evasion, and money laundering scandals have made major
headline news since the global financial crisis began in 2007 (Connolly, 2008; Griffiths &
Lawrence, 2007; Lawrence & Griffiths, 2007; Mathiason, 2008). Various leaks have exposed to
the public what until then was a hidden world shielded by bank, professional, and tax secrecy.
As the financial crisis in many countries evolved into economic and debt crises, tax issues rose
fast on the international political agenda. With dried up debt markets, taxes were the only
available way to replenish the public coffers. At the G20 summit in London 2009, the “era of
banking secrecy” was proclaimed to be over, and uncooperative jurisdictions and tax havens
were identified as culprits for revenue losses, if not the financial crisis (G20, 2009b, 2009a). In
the wake of the G20 summit, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) identified jurisdictions that failed to implement “internationally agreed tax standard”
(OECD, 2009a). The summit marked the start or revival of several policy initiatives aimed at
addressing offshore tax evasion. These were led either by the OECD or by international fora
closely related to the OECD such as the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of
Information for Tax Purposes (“Global Forum”), the Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”) or
later the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (“Inclusive
Framework”). Reform efforts in the realm of corporate taxation have intensified in recent
years and led to the proposal of more radical reform options by the IMF and the OECD during
2018-2019 (Beer, de Mooij, & Liu, 2018; IMF, 2019; TJN, 2019), confirming the existing sense
of failure of the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) reform initiatives that began in 2013.
Despite having only 36 member states1, the OECD remains the dominant
intergovernmental organisation for international tax matters by 2018. The OECD presides over
the rules governing the distribution of taxing rights and tax revenues stemming from a
substantial and growing share of the world economy (Poelhekke, 2016). The volume of cross1

See for example http://www.oecd.org/about/membersandpartners/#d.en.194378; 5.4.2019.
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border investment and trade subject to the tax rules shaped by the OECD has, if anything,
been rising in the past few years. In the area of corporate income taxation for example, OECD
tax rules exert jurisdiction over the taxation of cross-border direct investment income and
intra-group trade.2 By 2016, the global stock of FDI stood at US$ 28 trillion, of which annual
cross-border intra group transactions amount to about US$ 6 trillion. Trade between
independent parties is estimated to be in the magnitude of US$ 14 trillion annually and is
subject to various OECD blacklisting and information exchange policies. Similarly, estimates of
the volume of cross-border financial investment (passive income yielding asset classes such
as banking deposits and portfolio assets) range from a low of US$ 21tn to 32tn in 2010 (Henry,
2012). Figure 1 puts the magnitudes involved in relation to world GDP.3
Figure 1: Volumes of international cross-border economic activity subject to OECD tax
policies (in black)
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That is trade between legal entities belonging to and controlled by the same multinational corporation.
The four bar charts are shown for a rough estimation of the magnitudes involved. It would be misleading to
directly compare GDP and the remaining categories, not least because the FDI and financial investment data
represents stocks, whereas GDP and trade data represent flows.
4
The US published aggregate data from its OECD BEPS Action Plan 13 country by country reporting obligations:
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/16it01acbc.xlsx; 6.4.2019. This data has been used to derive a ratio of related
party (intra-group) revenues over total revenues (30.9%). The ratio is at the lower end of the ranges of intragroup trade established by Lakatos & Ohnsorge (2017), cited above. This ratio in turn was used to derive the
intra-group share of world trade as a proxy of the share of world trade that is subject to transfer pricing and
double tax treaty rules of the OECD. See note 7 below for further details on the calculation and caveats.
5
GDP (current US$), retrieved from:
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD?end=2017&start=1960&view=chart; 6.4.2019.
6
See Annex table 3. FDI inward stock, by region and economy, 1990-2017; in: United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD, 2018).
7
The amount and share of intra-group or related party trade has been derived by extrapolating from the ratio
of related party revenues over total revenues of US multinationals as reported in the US aggregate IRS data for
2016 (see note above on the IRS data). The resulting ratio (30.9%) has then been applied to total world exports
to derive the intra-group share of world exports. Given the IRS data contains the most recent data available,
3
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The chart illustrates that OECD tax rules govern significant portions of global cross-border
transactions and investment. Table 1 below further specifies the major OECD’s international
tax policy programmes and their respective jurisdiction over cross-border economic activities.
Table 1: Jurisdiction of major OECD international tax policy programmes over cross-border
economic activity
World trade
between
independent
parties

Intra-Group World
Trade and Foreign
Direct Investment

Financial
Investment
(portfolio plus
banking)

Blacklisting Tax Havens

Yes

Yes

Yes

Information Exchange Upon Request

Yes

Yes

Yes

Automatic Exchange of Information

No

No

Yes

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

No

Yes

No

Model Tax Convention / Double Tax Treaties

No

Yes

Yes

Transfer Pricing Guidelines

No

Yes

No

Cross-Border Economic Activity

OECD tax policy programme

Source: Author.

The extent of control of the OECD over the Global Forum, the FATF and the Inclusive
Framework may be subject to debate and change over time and requires further research
(Meinzer, 2012). However, the status of the OECD standards and policies as non-binding or
so-called “soft law” (Abbott & Snidal, 2000), should not lead to an underestimation of the
importance of the OECD, especially given that many of its policies are backed up either by
international binding bi- or multilateral treaties (e.g. information exchange, CBCR via BEPS
minimum standards), or are established and spread under the shadow of punitive unilateral
and coordinated countermeasures backed up by hard law (blacklisting). Additionally, some of
the OECD tax policies are aggressively promoted by other organisations, for example by the
European Union. The EU is conditioning aid and trade cooperation with third party countries
upon the implementation of the OECD BEPS four Minimum Standards (Valderrama, 2019, pp.
465–466), thereby pushing those non-EU and non-OECD countries into both accepting and

and the ratio falls broadly within the range of estimates derived from other existing studies on the subject
(Lakatos & Ohnsorge, 2017; Shaxson, 2019), we use the IRS data for deriving the ratio of intra-group trade.
Nonetheless, this estimation is only an approximation, given that the ratio of 30.9 percent is only applicable for
very large US transnational corporations (TNCs), and might be different for multinational companies of other
jurisdictions or of smaller sizes; and as it also covers revenues from within a jurisdiction, which might distort
the share of cross-border related party trade upwards or downwards. It is reasonable to assume that the ratio
of related-party revenues over total revenues does not differ systematically between domestic and crossborder transactions. There are reasons for expecting the related party share to be higher for cross-border
revenues given the potential and incentive for profit shifting. As such, our estimation of the share of intragroup world trade is conservative.
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implementing OECD policies. By doing so, the EU contributes to an increase in the reach of
OECD tax policies across the globe and their normalisation.
This mismatch of small membership and global impact suggests that the OECD, jointly
with its member states, wield considerable power over the shape of tax policy space,
understood broadly as the ability of countries worldwide to pursue and implement their
preferred tax policies independently. The OECD has long presented its tax work as technical
and apolitical, and its institution as being an impartial, efficient and scientific policy think tank
(Sharman, 2006, pp. 133–134, 135–138, 146). Only recently has the OECD began to
acknowledge the political nature of its activities, stressing its ambition to be the globally
inclusive standard setter, among others by opening membership in the Global Forum and the
Inclusive Framework to non-OECD members.
This “real-world” relevance of studying the taxing role of the OECD fits Utrecht
University’s School of Economics emphasis on letting a “real world perspective” guide
scientific enquiry. Furthermore, the established interdisciplinary focus of its Faculty of Law,
Economics, and Governance dovetails with an enquiry into international tax policies which by
definition lay at the intersection of tax law, economics and international political economy. In
addition, the thesis connects to the Horizon 2020 COFFERS research project which is
concerned with combating fiscal fraud and empowering regulators to counter inequalities.

1.2. Literature, theory and research question
In tax competition literature, progressive personal and corporate income and wealth taxes are
widely held to be the bedrock of the modern welfare state and redistributive tax mixes8 (AviYonah, 2000; Ganghof, 2006; Ganghof & Genschel, 2008). As long as the increased mobility of
capital remains unmatched by international institutions to safeguard the cross-border
taxation of capital income, be it in the form of ‘active’ business profits or ‘passive’ investment
income, tax competition will constrain tax policy decisions. Therefore, internationally
coordinated policies aimed at countering tax avoidance, evasion and competition are
necessary to strengthen national tax policy space (understood as autonomy over tax policy
decisions).
My thesis contributes to the tax competition literature by focusing on the enacted
policies by the most important international organisation governing international tax rules.
The subset of OECD tax policies I am concerned with in this dissertation are those aimed at
curtailing cross-border tax evasion, avoidance and competition. Since the wealthiest and
largest taxpayers, corporate and human, are often those who are avoiding and evading most
direct taxes (Johns & Slemrod, 2010; Tørsløv, Wier, & Zucman, 2018; Zucman, Johannesen, &
Alstadsaeter, 2018), my contribution is also relevant to evaluate the prospects and policy
options for countering inequalities more successfully and sustainably through tax policies
(Piketty, 2015).
There are two important studies on the role of the OECD in tax policies before the
financial crisis from the disciplinary perspective of International Relations and international
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political economy.9 Sharman's (2006)10 constructivist analysis of the OECD 1998 harmful tax
competition initiative showed how microstate tax havens succeeded in fending off the
attempts of the OECD to impose tax rules on them, by pointing out the hypocrisy and interests
of OECD member states in their efforts to protect their financial centres against smaller nonmember competitors.
In contrast, drawing on rational choice institutionalism, Rixen (2008) explained the
relative lack of success of the OECD in addressing cross-border tax evasion and avoidance
before 2008 by two factors. First, the strategic configuration of the underlying conflicting
interests is framed as an asymmetric prisoner’s dilemma, requiring a high level of international
cooperation, including the possibility for or need of sanctions or compensation to compel
microstate tax havens into cooperation. Second, the institution’s deep roots in regulating
cross-border investment by coordinating bilateral treaties for the avoidance of double
taxation since the 1960s result in path dependencies that only facilitate incremental reform.
Rixen frames this tax treaty policy work by the OECD as a coordination game with a
distributional conflict, that was best dealt with bilaterally. Firmly embedded in liberal
economic theory, the distributional conflict was neither seen as structural nor very intense
because it was portrayed as a positive sum game.11 Even countries that forgo tax revenue
would be better off, as welfare enhancing investments would result from the tax reduction
offered in tax treaties (Rixen, 2008, pp. 32–33, 40, 213, FN 2).
Since Rixen’s and Sharman’s oeuvres, the situation has changed dramatically. The quest
for policy innovations has intensified, and a broad menu of policy reform initiatives for
countering tax avoidance and evasion have been implemented, led by the OECD. As a result,
a deepening international cooperation regime now exists, bolstered by the credible threat of
sanctions in case of non-compliance, and encompassing those microstate tax havens both
Sharman and Rixen identified as key obstacles for reforms. However, the wave of front page
scandals around international tax evasion and avoidance has not ceased (Binnie, 2019;
Daubenberger, Polke-Majewski, Rohrbeck, Salewski, & Schröm, 2018; Hiscott, 2019), and
current research is casting doubts on the effectiveness of reform efforts taken to date. While
the scarcity of and questionable quality of data constraints the robustness of findings around
magnitudes, available studies fail to register a decline in cross-border tax avoidance, evasion
or money laundering by 2019.12 This scarcity of robust evidence around the effectiveness of
9

The critical accounting literature has contributed another angle to the examination of the OECD harmful tax
competition project by questioning the concept of “harm” (Killian, 2006).
10
Predecessor arguments have been made earlier by the same author (Sharman, 2004).
11
The assumption of a positive sum game is implicit in Rixen’s framing of the problem structure of avoiding
under-taxation: “Individual states have an interest in attracting international capital (and tax base) over and
above the situation in which the problem of avoiding over-taxation has been solved. Attracting foreign capital
by providing favourable tax treatment is individually rational because of the positive economic benefits
attached to the tax base, which include private benefits, such as the creation of jobs, and potentially also tax
revenue.” (Rixen, 2008, p. 43).
12
While recent studies on automatic exchange of information detect an effect of the CRS on the location of
cross-border investment and on the amounts invested in some subsample of countries, an overall direct effect
on the ratio of declared financial assets has not been measured so far. Econometric analyses of the quality of
the automatic information exchange system’s output performance have neither been carried out to date, i.e. if
the system does result in data reporting in the way it is supposed to do. Due to the absence of data sources
and available statistics, existing studies have exclusively focused on analysing an effect in terms of behavioural
reactions largely based on risk perceptions, but not necessarily policy effectiveness. See for example Hakelberg
& Rixen (forthcoming); Casi, Spengel, & Stage (2018); Cobham & Janský, (2015, 2018); Crivelli, de Mooij, & Keen
(2016); Johannesen & Zucman (2014); Menkhoff & Miethe (2017); Setser (2019); Tørsløv, Wier, & Zucman
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policies is part of a broader problem when it comes to tax data availability.13 The OECD
concluded in 2015 that “significant limitations of existing data sources mean that, at present,
attempts to construct indicators or undertake an economic analysis of the scale and impact of
BEPS [base erosion and profit shifting] are severely constrained and, as such, should be heavily
qualified” (OECD, 2015, p. 17). I conclude that current data sources are insufficient to evaluate
the policies’ effectiveness.
Therefore, this research focuses instead on policy design. In 2019, the head of the IMF,
Christine Lagarde implicitly identified and criticized a bias in OECD tax policy design. Pointing
out that developing countries needed a seat at the negotiation table as “[a]dvanced
economies have long shaped international corporate tax rules, without considering how they
would affect low-income countries.”14 Could tax policy design by the OECD serve mainly
member’s interests, without addressing the needs of non-OECD members? A policy paper
analyzing OECD’s complex mechanism for exchanging CbCR data concluded that its design
exacerbates inequalities in taxing rights between lower income and OECD member states
(Knobel & Cobham, 2016). The vast network of bilateral double tax treaties are responsible
for substantial revenue losses in developing countries (Hearson, 2018; Janský & Šedivý, 2018).
All available data and studies seem to support the notion that in relative terms, non-OECD
members are more heavily affected by cross-border tax evasion and avoidance. As regards
corporate taxation, studies show lower income countries experiencing the most significant tax
revenue losses in relative terms (as a share of existing tax revenues; Cobham & Janský, 2018;
Crivelli, de Mooij, & Keen, 2016). While data shortages have so far prevented detailed analyses
into the question of whether individual transnational corporations’15 (TNC) tax avoidance is
more pronounced or aggressive in lower income countries, there are no theoretical reasons
to expect that a TNC would avoid less tax or have a higher tax compliance ratio in developing
countries than in advanced economies – rather the opposite.
Regarding personal income and wealth taxation, all available evidence suggests that
higher shares of private financial wealth from developing countries are held offshore
(Cobham, 2016, pp. 16–17; Henry, 2012; Ndikumana, 2017; Ndikumana & Boyce, 2011)
plausibly resulting in more significant revenue losses in relative terms. These illicit financial
flows usually end up in banking centres in core advanced economies (see chapter 4), having
two main stabilising effects on those core economies: the invested financial wealth increases
the purchasing power of their currencies (exchange rate effect), and lowers the cost of credit
(or interest rates; credit cost effect). The opposite effect in developing countries supports a
vicious circle of devaluating currencies, extremely high interest rates, illicit financial outflows
and foreign debt crises (Meinzer, 2010, pp. 6–8, 25).

(2018); Zucman, Johannesen, & Alstadsaeter (2018).
13
There are documented problems even in official tax revenue statistics (Prichard, Cobham, & Goodall, 2014).
Furthermore, there is a lack of public data to evaluate the policy output of OECD policies (e.g. there are no
public country level statistics on the performance of AEoI (discussed in chapter 4); and the CbCR reports are
not provided on a firm level bases but are aggregated at best on a country basis, resulting in suppression of
data). It appears near impossible therefore to robustly evaluate policy effectiveness, at least if understood to
document the causal path from a policy’s output to impact or outcome.
14
Even though she did not mention the OECD explicitly, there is no other institution or set of jurisdictions she
could possibly have referred to except the OECD (Lagarde, 2019).
15
Transnational corporation, transnational company, multinational companies and transnational enterprises
are used synonymously throughout the dissertation.
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The notion of potential bias in the design of OECD tax policy against the interests of lower
income non-OECD members is mostly absent from both earlier analyses of OECD tax policies
by Sharman and Rixen. While they both emphasize the role of small micro tax havens for the
relative failure in progress to counter cross-border tax evasion and avoidance, they are not
systematically considering the potential role of and impact on lower and middle income
countries who are neither OECD members nor small secrecy jurisdictions. However, this
critical perspective on the impact of OECD policies on lower income countries has long been
discussed in the literature. This perspective is related to the role of the OECD in preventing
so-called double taxation of cross-border income through its bilateral treaty work. The model
tax convention of the OECD prioritizes taxing rights of the members of the OECD because they
strengthen the taxing rights of net capital exporting nations, many of which are OECD
members, at the expense of the taxing rights of net capital importing nations, many of which
are lower income countries (Figueroa, 2004, 2005; Picciotto, 1992, p. 61). This conflict has
never been solved by the OECD.
Dependency theory (Cardoso, 1995; Cardoso & Faletto, 1976) offers a potential
explanation as to why OECD tax policies might have a poor record in dealing with the problems
of international tax avoidance, evasion and competition. Originated in the 1970s in Latin
America as a critique to modernization theory, dependency theory broadly posits that
economically advanced states are members of a capitalist “core”, whose economies create
and attract wealth at the expense of peripherical countries, partially supported by
international regimes. The ensuing dependency entails that decisions about production and
consumption in the peripherical economy are ultimately taken in the interests of core
economies to spur their growth (Cardoso & Faletto, 1976, p. 26). Transferring that perspective
to the policy design of the OECD, policies would be shaped in a way to protect a status quo as
long as it enables wealth extraction, spurring growth in OECD countries; and as long as tax
avoidance and evasion affect the consumptive capacity in non-OECD members more severely
than in OECD member states.
The hypothesis that derives from conceptualising OECD member states as capitalist core
countries is that OECD countries shape international tax rules to facilitate wealth extraction
from the rest of the world in what is a structural conflict between core and periphery, and
often or at least sometimes, a zero-sum game. This dynamic is in contrast to Rixen’s implicit
liberal assumption of a dyadic, mainly positive sum distributional problem. In the context of
dependency theory, failures in countering tax avoidance, evasion and competition would then
be part of a configuration of international rules for maintaining a status quo that serves OECD
member interests by enabling economic exploitative wealth extraction from non-OECD
members.
Similar arguments about international regimes and their policies being shaped and
geared against the interests of developing countries can be found - across the disciplinary
fence – in economic thought. Stiglitz, for example, points out the imbalances enshrined in the
Uruguay round of trade negotiations which resulted in the establishment of the WTO with the
consequence that “[…] many of the poorest countries in the world will actually be worse off
as a result of the round” (Stiglitz & Charlton, 2005, p. 47). Instead, the world trade regime
primarily favours developed countries. Chang observes how the orthodoxy in economic
development theory that advocated free trade and laissez-faire is fundamentally inconsistent
with the policies of “now-developed countries” (Chang, 2002, 2003, p. 3). Proponents of such
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orthodoxy in academia, governments and at the IMF and World Bank would be “kicking away
the ladder” that allowed now-developed countries to attain their economic success.
Drawing upon the above-mentioned theoretical considerations and empirical
observations, the central question of this dissertation is:
Research question: How robust was the design of the policies of the OECD for countering
cross-border tax evasion and avoidance between 2008 and 2018?
In order to answer this question, I first clarify the meaning of the “OECD”. Second, I derive
a typology with categories of international tax cooperation standards to discuss and classify
OECD policies. Third, I narrow down the scope of the enquiry to four case studies, each of
which represents one policy within the broader menu of policies undertaken by the OECD.
I conceptualise the OECD in a broad institutional sense as encompassing both the OECD
tax bureaucracy (mainly organized in the Centre for Tax Policy and Administration and the
Global Forum) and OECD constituent member states (as represented in the Committee on
Fiscal Affairs)(Meinzer, 2012, pp. 6–10; Nicholson, 2003, p. 12). Ultimately, member states
define, shape and control the bureaucracy’s space for agency. This role is bolstered by the
traditional consensual decision-making of the organisation.16
To derive proxies for policy robustness, I draw and build on a typology of regulatory
coordination initially developed by “realist” International Relations scholar Daniel Drezner
(Drezner, 2005). In his typology, differing qualities of international standards and regulation
are expected to be shaped by the divergence of preferences among “great powers” and
between them and “developing states”. When replacing those terms with the language used
in dependency theory and international tax governance, a suitable framework of analysis and
a set of categories emerges (see figure 2 below).
Figure 2: A typology of international tax policy coordination (adapted from Drezner 2005)
Divergence of preferences between core (OECD) and peripheric (nonOECD) states

Divergence of preferences
among core (OECD) states

High conflict
Low conflict

High conflict

Low conflict

Sham or double standards
(or none/privatised)

Rival
standards

Club standards

Harmonized standards

Source: Adapted by author on basis of original chart by Drezner (2005, p. 46).

In figure 2 (above), the least robust category of policy design would be a sham standard, which
I understand as weakly enforced (in line with Drezner), or poorly designed policies (loopholes,
gaps, ambiguities) that are plausibly insufficient to address the underlying problem, and
instead perpetuate the status quo by only or mainly serving a symbolic function. This type of
standards, according to the typology, is expected when there is a high conflict of interests
both among OECD countries, and between OECD and non-OECD countries. The absence of
standards (in the same quadrant of the sham standards) indicates policy areas where
preferences are so divergent that the issue is not even placed on the political agenda, is
16
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ignored or delegated to the private sector. Furthermore, I suggest double standards as a
further subcategory of sham standards, where norm makers are dodging the rules themselves
while imposing them on others (norm takers). According to (Drezner, 2005, p. 46), club
standards, in contrast, are “core-created and core-imposed,” and they are understood to be
robust policy designs in principle suitable for addressing an underlying policy problem, but
they are not necessarily serving the interests of non-club members. Rival standards are
marked by competition between different standards in multiple fora and result in “unstable
equilibria”. Drezner suggests rival standards occur in a context of high conflict intensity among
core countries, but relatively low conflict intensity between core and periphery.
Following the empirical evidence and dependency theory’s reasoning that there is a
structural, high level of conflict between OECD and non-OECD countries, the OECD tax policies
to counter cross-border tax evasion and avoidance are expected to result in either “sham
standards” or “club standards” and/or “double standards” - provided the status quo serves
OECD member interests more. The remainder of the thesis will discuss each of the analysed
policy cases and categorize them into the standard they most plausibly fall into, additionally
examining if the observable configuration of preferences (independent variable) results in the
expected type of standard. In the summary of findings, I will complement the assessment of
the robustness of the policy design by comparing it to explicit policy design principles in each
of the cases.
To question the role of the OECD, I analyse elements of four major international tax policy
programmes initiated or coordinated by the OECD since 2008. The selected cases encompass
aspects of all major international tax policy programmes for countering tax evasion and
avoidance undertaken by the OECD between 2008-2018. The first policy (case 1) is the tax
haven blacklist (black-grey-whitelist) which goes back at least to the end of the 1990s, and has
been updated and officially endorsed in April 2009 during the G20 summit in London as a
response to the global financial crisis. The second policy (case 2) is the automatic exchange of
tax information which has gradually become part of the “internationally agreed tax standard”
for information exchange between countries until its official endorsement in 2013. The third
policy (case 3) under review is country by country reporting (CbCR), which has been proposed
by the OECD during its Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) action plan, targeting tax
avoidance by large multinational corporations. The fourth policy (case 4) concerns the
requirements around ownership information of legal entities to be kept or to be registered
under the OECD tax standards and the FATF anti-money laundering recommendations. While
the FATF has been referring to beneficial ownership for a long time in its recommendations,
the Global Forum only clarified its ownership concept for its internationally agreed tax
standard in 2016 to comprise both legal and beneficial ownership information of legal entities
(Knobel, 2017, p. 7; Knobel, Meinzer, & Harari, 2017, p. 2; OECD & Global Forum on
Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, 2016, pp. 2, 4–5).17
The selected cases also reflect three radical tax and transparency policy innovations the
OECD dealt with, described sometimes as the ABC of tax transparency (automatic exchange
of information, case 2, beneficial ownership disclosure, case 4, and public country by country
reporting, case 3 (Andres Knobel, 2018d). Table 3 embeds the four case studies in the broader
context of the international tax policy programmes of the OECD between 1998 to 2018.

17

For a discussion about the earlier inconsistency of OECD’s ownership terminology, see Cobham, Janský, &
Meinzer (2015, pp. 290–291).
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Figure 3: Four case studies in context of major OECD International Tax Policy Programmes
1998-2018

Source: Author.

In figure 3, the ellipse of case 4 has the longest historical span, dating back to before 1998.
While there are some visible overlaps between case 1 and 3, and 2 and 3, other policy overlaps
are not shown in the table. The Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information
for Tax Purposes is subsumed under the OECD programmes18. Two essential international
OECD policy workstreams (around the model tax treaty convention and the transfer pricing
guidelines - see table 1) have not been studied, but aspects of both have become subject of
the BEPS policy programme that has overlaps with case 4.
With the scope of the enquiry and the cases delineated, some recent studies into certain
aspects of these cases are taken into account. Hakelberg and Schaub (2017) show how in the
realm of automatic information exchange, the US employs “organized hypocrisy” (vulgo:
double standards) for redistributing wealth. Christensen (2018) describes the EU’s rise as a
contender to the leading role in international tax policy of the OECD by examining the country
by country reporting dynamics since 2010. Büttner and Thiemann (2017) analysed the role of
the OECD during the BEPS policy process. In particular, they explained the indeterminacy of
the OECD’s transfer pricing guidelines – on the term “economic substance” in particular - by
the heterogeneity of experts and the OECD’s focus on keeping distributional conflicts out of
discourse by transforming them into a technocratic process. Likewise, Lips (2019) has
investigated the role of the US during the OECD’s BEPS policy process, and partially attributed
BEPS’ rather weak outcomes to US reticence. His work also points to growing heterogeneity
among corporate tax policy setting actors beyond the OECD, such as the G20. He exemplifies
this by contrasting the net direct investment positions of G20 members with those of OECD
members, showing that among G20 members that are not OECD members, all are net capital
importing countries, whereas, among those who are OECD members, only one country has a
net inward FDI stock (Australia).19 Beyond the literature around tax havens in the field of
18
19

For a reasoning of this decision, see Meinzer (2012, pp. 7–8).
While not studied by Lips, it seems to be likely that a similar pattern of growing heterogeneity would be
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economics and international political economy, part of which has been discussed so far, each
of the five chapters embeds its theme in its particular field of literature.
Summarising the research design stages so far, I combined deductive inference from
dependency theory and the realist school of International Relations with inductive reasoning
based on broad empirical observations to adapt and refine a typological framework of analysis
of international tax policy coordination. This typology (or typological theory: George &
Bennett, 2005, pp. 233–262) provides categories of robustness of international standards of
cooperation which will help structure the analysis in the subsequent case study chapters. I will
conclude this introductory chapter by discussing the categories of standards that plausibly
match best those observed in each of the cases, and by suggesting further refinements to
more fully develop a typological theory of international tax cooperation.

1.3. Research design and methodology
An analysis of the role of the OECD in international tax policy benefits from an
interdisciplinary research design that draws on the disciplines of international relations, law
and economics. An interdisciplinary enquiry allows to examine tax policy programmes more
comprehensively than any single discipline could on their own. Undertaking original empirical
legal analyses helps detect potentially hidden biases and data omissions, but an exploration
of the causes of such omissions and biases requires a different methodology. Legal analysis is
at the heart of many of the structures and patterns that are used in tax avoidance and evasion,
but the law alone is blind to political economy in which the tax work of the OECD is embedded.
At the same time, economists and international relations scholars may overlook important
technical detail, such as specific legal wording that had been discarded, or ambiguities that
were inserted, with resulting loopholes or blind spots. Therefore, my approach combines
detailed critical legal analysis, with economic analysis, both informed by theories of
international relations, aiming, as it were, to identify the bigger picture political economy at
play, and to better evaluate policy outcomes.
This thesis follows an exploratory case study design; four cases are examined across five
chapters. Gerring (2001) differentiates between the ideal types of confirmatory and
exploratory research designs:
“The confirmationist asks whether a theory is (a) true or (b) false. The explorationist
asks under what circumstances, or to what extent, a theory is true or false. Truth, for
the explorationist, is a matter of degrees. The falsificationist looks to theory to provide
a sturdy framework for knowledge; the explorationist looks to the empirical world.”
(p. 232).
The emphasis of all the research design and all case studies lays on closely observing the
empirical tax world rather than on theoretical considerations. A primary objective of all the
case studies was to evaluate, test and improve on the validity, replicability, verifiability, detail,
and robustness of existing empirical datasets (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994, pp. 25–26) and
associated definitions and concepts. For example, the first case study questions the
robustness of findings of studies in economics and international relations literature that rely
on tax haven blacklists, arguing that their binary nature risks introducing hidden biases. To
observable during the growth of the membership of the OECD since 1990, and for the membership of the
Inclusive Framework. Therefore, the expectation is that at least in corporate taxation, there are increasing
levels of conflict among core OECD member states and in core OECD associated decision-making fora.
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thus identify potentially meaningful gaps or flaws in definitions, datasets and policy requires
considerable effort in data generation, e.g., through original analysis of primary legal sources.
Of each case study, a large part is dedicated to explain the meaningfulness of such gaps or
weaknesses of existing data and policies. Overall, the criteria Gerring suggests for suitability
of confirmatory research designs as opposed to exploratory ones support the choice of the
latter.20
The selection criteria for the case studies used in this research is based on a “crucial case”
study design. Crucial cases are “for one reason or another, critical to a concept or to a broader
body of theory. […] a case is chosen because it has come to define, or at least to exemplify, a
concept or theoretical outcome”(Gerring, 2001, p. 219). As described above in more detail,
the four cases were selected based on their centrality for all the major international tax policy
proposals promoted and/or led by the OECD since 2008.
Two of the case studies are historically oriented within-case analyses, employing process
tracing techniques (Case 2 and 3). The other two case studies predominantly use methods of
comparative policy analysis (Case 1 and 4). Common to all the cases is a critical theoretical
perspective that questions parameters that are often left uninterrogated by mainstream
economics or political science, such as concepts, definitions and data. Table 2 provides an
overview of the methodologies used in the four cases and five chapters.

20

Gerring suggests the following six criteria which would support confirmatory research designs (and vice
versa, exploratory approaches): 1. Research is rather formulaic; 2. Experimental or statistical methods suitable;
3. Questions and answers in binary form; 4. Preferable to miss a causal relationship than to mistakenly identify
a false causal relationship; 5. Concerns about possible bias of researchers; 6. Possibility to oversee research by
neutral body (Gerring, 2001, p. 234).
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Table 2: Overview of research design and methodologies across four cases
Case 1 - Chapter 2

Case 1 - Chapter 3

Case 2 - Chapter 4

Case 3 - Chapter
5

Case 4 - Chapter 6

Title

The
Financial
Secrecy
Index:
Shedding
New
Light on the
Geography
of
Secrecy

Towards
a
Common
Yardstick
to
Identify
Tax
Havens and to
Facilitate Reform

Automatic
Exchange
of
Information
as
the New Global
Standard:
The
End of (Offshore
Tax
Evasion)
History?

A Half-Century
of Resistance to
Corporate
Disclosure

The state of play of
beneficial
ownership
registration:
A
visual overview

Main OECD Tax
Programme

Blacklisting
Havens

Blacklisting
Havens

Automatic
Exchange
Information

of

Base
Erosion
and
Profit
Shifting

Information
Exchange
Upon
Request

Main research
motivation (s)

Assessing
robustness and
implementation
of policy design.

Assessing
robustness
of
policy design.

Assessing
robustness
of
policy design.

Assessing
robustness of
policy design.

Assessing
robustness
and
implementation of
policy design.

Data evaluation
and
improvement.

Identify
intervening
variables
to
explain trajectory
of policy.

Identify
intervening
variables
to
explain
"resistance".

Explorative case
study
design:
crucial case

Explorative case
study
design:
crucial case

Explorative case
study
design:
crucial case

Explorative case
study
design:
crucial case

Qualitative
Comparative
/
Content Analysis
(legal
gap
analyses),
supported
by
surveys

Qualitative
Comparative
/
Content Analysis
(legal
gap
analyses),
supported
by
surveys

Process-tracing

Process-tracing

Cross-sectional /
synchronic

Cross-sectional /
synchronic

Diachronic

Diachronic

Tax

Data evaluation
and
improvement.

Main
methodological
approach(es)

Main
Comparative
Dimension

Tax

Data
evaluation
and improvement.

Explorative case
study
design:
crucial case
Qualitative
Comparative
/
Content Analysis
(legal
gap
analyses),
supported
by
surveys

Cross-sectional
synchronic

/

Source: Author.

Especially for the three chapters (case 1 and 4) whose primary analytical dimension was crosssectional/synchronic, the main method employed was in-depth legal qualitative comparative
(or content) analysis (QCA)21 of specific tax policies. QCA is a method for coding and
categorizing empirical data, for “systematically describing the meaning of qualitative
material” (Schreier, 2012, p. 1). This method was used for identifying problems in various tax
haven blacklists and for then comparing alternative measures of financial secrecy across

21
While Gerring and George/Bennett speak of qualitative comparative analysis, Schreier discusses qualitative
content analysis – both appear to be synonymous; see George & Bennett (2005, p. 162); Gerring, (2001, p.
207); Schreier (2012).
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jurisdictions, including on the registration and publication of legal and beneficial ownership
information of legal entities.
In the other two chapters (cases 2 and 3), the dominant method used was process-tracing
which “attempts to identify the intervening causal process – the causal chain and causal
mechanism – between an independent variable (or variables) and the outcome of the
dependent variable”(George & Bennett, 2005, p. 206). In this context, the independent
variable in both diachronic case studies on automatic information exchange 22 and country by
country reporting, is the configurations of preference heterogeneity of the OECD (including
its member states) and developing countries, while the dependent variable is the tax policy
design (standard) and its robustness.

1.4. Thesis outline
The following four subchapters in the thesis outline follow a similar structure. I begin by briefly
summarizing the main theme and argument of the chapter(s). Then I proceed by giving an
update of any recent relevant developments around the OECD policy in question. Both of
these summaries will be focusing on assessing the policy design’s robustness to establish the
most plausible category of the typology’s dependent variable, i.e., the quality of the standard.
Finally, I discuss the observable preference configuration of the case in the light of the
typology’s categorization of independent variables.
1.4.1. First case – blacklisting
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 jointly constitute the first case, as both are concerned chiefly with
the longest standing policy of the OECD for countering tax avoidance and evasion, namely the
blacklisting of tax havens or of jurisdictions failing to implement the “internationally agreed
tax standards”. Both chapters analyse how and why the concerns of existing bias and double
standards in the OECD harmful tax competition initiative, as documented by Sharman in 1998,
remain valid for later stages of OECD policies dealing with tax havens (see e.g. Unger &
Ferwerda, 2009).
These stages include i) the response of the OECD to the G20 call at its London summit in
2009 to end the era of tax havens by means of a new black-grey-white list of tax havens (OECD,
2009a); ii) the restructuring and opening of the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes (OECD, 2009b); and iii) the introduction of a peer review
process and methodology to ensure compliance with the “internationally agreed tax
standard” (Lesage, 2010; Meinzer, 2012; Shaheen, 2012).
While the latest instance of the actions of the OECD around the policy of tax haven
blacklisting in 2018 is not subject anymore to the analyses of chapters 2 and 3, there are
ongoing concerns about the inherent double standard. Biases have become more subtle to
the extent that the rather blunt and secretive blacklisting approach was supplemented by peer
reviewed and rather public evaluations of adherence to the internationally agreed tax
standard. Yet, double standards persist. Especially the inconsistent treatment of the most
powerful member state of the OECD, the USA, supports the notion of an ongoing double
standard (Knobel, 2018a, 2018b, 2018e). As of April 2019, only Trinidad and Tobago was listed
22
Automatic information exchange (AIE) and Automatic exchange of information (AEoI) are used synonymously
throughout the dissertation.
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as a jurisdiction “not complying with international standards of transparency and exchange of
information”, while the US was deemed compliant despite its documented severe problems
of identifying company owners, and its ongoing failure to implement reciprocal automatic
information exchange.23 Double standards can also be identified in the more recent
blacklisting exercises by the European Union (Lips & Cobham, 2018; Reuters, 2018; The
Economist, 2015). This policy problem is thus hardly a matter of the past, and chapters 2 and
3 should be read bearing in mind that they only cover the period up to 2015.
While both chapters discuss why and how a policy of blacklisting is inherently fraught
with difficulties, they differ in emphasis. Chapter 2 discusses the conceptual, definitional,
measurement, and political problems of tax haven blacklisting exercises. Both academic
research and public policy debate around “tax havens” and “offshore” finance typically suffer
from a lack of definitional consistency.24 Unsurprisingly, there is little agreement about which
jurisdictions ought to be considered as tax havens – or which policy measures would result in
them not being considered as such. This chapter explores and makes operational an
alternative concept, that of a “secrecy jurisdiction”, and presents the findings of the resulting
Financial Secrecy Index (FSI). The FSI ranks countries and jurisdictions according to their
contribution to opacity in global financial flows, revealing quite a different geography of
financial secrecy from the image of small island tax havens that may still dominate popular
perceptions and some of the literature on “offshore finance”. Some major (secrecy-supplying)
economies now come into focus. Instead of a binary division between “tax havens” and
others, the results show a secrecy spectrum, on which all jurisdictions can be placed; and that
adjustment for the scale of business is necessary to compare impact propensity. This approach
has the potential to support more precise and granular research findings and policy
recommendations.
Chapter 3 engages in a deeper historical and legal analyses to illustrate why and how the
blacklisting exercises are by design lacking robustness for tackling cross-border financial flows.
The comparison and analysis of various national and international tax haven listings reveals a
lack of accuracy and consistency. These weaknesses, vested mainly in the terminology of ‘tax
havens’, lay at the core of the failure of past and most current attempts to counter the harmful
effects associated with tax havens. By shifting the focus away from tax aspects onto secrecy,
and by using transparent and verifiable criteria and data sources, the FSI embodies a different
approach. It assesses the degree to which a jurisdiction’s legal and regulatory system
contributes to global financial secrecy and thus facilitates corrupt practices, including those
stemming from tax abuse.
The analytical framework embedded in the FSI can help shape reforms in three main
ways. First, the high ranking of major OECD powers underlines their need to lead through
example by enacting domestic policy reforms before imposing them on others. These reforms
must ensure that their domestic laws and regulations do not enable people or entities to
escape or undermine the laws, rules, and regulations of other jurisdictions. Second, once
these reforms are implemented, a broad menu of finely graduated countermeasures can be
adopted targeting specific aspects of the financial secrecy of all jurisdictions – not only of
23

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/exchange-of-information-on-request/ratings/;
http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/fast-track-review-procedure-frequently-asked-questions.pdf;
http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/exchange-of-information-on-request/ratings/; 15.4.2019.
24
This sentence and the following sentences are taken from the abstract of the article published in Economic
Geography, which constitutes chapter 2.
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blacklisted ones. Third, by focusing on transparency as an intermediate step to achieving a fair
set of international tax rules, more sustained public support for reform efforts against the
resistance of vested interests is likely to emerge.
Both chapters contrast the blacklisting policy outcomes with an alternative measurement
of the intensity of financial secrecy that dispenses with an artificial binary dichotomy between
tax havens and others. All reviewed countries are sitting on spectrum of financial secrecy, and
major OECD economies are showing only marginally lower levels of financial secrecy than
often blacklisted jurisdictions, while hosting far larger shares of the global financial service
industry that is commercializing these policies. The conclusion from both chapters on the most
plausible typological category of the blacklisting policy’s robustness unambiguously places it
the sham or double standard category.
As for the configuration of preferences, conflicts around who is a tax haven that deserves
blacklisting are suggested to be high among OECD member countries. Given that some key
players among the OECD membership have had a long tradition of harboring offshore assets
(see chapter 4) and officially defended banking secrecy even against confidential cross-border
information exchange (Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland; Fiechter, 2010), it is
plausible that the heterogeneity of preferences among OECD members is high. Conflicts
between core and periphery became apparent during the 2009 OECD listing exercise when
the OECD and China fought over the appropriate listing of China’s special administrative
regions Hong Kong and Macao. Furthermore, an analysis of three of the national tax haven
lists by non-OECD members further supports the notion of divergence of preferences, for
example, the Argentinian and Brazilian lists classify the United States as a tax haven.
Moreover, some of the microstate tax havens might fall in the non-OECD country category,
suggesting even further potential for conflict between OECD and periphery.25 Also, the
approach of the European Union of blacklisting African countries has resulted in concerns
expressed by the African Tax Administration Forum during the IMF/WB Spring Meetings in
April 2019.26 If these anecdotic pieces of evidence are taken as proxies for a high divergence
of preferences between non-OECD countries and OECD, following the international tax policy
coordination typology, the blacklisting approach of the OECD could have only led to a sham
standard.
1.4.2. Second case – automatic exchange of information
Automatic exchange of information (AEoI) for tax purposes has become the global standard
for international tax cooperation in 2013.27 As a tool for containing offshore tax evasion, it has
encountered opposition in the past, among others by the above mentioned banking secrecy
jurisdictions within the OECD that have long resisted it. This chapter adds to the literature on
25

Analyses of the national tax blacklists reveal a high degree of heterogeneity of jurisdictions not only among
five OECD countries, but also among the three non-OECD countries that were reviewed. In the lists of 5 OECD
countries that were reviewed, the number of listed jurisdictions ranged from 40 to 115 jurisdictions. In the lists
of 3 non-OECD countries that were reviewed, the number ranged from 44 to 88. Further research could
attempt to broaden the sample of non-OECD tax haven listings to analyse more systematically the differences
in listings as regards OECD membership.
26
For example by ATAF’s director Logan Wort in November 2018 during a workshop in Bonn (workshop
keynote Logan Wort, 13 November 2018), or by Mary Baine during the IMF and World Bank Spring Meetings in
April 2019: https://twitter.com/MarijnVerhoeven/status/1117635582283403264?s=19; 26.4.2019.
27
This sentence and the following sentences are taken from the abstract of an earlier version of the article
which constitutes chapter 4. It is taken from Meinzer (2017a).
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the causes of the origin (Hakelberg, 2016) of the automatic information exchange regime and
its functioning. Beyond the “organized hypocrisy” (Hakelberg & Schaub, 2017) (vulgo: double
standards) the US is employing, early analyses of the standard had identified 35 loopholes and
gaps relevant for the taxation of lower income country’s offshore wealth and income (Knobel
& Meinzer, 2014b). In the meantime, four of the identified loopholes have been
unambiguously closed by further regulations, interpretations and commentaries to the
standard28. Meanwhile others are actively promoted by law firms and company service
providers, based for example in Switzerland and Hong Kong, as tools for circumventing AEoI.29
As the recent policy discussions around “golden visas” (or fake residency and citizenship
regimes) have underlined (Knobel & Heitmüller, 2018; Trautvetter & Winkler, 2019), AEoI
certainly is not watertight and concerns as to its robustness also persist after the OECD
published some model anti-avoidance measures in 2018 (Knobel, 2018c; OECD, 2018). Overall,
the absence of public statistics about the standard’s functioning is a crucial obstacle for fully
ascertaining the policy design’s robustness. The terms of reference for the peer reviews on
the compliance with the automatic information exchange standard published by the Global
Forum in 2018 dispensed with mandatory statistics as a component of the peer reviews
(Knobel, 2018f). It remains open how the peer review process will ultimately treat the US and
Switzerland.
While there is currently no conclusive evidence about the current automatic information
exchange system’s effectiveness in redressing offshore tax evasion, there are substantial flaws
in policy design that support the notion of a sham standard. Beyond the loopholes, the
ongoing tolerance of the United States’ hypocrisy and the lack of effective multilateralism in
the system’s functioning and during the stages of standard creation, make it most plausible to
categorise it as a sham or double standard, despite some observable behavioural reactions in
the location of offshore assets. Compared to the first case where no element of a robust policy
design was identified, the policy principle of cross-border routine tax data exchanges is clearly
suitable to redress offshore tax evasion, and as such was and is widely supported beyond the
OECD.
Concerning the configuration of preferences for the typology, as the chapter describes in
greater detail, the Swiss government had for many years actively resisted the introduction of
AEoI, and some of the loopholes identified in the CRS match Swiss government positions
expressed during the phase of the development of the standard, which in turn are reflecting
28
The following loopholes have been closed (numbers correspond to the number of the loophole from table 8
of chapter 5.1, in: Knobel & Meinzer (2014b): 1-No unique Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement
(MCAA). Now there is de facto a unique MCAA, which is not compulsory but all countries participating in the
CRS are using this one. Even a country such as Singapore that started with bilateral agreements has in the
meantime switched to using the MCAA for the vast majority of its exchange relationships (see
http://www.oecd.org/tax/automatic-exchange/international-framework-for-the-crs/exchange-relationships/;
28.4.2019); 2-Discretion to reject AEoI: the Global Forum now requires countries to engage in exchanges with
all interested parties (Knobel, 2018d); 3-MCAA does not require consensus to join the MCAA. The consensus
requirement originally envisaged in section 7 of the draft MCAA (OECD, 2014, p. 221), this condition was
dropped in the final MCAA (OECD, 2016, p. 13); 35-US financial institutions are treated as non-participating
financial institutions (Shaxson, 2016a, 2016b).
29
Swiss law firms are boasting in the internet about how to exploit over 40 loopholes: https://swiss-bankinglawyers.com/news/tax-loopholes-automatic-exchange-of-information/; 15.4.2019. A Hong Kong based
offshore company service provider provides further advise for circumventing AEoI:
https://offshoreincorporate.com/how-to-avoid-automatic-exchange-of-information-by-changing-residency/;
15.4.2019.
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the stance of the Swiss banking industry. After many tax scandals and whistle-blower
revelations of the significant role that the Swiss banking industry had played in facilitating
offshore tax evasion by the wealthiest, including from OECD member states, many developed
or revived their almost 80 year old interest to end Swiss banking secrecy (Meinzer, 2015) by
introducing AEoI. As a result, the conflict intensity inside the OECD can be plausibly argued to
be high.
As for the intensity of conflict between core and peripherical economies concerning AEoI,
the analysis of empirical data on capital flight suggests an intense conflict between core and
periphery as well (see chapter 2, 3 and 4).30 For the typology, a conflict between the OECD
and non-OECD countries is classified as intense. According to the typology, the design of the
OECD’s AEoI would be expected to result in a sham or double standard only.
1.4.3. Third case – country by country reporting
Chapter 5 (case 3) documents most clearly the intense conflict between core OECD countries
and developing countries through the example of corporate disclosure rules. Country by
country reporting was a demand embedded in the broader political struggle for a New
International Economic Order (NIEO) which was led by G77 developing countries since the
1960s and 1970s. The chapter traces the policy’s long history up to its contemporary form as
it was enacted by the OECD as part of its BEPS project in a watered-down form. This standard
is proposed to feed indicators for measuring progress in achieving one of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) by the United Nations.31 The repeated interventions of business
sector lobbyists is a salient intervening variable during the long time span of the policy design
process. After intense private sector lobby pressure in 1978, OECD members coordinated to
reject what were attempts to create a harmonized standard for corporate accounting and tax
disclosure at the United Nation’s Commission for Transnational Corporations. As a result,
during the subsequent 35 years, there was an absence of any international standard endorsed
in this policy area by governments. Instead, self-regulation of the private sector through
accounting firms and their professional associations stepped in the regulatory vacuum. The
CBCR standard the OECD introduced later relies on complex information exchange
arrangements which may lead to an exacerbation of inequalities in taxing multinationals
between lower income and OECD members (Knobel & Cobham, 2016).
The case study shows how over a long period that started in the 1970s, multinational
corporations and their interest representations and accounting firms had consistently
influenced the positions of OECD countries, particularly of the main net capital exporting
nations, the US, Germany and Japan. While it was first the US and Japan leading the opposition
against the far-ranging proposals of the UN in the 1970s, Germany took over that role during
attempts at establishing a more ambitious rival standard at the European Union from 2014
30
For example, a survey with (non-OECD) tax administrations illustrated conflicts over the relevance of NorthSouth automatic information exchange. Contrary to Pascal Saint-Amans (OECD’s tax head) statement in 2014
that most of developing countries are not yet ready and don’t want AEoI, all of the eight surveyed developing
countries expressed interest in a more ambitious, fully multilateral and less loophole-ridden regime than the
one the OECD finally enacted (Knobel & Meinzer, 2014a). Furthermore, Switzerland announced discretionarily
delaying or refusing the activation of exchange relationships with certain (non-OECD) jurisdictions, citing the
market potential for Switzerland’s finance industry as a factor for official consideration. See chapter 4 for more
details.
31
The specific target in question is SDG 16.4 on reducing illicit financial flows from tax avoidance of
transnational enterprises.
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onwards. During the standard-setting phase for the OECD’s CbCR proposal of 2013, it was the
same three countries who mainly helped to dilute the CbCR proposal by ensuring the data’s
confidentiality as opposed to publicity.
In conclusion, the lack of publication and reconciliation with financial statements, and
other technical flaws suggest that the OECD CbCR policy design falls in the category of sham
standards. However, similar to the case of AEoI, it also contains the seed for a robust and
harmonized international standard, and more search is needed in order to determine its
ultimate empirical impact on globally reducing profit misalignment and tax avoidance. The
principle of treating TNCs as one single unit to require central group-wide reporting on a
country by country basis is part of a plausible policy solution to counter tax avoidance and
increase the accountability of TNCs in an internationally deeply integrated world economy.
Concerning the configuration of preferences for the typology of international tax policy
cooperation, the conflict between OECD and non-OECD countries is extremely high and was
especially so in the 1970s and 1980s as extensively documented throughout the negotiation
process at the UN Commission for Transnational Corporations. This conflict is explained by
differences between capital exporting countries where TNCs are mostly headquartered (origin
of FDI – residence countries), and capital importing countries, where TNCs invest (destination
of FDI – source countries). During the period after the 1980s, the conflicts among OECD
member countries became more salient, when some OECD members signalled their support
for a more ambitious rival standard through the European Union’s initiative to publish CBCR.
The increasing support for publishing CbCR among some the OECD members has three
potential explanations. First, the dominance of the three traditional capital exporting
countries within the OECD (Germany, Japan and the US) decreased as the OECD expanded its
membership from the 1990s onwards. Similarly, the G20’s role as an influential agenda-setting
organization for the OECD in the period after the financial crisis further strengthened the
negotiation position of net capital importing countries. Second, in contrast to the 1970s, civil
society organisations engaged far more actively in the public and political discourse after the
financial crisis (Seabrooke & Wigan, 2013), supported by major news headlines of corporate
tax avoidance. This could have contributed to a softening of opposition against the proposals
at least in some OECD members and among OECD staff. Third, in contrast to the 1970s, the
confidence by OECD country governments in ensuring taxation of TNCs headquartered in their
jurisdictions had suffered in the face of widespread and deliberate tax haven strategies by
some states (Palan, 2002) and the rise of transnational professional service firms intent on
commercializing the resulting tax avoidance opportunities (Murphy, Seabrooke, & Stausholm,
2019). To the extent that OECD member governments realized they were no longer able to
extract all data necessary to apply their tax rules on their TNCs, their preferences might have
shifted further towards embracing a variant of CBCR that would strengthen their taxing
capacity.
As for the configuration of preferences as per the typology, it is suggested that the
intensity of conflicts between OECD and non-OECD members was very high in the 1970s and
1980s, but has softened in the meantime because of a considerable heterogeneity among the
members of the OECD, following its membership’s expansion from the 1990s onwards. The
opposite preference configuration appears to be plausible among OECD members for the
same reason: whereas in the 1970s and 1980s, the level conflict was low, it has increased to
reach higher levels.
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1.4.5. Fourth case – legal entity ownership transparency
Chapter six (fourth case study) comparatively examines the registration and disclosure
requirements of the ownership of legal entities (such as companies) and structures (such as
trusts) across 112 jurisdictions, including all OECD and EU members as of June 2018. Beneficial
ownership transparency is widely considered to be a key policy for tackling illicit financial flows
that encompass cross-border financial transactions for money laundering, tax evasion,
corruption and terrorism finance.32 By identifying, registering and disclosing the identities of
natural persons who ultimately own or control legal vehicles, the absue of corporate secrecy
can be prevented.33 Furthermore, ownership registration is arguably a crucial prerequisite for
a straightforward functioning of the automatic exchange of information under the Common
Reporting Standar, especially for Ultra High Net Worth Individuals.34
Going far beyond the OECD standard of ownership transparency, the chapter reviews
ownership registration of the following legal vehicles: companies, partnerships, trusts (split
into domestic law trusts, and foreign law trusts administered locally) and private foundations.
It analyses, codifies and measures, and compares the effectiveness of registration and
disclosure in each country, for all five types. The output of the standard’s effectiveness is
analysed in four dimensions, separately for legal and beneficial ownership for companies and
partnerships. These dimensions include the scope of registration (which legal vehicles), the
triggers (when is registration required), the ownership definitions (who is subject to
registration) and the access to the data (is it publicly and openly available online).
Unsurprisingly, the results reveal a meagre overall performance of all countries
worldwide. No jurisdiction has effective legal ownership (LO) and beneficial ownership (BO)
registration for all legal vehicles in place. Nonetheless, the study reveals substantial
heterogeneity across countries. Notably, the European Union performs significantly better
than OECD member countries. Out of a total of 34 countries with BO registration laws in place
in June 2018, 19 were EU member states (68% of EU), while only 16 were OECD members
(44% of OECD). When taking into account equally legal ownership registration, the distance
between the OECD and the EU is shrinking. Out of the 19 countries with “acceptable”35 levels
of LO or BO registration for at least four types of legal vehicles, ten were EU-member states
(36% of EU) and 12 OECD members (33% of OECD). When the number of legal vehicles with
acceptable standards of ownership registration is lowered to 3 legal vehicles, out of the 47
countries, 21 were EU members (75% of EU members) compared to 24 from the OECD (67%).

32
For example, the FATF lists “[…] the lack of information on beneficial ownership and control of companies
[…]” as a “risk event” in its guidance on national money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessment
(FATF, 2013, pp. 23–24). Furthermore, in the preliminary risk module of the money laundering threat
assessment of the IMF, “transparency of ownership” is mentioned as an important area to analyse in three out
of a total of 9 risk events for determining money laundering and terrorist financing risks (Unger et al., 2013, pp.
350–354).
33
As long as data is held only by law firms, non-public registers or the legal vehicles themselves, commercially
motivated manipulations of ownership data have been documented to be widespread, e.g., during the Panama
Papers revelations, where some individuals were recorded as owning hunrdreds or thousands of shell
companies in order to hide the real beneficial owners (Meinzer, 2017b, pp. 19–21).
34
See chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion of the relationship. The importance and relevance of beneficial
ownership information more broadly has been also discussed in: Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes & Inter-American Development Bank (2019, pp. 37–40).
35
See page 149 in chapter 6 for definition (in original BO study reference is on page 15).
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It is noteworthy that a substantial number of jurisdictions that are neither OECD nor EU
members have implemented ownership registration. Out of 34 countries with beneficial
ownership laws in place in June 2018, 15 were neither OECD nor EU countries, and acceptable
levels of transparency of legal and beneficial ownership was in place for 7 (for four or more
legal vehicles; out of 19) or 21 countries (for three or more legal vehicles; out of 47).
The OECD’s standards might partially explain the mediocre performance by OECD
members on ownership transparency which in 2019 continue to fail to require the recording
at a central or public registry either of legal or beneficial ownership. This standard laid down
most recently through the “2016 terms of reference for peer reviews of Exchange of
Information on Request” (OECD & Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of
Information for Tax Purposes, 2016). Instead, the standard merely requires information to be
available in their territories, held by companies themselves, and by their professional service
or law-firms, and to make them accessible to authorities upon request. In 2016, the OECD
Global Forum marginally shifted its policy position to require the availability of beneficial
ownership information alongside legal ownership in its peer reviews of the standard of
exchange of information on request36. While the FATF had required information on beneficial
owners to be accessible in its 2003 version of its 40 recommendations (FATF, 2004, p. 3,9),
only its 2012 version of the recommendations explicitly required the same on legal owners
(FATF, 2012, pp. 83–84).
Other international initiatives and agencies have gone further than where the Global
Forum and the FATF stand today. The declaration endorsed by the G8 at their 2013 summit
mentions “central registries” of beneficial ownership three times across the document as an
example how ownership information of companies and trusts could be made accessible to tax
and law enforcement authorities (G8, 2013, p. 1,8,23). In its 4th Anti-Money Laundering
Directive from 2015, the EU required central registries of beneficial ownership of companies
and some trusts (European Parliament & Council of the European Union, 2015). The Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) included as a new requirement in its 2016 review of
its standard the disclosure of beneficial ownership of extractive companies by implementing
countries by 2020.37 In the same year, during an anti-corruption summit in the UK38, more
countries committed to establishing public BO registries, including from Africa and Asia. On
19 April 2018, the EU approved the Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive. This directive
requires public BO registries for companies and legal persons, and central registries of BOs of
trusts by 2020 (European Parliament & Council of the European Union, 2018).
Despite these developments, no signs suggest that the OECD, the Global Forum or the
FATF would change their position on not requiring central or public registries. In March 2019,
while emphasizing that neither the Global Forum nor the FATF mandate registries, the Global
Forum jointly with the Inter-American Development Bank published a report discussing
central registration, including publication, of BOs (Global Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes & Inter-American Development Bank, 2019, p. 19).

36
In the language of the Global Forum website of 2019, this standard is part of the “internationally agreed
standards of transparency and exchange of information in the tax area”; see:
http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/; 14.4.2019.
37
https://eiti.org/news/2016-eiti-standard-from-reports-to-results; 15.4.2019.
38
https://www.globalwitness.org/fr/press-releases/anti-corruption-summit-sees-bold-moves-property-andtravel-glaring-blind-spot-tax-havens/; 7.5.2018.
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In conclusion, OECD’s policy design on legal entity ownership transparency is classified as
a sham standard which is not suitable for enhancing the integrity of legal entities, or for
preventing, countering or containing their abuse for tax evasion, money laundering and other
illicit financial flows. As an alternative to this weak standard, the EU and the EITI have begun
establishing a rival standard that is requiring public central registration of company ownership
as a central pillar.
Regarding the configuration of preferences for the typology of international tax policy
coordination, the intensity of the conflict between core (OECD member) countries and
developing countries appears to be rather low. There is no anecdotic evidence of meaningful
conflicts between core and peripheral countries around the ownership disclosure standard,
and both OECD members and non-members have equally progressed with more ambitious
rules.39 Within the OECD bureaucracy, however, and especially among the members of the
standard-setting Global Forum, the divergence of preferences appears more pronounced.
In its first public report that mentions beneficial ownership, the OECD expressed a
surprising preference for central ownership registration under specific circumstances. As early
as 2001, the OECD recommended an “up front disclosure system” – vulgo: central public
registry - of company beneficial ownership (meaning a natural person) for jurisdictions with
“[…] 1) a generally weak investigative system; 2) high proportion of non-resident
ownership of corporate vehicles (particularly those owned by individuals or by shell
corporations); 3) high proportion of shell companies or asset holding companies and;
4) anonymity enhancing instruments” (OECD, 2001, pp. 9–10).
These four criteria for jurisdictions to establish central ownership registration systems are
likely to have applied to most notorious secrecy jurisdictions that were newly invited to the
Global Forum standard-setting table in the aftermath of the OECD harmful tax competition
project between 2000-2002.40 In contrast, among the members of the OECD, only few or some
countries could be reasonably assumed to match these criteria. Despite this recommendation,
central registries did not feature anymore when the ownership and tax transparency standard
was endorsed a year later in 2002. That standard was developed during the same period and
likely in the same building as the report by the OECD quoted above has been written. This
mismatch of recommendations expressed by members of the OECD in the report, and the
standard-setting outcomes suggests a growing heterogeneity of preferences in the core group
of decision-makers at the OECD’s Global Forum.
In 2011, tensions inside the bureaucracy of the OECD have surfaced. A potentially serious
conflict between different divisions of the Center for Tax Policy and Administrations became
apparent which could help explain the 16 years long lag between endorsing the first version
of the information exchange upon request standard in 2002 and the explicit inclusion of
beneficial ownership in the standard in 2016. The Global Forum standard of 2002 contained

39

A potential explanation could be the issue linkage to national security and crime fighting debates, and the
involvement of respective agencies and departments in the standard-setting process, which might reduce the
relevance of conflicts around distributional matters. Further research could explore the causes for and patterns
of this apparent norm diffusion, regarding ownership registration, beyond and above the OECD.
40
During the standard setting phase, the Global Forum Working Group on Effective Exchange of Information
expanded its membership to include the Aruba, Bermuda, Bahrain, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Isle of Man, Malta,
Mauritius, the Netherlands Antilles, the Seychelles and San Marino (OECD, 2006, p. 7).
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an implicit definition of beneficial ownership that was marred by a circular definition (see
chapter 3) that has its roots in the OECD model tax convention.
The meaning of a beneficial owner was different in the OECD model tax convention
compared to the meaning in the anti-money laundering realm (see e.g. Unger, 2017) and in
the automatic information exchange system. In 2011, the OECD explicitly acknowledged the
incompatibility of the anti-money laundering sense of using the word and its double tax treaty
work:
“The above explanations concerning the meaning of “beneficial owner” make it clear
that the meaning given to this term in the context of the Article must be
distinguished from the different meaning that has been given to that term in the
context of other instruments that concern the determination of the persons (typically
the individuals) that exercise ultimate control over entities or assets. That different
meaning of “beneficial owner” cannot be applied in the context of the Article. Indeed,
that meaning, which refers to natural persons (i.e. individuals), cannot be reconciled
with the express wording of subparagraph 2 a), which refers to the situation where a
company is the beneficial owner of a dividend.”(OECD, 2011, p. 9)
This report went on to suggest several changes to the commentary to the model tax
convention of the OECD in order to reduce ambiguities that resulted from the FATF’s use of
the terminology of “beneficial ownership”. It is questionable to what extent these attempts
at clarifying the meaning of and reducing ambiguities in using the wording “beneficial
ownership” were successful or not. In any case this report evidences internal discussions at
the OECD, where an influential faction of the Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
expressed concerns from within the OECD and took action in response to what was framed as
an alien, intrusive and conflicting use of a terminology hitherto only – or predominantly - used
in the model tax conventions.41 It suggests that the established system of double tax treaties
has come under stress through legal ambiguities that resulted as an unintended consequence
from the anti-money laundering efforts.
The decision of the OECD and the Global Forum to not include beneficial ownership in its
legal entity transparency standard is a path dependent outcome of the previous OECD tax
work, and illustrates the influence by the newly invited secrecy jurisdictions and the faction
tasked with managing the OECD model tax convention has exerted over the Global Forum.

1.5. Summary of findings
The robustness of the policy designs assessed in all of the four case studies matches the
category of a sham standard and double standards which entice mock compliance
(Woodward, 2016), supporting the status quo rather than curtailing tax avoidance and
evasion. This finding stands in stark contrast to the aspiration of the OECD of becoming, and
their self-presentation as, a globally inclusive, efficient and apolitical expert think tank. The
tax policy design and policy-making processes of the OECD tended to exclude, ignore or at
times actively counter interests of lower income countries in the agenda setting or decisionmaking phases, and to have catered to the interests and positions of powerful member states.
Table 3 (below) gives an overview of the research findings.

41
This position expressed from within the then most influential tax department of the OECD signals a division
within the OECD bureaucracy that has likely had supporters among staff inside the OECD before 2002 and
during the standard-setting process.
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Table 3: Typological results of four case studies: preference configurations and robustness
of policy design of the standard

Blacklisting (Case 1)

Automatic exchange of
information (Case 2)

Country by country reporting
(Case 3)

Legal entity ownership (Case
4)

Observed divergence of
preferences among
core (OECD) states

Observed divergence of
preferences between core
(OECD) and peripheric (nonOECD) states

Most plausible category of
standard’s robustness

Conflict Intensity:

Conflict Intensity:

Standard robustness:

High

High

Sham / Double

Very High

High

Sham / Double

--> High/Medium?

--> Medium/Low?

--> Harmonised?

Low

Very High

Sham / Privatized

--> Medium/High?

--> Medium/Low?

--> Harmonised?

High

Low

Sham / Rival

Source: Author.

Two of the policy designs of the OECD embody fundamental and radically novel principles
which plausibly are elements of robust policy design. These principles in the area of bank
account and corporate transparency could help to foster future deep and effective crossborder regulatory cooperation. In table 4 (below), I suggest similar plausible principles for
robust policy solutions for each of the four policy areas. The table suggests for each tax policy
area three main principles and the degree of distance of each of the examined tax policies
from these principles (black letters indicating proximity, white letters indicating maximum
distance). These principles are plausible policy design parameters for robustly addressing the
underlying policy problem while keeping in mind the ultimate goal of reducing worldwide
inequalities by reducing illicit financial flows and strengthening progressive, redistributive
taxation. As the table illustrates, in case of the automatic information exchange and the
country by country reporting, OECD standards meet the first principle of robust policy design.
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Table 4: Distance of four OECD policies from plausible principles for robust policy designs
to reduce inequalities by countering illicit financial flows (2018)
Case 1
Chapter 2 and 3

Case 2
Chapter 4

Case 3
Chapter 5

Case 4
Chapter 6

Concerned Taxes

Corporate and Personal
Income Tax

Personal Income Tax,
Wealth Tax

Corporate and
Personal Income Tax

Tax Policy Area

Blacklisting

Automatic
Information
Exchange

Detail of policy

Lists of jurisdictions not
complying with
international standards of
transparency and
exchange of information

Common Reporting
Standard (CRS)

Corporate Income
Tax (incl. Capital
gains)
Corporate
Transparency
(transfer pricing,
audits)
Country by Country
Reporting (CbCR)

Sham / Double

Legal entity
ownership
transparency

Part of BEPS Action
13

2016 Terms of
Reference for peer
reviews of Exchange
of Information on
Request (EOIR)

Sham / Double

Sham / Privatized

Sham / Rival

Target private actors &
economic groups (banks,
corporations), not
jurisdictions: No
Implement withholding
taxes and deduction
limitations for noncompliant actors: No

Routine cross-border
reporting on financial
wealth: Yes

Group wide
reporting scope: Yes

Centralised
registration of LO
and BO: No

Public Statistics: No

Multilateralism
through publication
in XBLR / Open data:
No

Centralised
publication in open
data: No

Third principle
for robust policy
design

After domestic reform,
ban intransparent legal
vehicles: No

Reconciliation with
group financial
statements: No

Beneficial ownership
threshold at 1%/1
share: No

Other technical
soundness

NA

Effective
multilateralism and
lower income
country preferences:
No
Medium

Medium

Low

Observed type of
standard by
typology
First principle for
robust policy
design
Second principle
for robust policy
design

Source: Author.

In the light of these results, and taking into account the track record as evidenced in the
historical case studies on the policy positions of the OECD, the suitability and desirability of
the OECD as a key international tax policy standard setter is questionable.
The institutional design that an alternative forum would need, to be able to develop tax
policy abiding by the three principles of robust policy design in each of the tax policy areas,
and to not replicate the mistakes of the OECD, remains to be researched and answered. While
it is tempting to suggest shifting the issues to any alternative, more inclusive international
organization such as the United Nations or a novel World Tax Organisation, the immense
pressures by private sector lobbyists and the resulting heterogeneity of government
preferences make it a somewhat risky proposition. Without majority decision-making, vetoing
by those least interested in changing the status quo remains a likely obstacle for robust
policies and effective international cooperation.
A more promising strategy to arrive at robust international tax policies countering tax
avoidance and evasion might consist in an approach where a small number of governments
form a “coalition of the willing” to set a very robust standard for countering illicit financial
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flows and for financial transparency, which could then become the nucleus for harmonized
standards. A small group of aligned jurisdictions could proceed with crafting a multilateral
legally binding platform instrument with the explicit intention to fill the policy vacuum
apparent in table four (above) by designing policies that abide by these principles.
I will conclude the introductory chapter by suggesting further refinements to the
typological theory and avenues for future research. Both diachronic case studies identified as
important, if not decisive intervening variables the lobbyism by vested economic interests
which were seemingly able to capture important OECD governments. These governments in
turn have exerted a diluting role by watering down policies at crucial moments during the
intergovernmental negotiation stages. Given the importance of private sector lobby
interventions for the trajectory of standard evolution, it could be fruitful to consider
embedding private sector lobbying more firmly into the framework of a typological theory of
international tax cooperation and to identify variables to measure it more systematically.
Furthermore, small island/micro-states have played a significant role in shaping the
information exchange regime and the ownership definitions during the early stages of the
standard development. While the classical framework of institutional tax competition
literature includes those small island tax havens at the centre stage, their role is currently only
implicitly covered in the typology via the heterogeneity of preferences in core or peripheric
countries. Additional valuable insights on preferences and policy output can be derived by
combining the study of the role of small island tax havens (Hen, 2018; Unger & Rawlings, 2008)
with an analysis of the literature on their colonial pasts. The current thesis did not consider
“mock compliance” (Woodward, 2016) as another important intervening variable, and which
could be theorized as a reaction of norm-takers to club or double standards.
As for the independent variables, the divergence of policy preferences could be derived
more systematically from macro-economic data on the structure of a country’s economy, the
role of its finance industry, the net FDI positions and so on. This could then be used for more
rigorous, formal econometric testing of the hypotheses derived from the typology of
international tax cooperation. In the policy realm of automatic information exchange and
ownership transparency, the offshore intensity ratio proposed by Fichtner (2015), or the
number of shell companies over GDP, could be framed as independent variables, contributing
relevant data on the degree of heterogeneity of policy preferences among key actors.
Similarly, in the realm of corporate taxation, the heterogeneity among net FDI positions of
countries could be analysed systematically as an independent variable. Especially when using
panel data, potentially changing patterns of preferences within different organisations such
as the OECD and the United Nations could explain shifting policy positions and yield valuable
insights about prospects for robust international tax policy design, or instead for refining or
delineating dependency theory’s historical materialism.
Finally, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as agreed upon by the United Nations
might start playing an increasingly important role as standard setters for two of the policies,
namely country by country reporting and automatic information exchange, by drawing on
those datasets as components for measuring progress towards SDG target 16.4 on the
reduction of illicit financial flows.42 The proposed use of the data implies locking in and
potentially further progress towards the principles for robust policy design. Currently,
corporate lobbyists attempt to exclude base erosion, profit shifting and tax avoidance from
42

https://unctad.org/en/pages/MeetingDetails.aspx?meetingid=1864; 16.4.2019.
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the scope of target 16.4, and thus to make redundant the need for corporate transparency
and CbCR as part of the SDGs (Cobham, 2017; TJN, 2017). To examine the role of the OECD
and its members in those attempts could be a test case for the typology.
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“Many citizens of developing (and developed) countries now have easy access to tax
havens and the result is that these countries are losing to tax havens almost three times
what they get from developed countries in aid.”
—Jeffrey Owens, Director, Organization for Eco-nomic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) for Tax Policy and Administration, in Owens (2009)
“We will set down new measures to crack down on those tax havens that siphon money
from developing coun-tries, money that could otherwise be spent on bed nets,
vaccinations, economic development and jobs.”
—Gordon Brown, UK Prime Minister setting out the G20 agenda (Brown, 2009)

2.1. Introduction
Where are tax havens? In its special issue on tax havens, the Economist in 2013 (Valencia,
2013) acknowledges the many ways in which the term, as much as its sibling offshore financial
center, is blurred—to the point of conceding that Delaware, a U.S. state, can be a tax haven.
In this article we argue that the term tax haven is an ill-defined misnomer, which has
supported the creation of a misleading dichotomous economic geography of tax pariahs.
Much as Sidaway and Pryke (2000) find the term emerging economy to be both interest driven
and lacking a convincing definition, the imprecision of the term tax haven has led to various
problems. In policy making, it has not only allowed questionable pressure on a group of
typically small, politically isolated jurisdictions, but it has also underpinned the failure, to date,
to find a comprehensive global response to the financial secrecy that thwarts the effective
taxation of income and profit, and facilitates money laundering, abuses of market regulations,
and the financing of terrorism.
In academic literature, the lack of clear and agreed definitions on tax havens and offshore
finance has contributed to important and systematic weaknesses in the resulting analyses,
whether in international political economy, economic geography, or international economics.
The most obvious problem to stem from this failure of definition is the difficulty posed for the
robustness of results, when the category of tax haven is not so much disputed as taken for
granted without explicit definition. Without clear and verifiable criteria on how lists of tax
havens have been derived, studies such as Hines and Rice (1994) or Johannesen and Zucman
(2014) expose themselves to the risk of creating invalid results by falling prey to selection bias
in the construction of their data.
The term offshore financial center (or later simply offshore) has widely assumed the
successor role to the term tax haven, at least in economic geography (Cobb, 1998; Hampton,
1996; Hudson, 1998a, 2000; Johns, 1983; Maurer, 2008; Roberts, 1994; Warf, 2002). However,
it has arguably failed to break free from some of the constraints imposed by both the
imprecise and binary nature of the terminology. A solid base of comparable research findings
is unlikely to emerge without greater consistency of definition.
This article’s objective is to introduce the concept of a secrecy jurisdiction to economic
geography. We argue that more robust research findings and greater definitional consistency
are likely to emerge only when the focus of attention is shifted away from tax aspects or
offshoreness onto (specific, measureable components of) the financial secrecy that is offered
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by jurisdictions. Largely underexplored and overlooked by academics in general, and
economic geographers in particular, the issue of financial secrecy merits greater attention
since it is an inherent part of most, if not all, of the economic activity undertaken offshore.
For this purpose, we propose a new framework of analysis whose backbone is a secrecy
jurisdiction.
A secrecy jurisdiction’s central characteristics relate to the legislative provision of
financial secrecy to those who are physically resident elsewhere. We propose criteria that
reflect both the specific choices made by jurisdictions and the potential importance of those
choices for other jurisdictions. The resulting Financial Secrecy Index (FSI) thereby captures
both the intensity of jurisdictions’ commitment to financial secrecy, and their external scale,
giving a ranking of tax haven importance according to what Held, Goldblatt and Perraton
(1999) term impact propensity. Once explicit, detailed, and verifiable criteria are applied, the
results cast doubt over the common, dichotomous distinction between countries and tax
havens or offshore financial centers. Rather, all reviewed countries offer various components
of financial secrecy, suggesting a secrecy spectrum upon which all jurisdictions can be situated.
The mapping of financial secrecy is not, therefore, an exercise in separating sheep from goats.
Like offshore for Wojcik (2012a), it is a matter of degree.
The geography of financial secrecy revealed by the FSI confirms some of the conventional
wisdom. For example, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Cayman Islands, and Singapore
rank as the top five jurisdictions responsible for global financial secrecy and associated harm.
More surprisingly perhaps, the United States ranks sixth and Germany eighth, and if the entire
British sphere of influence was ascribed to London, the United Kingdom would rank far above
all other jurisdictions as the single greatest provider of financial secrecy worldwide.
In terms of policy making, these results point to the fundamental importance of G8
nations leading by example, if they wish to make serious progress on areas such as offshore
tax evasion, money laundering, and other forms of high-level corruption. The FSI suggests that
the traditional, subjective lists of tax havens have given undue weight to relatively secretive
but globally less important players—while the range of financial secrecy components are
found to extend across most major economies.
This article contributes to the body of literature linking geographic approaches to various
policy fields (e.g., Dixon, 2014; Kitchin, Linehan, O’Callaghan, & Lawton, 2013; Loopmans,
2008; Swords, 2013) which has been growing since Martin (2001) decried the missing agenda
of policyrelevant economic geography research. The FSI establishes a critical, geographic, and
policy-relevant perspective on the issues of offshore finance and tax havens. In addition, it
contributes to the emerging strand of literature around the geography of secrecy or
transparency by providing further indicators of transparency (Wójcik, 2012b).
The article proceeds in four sections. The first section addresses the issue of defining tax
havens, surveying the various approaches taken over time, and ultimately reaches a
preference for the term secrecy jurisdiction. In the second section, we develop a set of metrics
for this definition, on the basis of internationally comparable data. The third section outlines
the approach taken to generate a measure of the relative scale of each jurisdiction in the
global trade in financial services. In the fourth section, we combine the measures of secrecy
and scale to propose a ranking, the FSI, and demonstrate how the implied geography of
financial secrecy differs from that of a number of the main blacklists that are, or have been,
in use. A brief conclusion reflects on policy and theoretical implications and offers suggestions
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for future research.

2.2. Defining Tax Havens: Approaches and Implications
The term “tax haven” has been loosely defined to include any country having a low or zero
rate of tax on all or certain categories of income, and offering a certain level of banking or
commercial secrecy. Applied literally, however, this definition would sweep in many
industrialized countries not generally considered tax havens, including the United States
(Gordon, 1981, p. 14).
Therefore, the broadest definition of a tax haven would include any country whose tax
laws interact with those of another so as to make it possible to produce a reduction of tax
liability in that other country. By such a definition virtually any country might be a “haven” in
relation to another (Picciotto, 1992, p. 132).
For rigorous analysis of the impact of jurisdictions offering financial secrecy, a specific
and objectively quantifiable definition is needed.44 The most common term—tax haven—is
probably also the most problematic. In 1981, the Gordon Report to the U.S. Treasury finds
that there was no single, clear objective test that permits the identification of a country as a
tax haven—instead offering a range of potential definitions, which could potentially include
any jurisdiction (Gordon, 1981). It is interesting to note from the quote above that Gordon
effectively rules out any definition that might include the United States as a tax haven. While
originally understood to imply a jurisdiction with lower tax rates than elsewhere, the term
came to be used to cover jurisdictions with a great range of functions, many largely unrelated
to taxation. Gordon (1981) stresses opacity: “By definition, all of the jurisdictions with which
we are concerned afford some level of secrecy or confidentiality to persons transacting
business, particularly with banks”(p. 15).
More recent literature has sought, more or less unsatisfactorily, to identify more specific
definitions by drawing out subcategories. Eden and Kudrle (2005), for example, identify one
group of havens based on type of taxation, following Palan (2002), and one based on activity,
following Avi-Yonah (2000) and Kudrle and Eden (2003). Palan, Murphy, and Chavagneux
(2010) create an ideal typology of tax havens refined by the niche strategies each tax haven
may engage in. Notwithstanding the intersecting nature and complication of these various
definitions, analysis under the heading tax haven tends to focus, understandably, on tax
aspects. This view is most commonly associated with the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). While an earlier report (OECD, 1987) focuses on
reputation, there is somewhat more precision in an OECD (1998) report. Specifically, the 1998
report emphasizes no, or only nominal, taxes as the starting point for the identification of a
tax haven, but it also emphasizes the lack of an effective exchange of information, lack of
transparency, and the absence of substantial activities.
The overarching rationale for the existence of tax havens that emerges from this
approach is the provision of relief to businesses or individuals from the rates of tax that apply
elsewhere. To achieve this, either the economic activity (in substance) has to be moved to a
new location from the original jurisdiction, or alternatively taxing rights have to be transferred
by other means (manipulation of the form).
This dichotomous approach, separating jurisdictions into nonhavens and varying categories of tax havens, remains fraught with difficulty for research purposes. Two high- profile
44
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economic articles, two decades apart, illustrate the issue. Hines and Rice (1994) and
Johannesen and Zucman (2014) assess the impact of tax havens on U.S. corporate tax and the
true net foreign asset positions of rich countries, respectively. Hines and Rice (1994, p. 40)
note the absence of a clear definition, and that “this vague characterization makes the process
of classifying tax haven countries somewhat arbitrary,” before combining IRS and other lists,
along with some ad hoc decisions around scale of finance. Johannesen and Zucman (2014)
apply a list drawn from work undertaken by the OECD over the course of many years, which
the authors have adjusted in vague terms.45 Both articles, however, draw clear conclusions
about the scale of impact of tax havens.
In early work by economic geographers on the subject, the term tax haven has been
described as a narrow, outdated and possibly stigmatizing label, which the authors mostly
discarded in favor of the (then) new, more neutral and broader term offshore financial center
(e.g. Cobb, 1998; Hampton, 1996; Hudson, 1998b; Roberts, 1994; Warf, 2002). Another
implicit rationale for the shift toward using offshore financial center instead of tax haven was
the greater relevance in the global economy resonating with the former term. This trend of
ascribing a growing role to what is understood as offshore finance is encapsulated well by
Maurer’s (2008) famous quote: “Far from a marginal or exotic backwater of the global
economy, offshore in many ways is the global economy.”(p. 160)
The uncertainty stemming from a dichotomous approach as to what should be rightfully
labeled onshore or offshore has, however, been inherited from the tax haven terminology. By
some, offshore is used to indicate virtually all cross-border economic phenomena, such as in
the literature on offshoring (Clark & Monk, 2013; Grossman & Rossi-Hansberg, 2008). Others
have used the terminology to include some subset of cross-border economic activity by
focusing on certain characteristics (such as low regulation, low taxation, or secrecy)
(Wainwright, 2013) or by comparing those characteristics with onshore (Roberts, 1994).
Hampton (1996) differentiates between tax havens and three types of offshore financial
centers. While the former are defined by “no, or at best, low, direct and indirect tax rates
compared with the other jurisdictions,” (pp. 4–5) the latter are seen as centers that host
“financial activities that are separated from major regulating units (states) by geography
and/or by legislation”(p. 10). However, as the author acknowledges, the operationalization of
both terms, as well as differentiating between them, remains very difficult.
The lines of the offshore/onshore dichotomy blur further in Hudson's (1998a) work. He
defines offshore as meaning “beyond the regulatory reach of the onshore authority,” and
frames the setting up of International Banking Facilities (IBFs) in New York as an attempt to
create “offshores onshore,” adding valuable complexity but further eroding the conceptual
clarity of a dichotomous divide (Hudson, 1998a, p. 6). Wojcik (2012b) explicitly acknowledges
that being an offshore jurisdiction or not “cannot be answered with a simple yes or no. Just
like world cityness, it is a matter of degree.” (p. 7). In a similar vein, Coe, Lai, and Wojcik (2014)
discuss the problems of drawing a clear-cut division between offshore and onshore by
pointing to midshore finance centers, which are a chimera of both, or the counterintuitive
finding that “some onshore jurisdictions (e.g. Delaware, Miami) could be more lax than
offshore ones.”(p. 765).
The latest approach for empirical analyses around offshore is exemplified by Wójcik
45
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list in the appendix.
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(2012a), who defines offshore jurisdictions as “jurisdictions that specialize in attracting the
registration of [investment vehicles] with foreign sponsors.”(p. 7) Emphasis is placed on the
term investment vehicle, which appears to exclude a priori important banking centers, such as
Switzerland or Germany, by focusing heavily on the place of registration of certain legal
entities such as shell companies, trusts, special purpose vehicles, and mutual funds. The
operationalization of an offshore jurisdiction employed by Wojcik (2012b) relies on a
consensual approach originally pioneered by Palan, Murphy, and Chavagneux (2010), later
relabeled expert agreement (Haberly & Wojcik, 2014).
This expert agreement approach relies on a metalist of tax havens, fed by a review and
scoring of the numbers of hits by 11 lists of tax havens and offshore financial centers compiled
over the course of over 30 years by different international organizations and researchers
(Haberly & Wojcik, 2014). The authors use varying levels of expert agreement around tax
haven listings and offshore financial centers to empirically test the offshoreness of foreign
direct investment (FDI), acknowledging the possible futility in insisting on a conceptual division
between tax havens and offshore financial centers. Instead, the authors maintain that “What
defines offshore finance, however, is less the jurisdiction within which transactions are
booked or conducted, than their conduct in a networked transnational legal space produced
by the lack of a clear legal basis for multinational activity.”(Haberly & Wojcik, 2014, p. 5). As
this suggests, understanding tax havens and offshore finance requires an analysis of
extraterritorial impact. The important challenge thus appears to be how to move from a
realization that offshore is a pervasive aspect of the world economy, rather than a group of
troublesome (small) jurisdictions, to a definition that can be made operational for research
and policy purposes.
Beyond economic geography, offshore financial center (or OFC) is preferred, for example,
by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the mandate of which is more closely aligned to
issues of international financial regulatory oversight and stability than to issues of tax. Palan
(1998) explores some of the difficulties of consistent definition in this case, noting that in the
financial literature “offshore is used (…) to describe unregulated international finance (…)
Rather confusingly, however, the International Monetary Fund and the Bank for International
Settlements consider only tax havens as Offshore Financial Centres, though the City of
London, which does not qualify as a tax haven, is considered the hub of global offshore
finance.”(p. 64).
An important IMF Working Paper by Zoromé (2007) discusses the definitional issues in
some detail, proposing a specific, measurable definition: “an OFC is a country or jurisdiction
that provides financial services to nonresidents on a scale that is incommensurate with the
size and the financing of its domestic economy.”(p. 7) He goes on to identify such OFCs by
examining the ratio of net financial service exports to gross domestic product (GDP) from IMF
balance of payments data and by looking at jurisdictions with especially high values (an
approach that we discuss further and build on later in this article).
The key difference between the IMF’s preexisting list and Zoromé’s (2007) findings is the
addition of the United Kingdom, which neatly illustrates the value of using objective criteria:
a level playing field (including politically uncomfortable findings) may be more likely to
emerge. Where Hudson (1998b), for example, is explicit about London as the long-standing
home to offshore business—most obviously, the Eurodollar market— neither the London nor
the United Kingdom appears on any of the common lists. Despite the advantage achieved by
using quantitative criteria, Zoromé’s (2007) approach retains the preference for a binary list
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of locations of concern.
The third main term used—and increasingly so since it was defined and promoted by
Murphy (2008)—is secrecy jurisdiction. It is not entirely clear when the term was used for the
first time, but, according to Peet and Dickson (1979), it featured in a report by the U.S. House
of Representatives (1970). The focus remains on specific actions taken, but by employing the
word jurisdiction, the legal realm is emphasized. This follows the logic of Palan (2002), who
discusses the commercialization of sovereignty: the decision by certain jurisdictions to obtain
economic advantage by allowing selected political decisions (over, for example, the taxation
of nonresidents) to be dictated by those likely to benefit from the decision (for example,
financial, legal, and accounting practitioners).46
The emphasis on secrecy is necessary, Murphy (2008) argues, because it is this that allows
nonresidents to take advantage of favorable features in the jurisdiction’s legal framework with
the confidence that they will not run afoul of the legal system in the places where they reside.
There are thus two key characteristics that define a secrecy jurisdiction:

“The secrecy jurisdiction creates regulation that they know is primarily of
benefit and use to those not resident in their geographical domain (…)

The creation of a deliberate, and legally backed, veil of secrecy that ensures
that those from outside the jurisdiction making use of its regulation cannot be identified to
be doing so.” (Murphy, 2008, p. 6)

By focusing on what makes them attractive, the secrecy jurisdiction concept therefore
relies, above all, on an assessment of the comparative advantage of the jurisdictions in
question. The route the secrecy jurisdictions have chosen, in order to attract (the declaration
of) foreign economic or financial activity is the provision of relatively favorable terms to
nonresident users. In effect, this indicates a reliance on regulatory arbitrage (potentially, but
not necessarily, including tax regulation).
To be successful over time, such behavior should be hidden as far as possible from the
views of regulators in those other jurisdictions, elsewhere, who may take countermeasures to
frustrate the arbitrage. A major role of secrecy therefore is to facilitate changes in the form,
but not the substance, of economic activity so that for regulatory purposes, it appears to take
place elsewhere. In the extreme, structures are established such that activity appears for
regulatory purposes to take place nowhere (Murphy, 2008). For example, the recent U.S.
Senate hearings into Apple discovered that the information technology giant had managed to
create corporate entities in Ireland, which for tax purposes had no jurisdiction—most
significantly, Apple Operations International, which reported net income of $30 billion from
2009 to 2012 and filed no corporate tax return anywhere (U.S. Senate, Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, 2013).
The ideal approach for the identification of secrecy jurisdictions might therefore contain
two separate components: one reflecting each jurisdiction’s (objectively measurable)
performance against key indicators of secrecy—that is, how far they have gone in terms of
Murphy’s (2008) second criterion above—and one reflecting each jurisdiction’s importance in
the global provision of financial services to nonresidents (i.e., their quantifiable scale)—that
46
The idea that political decision-making can be distorted, so that becoming a secrecy jurisdiction may damage
democratic representation, is explored further under the name the finance curse (Shaxson & Christensen,
2013).
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is, their success according to Murphy’s first criterion. Equally, these components can be
considered in the terms of Held et al. (1999) as measures of intensity and extensity, combined
to show impact propensity. In addition they combine emphasis on internal policy decisions,
and—in line with van Hulten (2012)—extraterritorial reach. In the following two sections, we
lay out the basis for our attempt to assess each component.
This approach has two main theoretical and conceptual advantages over the other two
terminologies. First, by focusing on secrecy and transparency, the empirical determination of
a jurisdiction’s intensity of providing secrecy becomes inherently easier than for tax or other
regulatory aspects. Since properly enforced transparency should be easily observable in many
cases, the comparative evaluation of a jurisdiction’s policies becomes more feasible. The
resulting secrecy spectrum on which a jurisdiction’s policies can be positioned results in
overcoming the dichotomy trap, a second major advantage over the other terminologies.
There is a potential, conceptual drawback to this approach. Popular views rely heavily on
tax: for example, the Cayman Islands are a tax haven because of the absence of any taxes on
individual income and corporate profits, and regardless of any other characteristics such as
transparency.47 Arguably this viewpoint confirms the weakness of the term tax haven, for even
in this example, the concern would not be with the Cayman Islands’ competing, through low
tax rates, to attract real activity. Rather, the concern is that the Cayman Islands may attract
profits or incomes that are, in fact, derived from economic activity taking place elsewhere: so
that the central feature of the behavior is not to offer lower tax for the same activity but to
separate the recording and accounting of the tax base from the jurisdiction where it actually
arises. What makes the low or zero tax rates attractive for this type of process, as opposed to
the relocation of real activity, is the potential to hide relevant details from the jurisdiction
where the tax base arises but from which it has now been separated.
Similarly, consider recent ‘Luxleaks’ (ICIJ, 2014) revelations about near-zero taxation
agreements for certain financial activity of multinationals in Luxembourg. Irrespective of their
lawfulness, they resulted in major tax losses in other jurisdictions; but while this had been
known in some circles for some time, it is only the current wave of public transparency that
has resulted in political pressure to make such activity impossible. As such, the unacceptable
feature (for other EU countries) of the process was not the low tax rates, but rather the ability
to hide the large shifts of tax base. (Whether the key to acceptability was hiding this from tax
authorities, or from citizens, is an interesting research question.)
Equally, revelations about Irish tax treatment of major multinationals (e.g Pinsent
Masons, 2014) has caused intense pressure for adjustment of the approach. While again the
low or zero tax rate provided the ultimate benefit for business, it was the lack of transparency
that made the arrangements politically sustainable. In both the Luxembourg and Ireland cases,
the true tax rate was itself hidden so that any external assessment based on the statutory rate
or on effective rate constructed from public data would not have reflected the full tax havenness of these states.
An alternative approach to the secrecy jurisdiction focus could be to consider a jurisdiction’s tax haven-ness as depending on the degree to which it is able to attract the tax base
of economic activity that takes place elsewhere. This would align with an ongoing policy
process: at the behest of the G8 and G20 groups of countries, the OECD is currently in the
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middle of a two-year process, the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) initiative, which has
the explicit aim of reforming international corporate tax rules to achieve better alignment
between the location of corporate profits and the underlying, real economic activity (OECD,
2013). BEPS Action Point 11 (out of 15) requires creation of a baseline estimate, hitherto
lacking, on the extent of misalignment.
Current work using survey data on U.S. multinationals (IMF, 2014) and global balance
sheet data (Cobham & Loretz, 2014) identifies a set of jurisdictions that systematically obtain
a disproportionately high share of the corporate tax base in relation to their hosting of (real)
economic activity: for example, Luxembourg, Ireland, and the Netherlands are identified in
both studies. While the samples in these studies are dominated (in both home and host
economies) by rich countries, it is conceivable that future work will overcome these
constraints in order to produce a more balanced, global picture of the jurisdictions that lead
in this measurable aspect of tax haven-ness. Even then, of course, being a hub for corporate
profit shifting is just one aspect of haven-ness (probably the most researched so far as in
Karkinsky and Riedel (2012) or Jansky and Prats (Janský & Prats, 2015); other measures would
be needed to capture, for example, jurisdictions’ role in the evasion of personal income and
wealth taxation (see, e.g., Zucman, 2014).
As the secrecy jurisdiction has not yet been used by economic geographers except for a
cursory mention from Wojcik (2012b), it is an objective of this article to establish the concept.
For the remainder of this article we define secrecy jurisdiction in line with Meinzer (2012b) as
a jurisdiction that “provides facilities that enable people or entities to escape or undermine
the laws, rules and regulations of other jurisdictions elsewhere, using secrecy as a prime
tool.”(p. 1)

2.3. Secrecy Scores, from Policy Measures
A situation of financial transparency may be characterized (1) by relevant information being
placed on public record for all stakeholders to access; (2) by access on certain private financial
data only by authorized authorities (such as tax administrations, police, etc.); or (3) by
collecting, analyzing and sharing relevant information effectively with foreign counterparts.
These are the areas in which we address the creation, by policy, of secrecy.
We have constructed 15 explicit, detailed, and verifiable indicators that measure the
secrecy provided to nonresidents in the laws and regulations of jurisdictions. As a proxy for
secrecy provided to nonresident investors, these key financial secrecy indicators (KFSI) change
over time subject to refinement and data availability. Taken together, these indicators result
in one compound secrecy score allocated to each jurisdiction. The scores are normalized to a
range of zero (perfect transparency) to 100 (complete secrecy) and in practice vary between
32.4 (Sweden) and 88 (Samoa). For the FSI 2013, 82 jurisdictions are included, and the data
set used for this article includes an additional five jurisdictions, bringing the total to 87. 48
The data set underlying the 15 KFSIs is available online for review, and linked to underlying
sources (Financial Secrecy Index, 2013a). The main and preferred data sources were official
and public reports by the OECD; the associated Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes (hereafter Global Forum; (Meinzer, 2012a)); the Financial
48
The relevant data on five additional countries were generated for the Center for Global Development, to be
used as part of the Commitment to Development Index, which ranks rich countries on the development impact
of their policies and incorporates the FSI (Janský, 2015).
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Action Task Force (FATF); IMF; and the U.S. State Department’s annual International Narcotics
Control Strategy Report (e.g. U.S. Department of State, 2013), which in one volume contains
country reviews, including specific and comparative antimoney laundering data.
In addition, specialist tax databases and websites such as by the International Bureau of
Fiscal Documentation, PriceWaterhouseCoopers (Worldwide Tax Summaries), Lowtax.net,
and others have been consulted.49 Furthermore, surveys have been sent to the ministries of
finance and the financial intelligence units of all 87 reviewed jurisdictions, which included
targeted questions about the jurisdiction’s tax and regulatory system. The questionnaires sent
to the ministries of finance and to the financial intelligence units can be viewed online: see FSI
(2013c) and FSI (2013b), respectively. All jurisdictions had the opportunity to provide up-todate information by answering the questionnaires.
Out of a maximum of 202 variables available in the database for each jurisdiction, up to
49 are used to compute the secrecy score. Each of the 15 indicators is weighed equally. For
some indicators, data availability and comparability is a problem. For instance, a publication
by the OECD (2013) with specific comparative information on tax administrations used for two
of the 15 indicators contains information for a total of 10 52 countries, out ofwhich only 34 are
included in the FSI 2013. For these two indicators, this leaves 48 countries of the FSI 2013
without a primary data source. If a jurisdiction did not respond to the questionnaires, and if
(in some cases) follow-up enquiries with local researchers did not yield additional insights, this
absence of data is reflected in the database by marking the relevant field as unknown.
However, when constructing the indicators, the jurisdictions without data have been assessed
under these circumstances as if their policies with respect to the particular indicator under
assessment provide secrecy. Absence of data was awarded a secrecy score.
The guiding principle for data collection was to always look for and assess the lowest
standard (or denominator) of transparency available in each jurisdiction. For example, if a
jurisdiction offered three different types of companies, two of which required financial
statements to be published online, but the third is not required to disclose this information,
then we have answered the particular question about the online availability of accounts with
no.
The 15 KFSIs can be grouped around four broad dimensions of secrecy: (1) knowledge of
beneficial ownership (three KFSIs); (2) corporate transparency (three KFSIs); (3) efficiency of
tax and financial regulation (four KFSIs); and (4) international standards and cooperation (five
KFSIs). A brief discussion of the four groups follows below; a more complete description of
each indicator is provided in the Methodology report, available online (TJN, 2013b).
For the first group of indicators, the notion of beneficial ownership of assets and legal
entities and structures has its roots in the anti-money laundering discourse that began in the
1990s (Blum, Levi, Naylor, & Williams, 1998; Carrington & Shams, 2006; Cuéllar, 2003; Levi,
2002; Pieth & Aiolfi, 2003; Unger, 2007; United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. AntiMoney Laundering Unit, 2007).
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The FATF (2012) defines beneficial owners as the “natural person(s) who ultimately owns
or controls a customer and/or the natural person on whose behalf a transaction is being
conducted. It also includes those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal
person or arrangement.”(p. 109) This view is shared only partly by the international tax
community. In a report published at the request of the Financial Stability Forum, OECD (2001)
explicitly uses the notion of a beneficial owner being a natural person. Contrary to this, the
influential model tax convention of the OECD (2008a) suggests that a beneficial owner can be
a legal entity.
The OECD’s annual tax cooperation reports (OECD, 2006, 2007, 2008b, 2009b, 2010) also
illustrate the confusion here. While OECD (2006) clearly defines the term legal owner, it refers
to the term beneficial owner only in circular logic: “Legal ownership refers to the registered
owner of the share, which may be an individual, but also a nominee, a trust or a company, etc.
Beneficial ownership reporting requirements refers to a range of reporting requirements that
require further information when the legal owner is not also the beneficial owner.”(p. 148).
For the purposes of the FSI, we apply the concept of beneficial ownership broadly, as
defined by the FATF, to bank accounts (KFSI 1), trusts and foundations (KFSI 2), and corporate
entities with limited liability (KFSI 3).
The second dimension of financial secrecy relates to companies. Given the pervasiveness
of companies in offshore finance as the basic vehicle to commit crimes and engage in abusive
behavior, and considering their privileges granted by society, for instance, in terms of limited
liability, it can be argued that corporations ought to be subject to a higher standard of
transparency than merely submitting information to some registry. In order to prevent market
failures and distortions through information asymmetries, the public at large, regulators,
investors, and consumers should be able to easily find out about the activities of any corporate
vehicle along various dimensions. KFSI 4 assesses if beneficial, or at the very least, legal
ownership is accessible over the Internet for less than 10US$/€. KFSI 5 reviews whether the
financial statements of each type of company with limited liability is accessible online again
for less than 10US$/€. KFSI 6, in turn, asks if countries require companies to submit and
publish certain financial data on a country-by-country basis.
Third, we are concerned with the efficiency of tax and financial regulation. While at first
glance, efficient tax or financial regulation is not related directly to financial secrecy, one way
of preserving secrecy in financial matters is to encourage a culture of noncompliance by,
among others, not monitoring domestic economic actors by failure to collect basic
information (KFSI 7). Similarly, dispensing with basic tools for efficient tax administration (such
as the reliance on taxpayer identification numbers for matching information from various
sources) can help to encourage noncompliance (KFSI 8). Furthermore, if countries create
strong incentives for other countries to enter into bilateral tax treaties, this opens new doors
for tax avoidance and increases secrecy through complexity in international taxation
(McGauran, 2013; Picciotto, 1992; Rixen, 2008; Weyzig, 2012). On the other hand, countries
can also create strong incentives for other nations to lower their tax rates and thereby
encourage investors from all over the world to seek low or zero tax rates, which, in turn, invite
undeclared, secretive investments for tax evasion or avoidance purposes (KFSI 9).
Finally, compliance with international standards and the level of international
cooperation is assessed. Over the last decades, international efforts at enhancing cooperation
in financial matters have increased either by hard international law or through best practice
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standards and associated evaluations of their implementation (soft law; Abbott & Snidal,
2000). Most relevant for assessing financial secrecy are the evolving anti-money laundering
regimes (KFSI 11), various tax information exchange initiatives (KFSI 12 and 13), as well as
generic international judicial cooperation (KFSI 15), as an important law enforcement tool
mostly for high-profile crimes beyond simple tax evasion. Furthermore, a series of thematic
international conventions contain commitments related to financial transparency (KFSI 14).
A possible drawback to the secrecy jurisdiction approach is the following. The conceptual
basis allows objective, verifiable criteria to be used in place of the expert list approach that
has been necessary to make any progress with the term tax haven. However, the choice of
criteria is necessarily subjective, as in any index. While the criteria reflect a range of
international standards and related mechanisms, any given observer could reasonably make
a case for focusing only on some aspects—on, say, the extent of company beneficial
ownership information and its international exchange, while setting aside banking secrecy and
much else.
While the eventual choice of FSI criteria has developed over time through wide
engagement with country and thematic experts, the basis for this particular choice is similar
to that for expert lists of tax havens. One difference, of course, is that the process itself and
the criteria are entirely transparent and verifiable, allowing any observers to corroborate the
degree of secrecy of any particular jurisdiction or, instead, to fashion their particular choice of
criteria into an alternative secrecy score.
In what follows, we present the FSI as published and consider how the resulting geography of secrecy differs from other analyses. At the same time, we recognize that narrower,
broader, or differently weighted combinations of secrecy components would yield
(sometimes substantial) variations. Equally, the FSI could be seen as a complementary
instrument to the analysis of tax rates, for example. However, for the reasons discussed
above, robust measures of haven-ness based on public tax rate data alone are 12 likely to
remain elusive, even if definitional issues can be resolved.

2.4. Global Scale: The Provision of Financial Services
We are interested in which countries affect financial secrecy globally, rather than in countries
with high secrecy scores, but without significant impact. Therefore the second component of
the FSI is the global scale weight (GSW) attributed to each jurisdiction, and this is based on
the assessment of the size of each jurisdiction’s share of the global market for financial
services provided to nonresident clients. We explain how this assessment is made, before
considering potential criticisms of the approach. Our methodology for the calculation of the
GSW builds on the work of Zorome (2007). Zorome relies on the relative intensity of the
provision of financial services to nonresidents by taking a measure of financial services exports
and scaling by jurisdictional GDP.
Here we are concerned not so much with intensity (domestically), but impact (globally),
so we measure the market share of each jurisdiction (that is, each jurisdiction’s provision of
financial services to nonresidents, as a ratio to the total global provision of services to
nonresidents across all jurisdictions, rather than as a ratio to the jurisdiction’s own GDP). As
Cobham (2012) shows, taking global contribution rather than relative intensity in the provision
of financial services to nonresidents leads to quite a different picture: with 2007 data, the
former criterion points to Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
the United States, while the latter points, instead, to Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Guernsey,
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Jersey, and Luxembourg.
The global scale weights are based on publicly available data about the trade in international financial services of each jurisdiction. The preferred data source is the IMF’s Balance
of Payments Statistics (BOPS), which provides data on international trade in financial services,
and this extends to 53 of our 87 jurisdictions. We employ data from BOPS based on two
different manuals, BPM5 (IMF, 1993) and BPM6 (IMF, 2013c). When available—mostly years
2005 to 2011—we use data on the basis of BPM 6. Otherwise—mostly for years prior to
2005—we use an earlier edition, BPM 5. We do not find substantial empirical differences
between the two. For 2011, the recent year with most available data, the BOPS cover 116
jurisdictions for exports.50
For the rest of the sample, we extrapolate from IMF data on stocks of internationally held
financial assets to derive trade or flow estimates (again following Zoromé, 2007). Data on
stocks of portfolio assets and liabilities are taken from two IMF sources: the Coordinated
Portfolio Investment Survey (CPIS; IMF, 2013a) and the International Investment Position (IIP)
(IMF, 2013b) statistics, of which the latter is part of the BOPS. CPIS data for 2011 cover 76
jurisdictions for total portfolio assets, and 215 jurisdictions for total portfolio liabilities, which
are derived from reported assets. IIP data for 2011 cover 112 jurisdictions, and is filtered
(again following Zoromé, 2007) to exclude FDI, reserve assets, and all assets belonging to
general government and monetary authorities.
There is an argument for preferring liability data to asset data, since it ought to reflect—
for example—that French clients holding assets in German banks create a German services
export and a German liability. However, there are two reasons to use assets. First, it is assets
that are directly reported by jurisdictions. These data are therefore more likely to capture the
full range of assets, rather than liability data, which are inferred by inverting the stated asset
claims of other jurisdictions, and hence are likely to be incomplete. Second, a jurisdiction’s
overseas assets, beyond a certain point dictated by their domestic economic structure (a
different point for the United States compared to that for the island of Jersey, for example),
will be managed on behalf of nonresidents and hence also indirectly reflect the export of
financial services. As would be expected given the nature of financial markets, there is a strong
correlation between assets and liabilities where data for both are present.
We use liabilities data to extrapolate values of assets where neither assets nor financial
services exports are reported. The adjusted data on stocks of assets are then used to estimate
current flows of financial services. We aim to improve on the IMF extrapolation by using a
panel of data (2001-11) rather than a single year on which to base the extrapolation, which
appears to allow marginally more accurate estimation of flows from stock data. The implied
coefficients (all significant at the 1 percent level) are very similar regardless of the specification
chosen, including fixed-effects panel regressions. We ultimately select a pooled ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression to allow the constant to be constrained to zero (allowing a nonzero
constant only trivially affects the goodness of fit, which is between 0.83 and 0.85 under each
specification we consider).
We also use liabilities data to assess the reasonableness of reported assets, which leads
us to identify a discrepancy specific to the Cayman Islands. Here the recorded value for
liabilities—that is, that based on the recording of other jurisdictions—far exceeds the declared
50
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value for assets. To see this, we consider the difference in recorded values of liabilities minus
assets, as a ratio to jurisdictions’ GDP. This allows us to scale the size of the difference
according to jurisdiction so that, for example, Jersey is not necessarily more likely to stand out
than the United States. We use GDP from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators
(World Bank, 2013) or, when not available, from the CIA’s World Factbook (CIA, 2013). Also,
where necessary we use the values of GDP from the closest year available.
The ten highest recorded values of liabilities minus assets as a ratio to jurisdictions’ GDP
all relate to one jurisdiction: the Cayman Islands. For only one other jurisdiction is there a ratio
greater than 10 in any year (for the Netherlands Antilles that no longer exists). For all 11 of
the Cayman observations from 2001 to 2011, the ratio exceeds 250, with the highest values
(in excess of 500 times GDP) all recorded in the most recent years.
This feature of Cayman-declared data is confirmed by IMF researchers Lane and MilesiFerretti (2010) and by Zucman (2014), who noted that it results from the Cayman Islands—
unlike all other major reporters—reporting only on its banks’ portfolio holdings and excluding
those of its large hedge fund industry.
We therefore impute a value for Cayman Island assets. We proceed with the assumption
that the liabilities data—as recorded by all other reporting jurisdictions—is the most accurate
reflection of the Caymans’ activity and therefore extrapolate an alternative asset measure.
To do this, we perform a simple OLS regression of our asset value on CPIS reported
liabilities, with no constant, using the pooled data for all jurisdictions except the Cayman
Islands, from 2001 to 2011. Taking the coefficient (2.05) as the average ratio of assets to
liabilities in our data set, we multiply the 2001-11 values for Cayman Island liabilities by this
to obtain a value for Cayman Island assets, which we believe reflects more closely the actual
scale of Cayman Island activity in offshore financial services. Given the IMF analysis (Lane &
Milesi-Ferretti, 2010), this is likely if anything to be an underestimate.
In total, we are able to create flow data (true or extrapolated) for a total of 217 jurisdictions, which we believe cover the majority of the global provision of financial services to
nonresidents (and a vast majority of the total of 245 jurisdictions considered in our analysis).
Finally, we can use the total level of financial service exports for the 217 jurisdictions and
take the exports of each of the FSI jurisdictions with available data as a share of this global
total. This creates a global scale weight reflecting the relative importance of each jurisdiction.
The Global Scale Weight is defined as

ݐ݄ܹ݈݈ܾ݈݃݅݁݁ܽܿܵܽܩ ൌ

ݏ݁ܿ݅ݒݎ݁ݏ݈݂݂ܽ݅ܿ݊ܽ݊݅ݏݐݎݔܧሺ݀݁ݐ݈ܽܽݎݐݔ݁ݎ݁ݑݎݐሻ
Ǥ
ܵݏ݁ܿ݅ݒݎ݁ݏ݈݂݂ܽ݅ܿ݊ܽ݊݅ݏݐݎݔ݈݁݀ݎݓ݈݈݂ܽ݉ݑሺ݀݁ݐ݈ܽܽݎݐݔ݁݀݊ܽ݁ݑݎݐሻ

The total global scale weight for the 80 FSI jurisdictions with data is 96.72; rising to 97.16
when we include the additional five countries assessed separately.
It is important to note that this weighting alone does not imply harboring or supporting
inappropriate behavior by the jurisdictions in question. Arguably, those near the top should
be congratulated on their success in the field of international trade in financial services
(although in light of recent examples, such as Iceland, Ireland, and Cyprus, they may, of course,
also want to consider the extent of their reliance on this risky sector). Rather, the GSW is an
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indicator of the potential for a jurisdiction to contribute to the global problem of financial
secrecy, if secrecy is chosen in the range of policy areas discussed above.
We believe that this methodology represents the most robust possible use of the available data, given its limitations, as a means to evaluate the relative contribution of different
jurisdictions to the global total of financial services provided to nonresidents. The fact that
researchers must follow such a convoluted path to reach this point is evidence of the failure
of policy makers to ensure that global financial institutions and national regulators have access
to the necessary data to track and understand international finance.

2.5. The FSI: A New Geography of Financial Secrecy
The FSI reveals a new geography of financial secrecy, with two main features. First, the FSI
reveals the dominant role of a number of major economies—in contrast with the emphasis
on small island states that tax haven lists prepared by multilateral organizations have long
exhibited. Second, the FSI shows a contrasting view of corruption to that of the most highprofile alternatives such as Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI)
(Transparency International, 2012).
The final step in creation of the FSI is to combine the ranking by scale of activity with the
secrecy scores, in order to generate a single number by which jurisdictions can be ranked,
reflecting the potential global harm done by each. As with the choice of secrecy indicators and
their relative weighting in the secrecy score, and with the focus on financial services exports
to determine relative scale, the method of combination cannot be objective. Underlying the
choice made is a desire for neither secrecy nor scale to dominate the final ranking.
Table 5: Top Ten Jurisdictions by FSI, FSI Components, and Other Indices
Ranking by

FSI

Secrecy Score

GSW

BAMLI

CPI

1

Switzerland

Samoa

United States

Somalia

Afghanistan

2

Luxembourg

Vanuatu

United Kingdom

Afghanistan

Korea, DR

3

Seychelles

Luxembourg

Iran, Islamic Rep.

Somalia

4

Hong Kong S.A.R.
of China
Cayman Islands

St. Lucia

Switzerland

Cambodia

Sudan

5

Singapore

Cayman Islands

Tajikistan

Myanmar

6

United States

Brunei
Darussalam
Liberia

Germany

Iraq

Turkmenistan

7

Lebanon

Marshall Islands

Singapore

Guinea-Bissau

Uzbekistan

8

Germany

Barbados

Haiti

Iraq

9

Jersey

Belize

Hong Kong S.A.R.
of China
Ireland

Eritrea

10

Japan

San Marino

France

Myanmar

Venezuela, Rep.
Bol.
Burundi

Average Secrecy
Score
Sum of GSW

69.0

83.4

59.3

n/a

n/a

58.9%

0.07%

80.4%

0.023%

0.014%

Source: Authors.
Note: FSI and BAMLI results for 2013, CPI results for 2012. Secrecy scores have not been calculated for any of the
top 10 countries by BAMLI or by CPI.
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In practice, there is significantly more variation in the scale weighting than the secrecy score,
so we transform the two to generate a series with variations of a similar order. The simplest
transformations that achieve this are to take the cube of the secrecy score and the cube root
of the scale weight so that for each country i.
͵ͳͲʹݔ݁݀݊ܫݕܿ݁ݎ݈ܿ݁ܵܽ݅ܿ݊ܽ݊݅ܨ ൌ ܵ݁ܿ݁ݎܿܵݕܿ݁ݎ ଷ  כయඥݐ݄ܹ݈݈ܾ݈݃݅݁݁ܽܿܵܽܩ

The full index for 2013 is available online (TJN, 2013a). Table 5 compares the top 10
jurisdictions on the FSI, with those ranked separately by the secrecy score and by GSW. Clear
differences in the geography of secrecy or of corruption are apparent: GSWs point to the
largest financial centers, secrecy scores point to the smallest, traditionally noncooperative
jurisdictions, while the FSI itself combines the last two to provide a picture of scale-weighted
secrecy. Some major economies now come into focus, reflecting their importance in the global
provision of financial services. The most secretive jurisdictions are of so little importance that
they do not make the top 10 of the FSI overall; but most of the biggest players by scale are
also sufficiently secretive to feature in the FSI top 10. Only the United Kingdom is sufficiently
transparent to move far down the FSI (with a secrecy score just below 40, it ranks twenty-first
in the FSI despite being responsible for 18.5 percent of global financial services exports).
Figure 4: Tax haven lists and the FSI (by secrecy and scale)51

Source: Authors.

Researchers using the index should, of course, consider the particular aims of their 16 own
work before deciding on the appropriate measure to use. Research focusing on the relative
risk of illicit financial flows in transactions with different jurisdictions, for example, may
require pure secrecy scores. In contrast, understanding global changes in secrecy may require
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Colour figure can be viewed in an earlier open access working paper version of this chapter (Cobham, Janský,
& Meinzer, 2015, p. 19).
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a weighting, such as that in the index, in order not to be unduly swayed by the experience of
a few small, highly secretive jurisdictions. The combined FSI also allows for comparison of the
extraterritorial importance of jurisdictions’ financial secrecy.
Table 5 shows two related indices: the CPI (Transparency International, 2012), which
combines 13 different sources based on expert opinion surveys to rank countries according to
the perception of corruption and has been criticized for presenting only the perceptions of an
international, largely corporate elite (Christensen, 2007; Cobham, 2013); and the Basel AntiMoney Laundering Index (BAMLI) (Basel Institute on Governance, 2013), which is more
obviously similar to the FSI and rates countries according to money laundering and terrorist
financing risk, on the basis of components including international organizations’ ratings. We
use the detailed BAMLI Expert Edition Data, as of July 15, 2013. Note that the BAMLI includes
components based on scores from the CPI (10 percent) and the FSI (25 percent).
In the BAMLI meanwhile, and above all in the CPI, some of the lowest-income countries
perform worst. Simple regressions of each index or component on per capita income confirm
this pattern: there is a significant positive correlation for the CPI, with income explaining 57
percent of variation in corruption, and the BAMLI (R2 of 37 percent). Secrecy scores also tend
to be worse for lower income countries, but income only explains 20 percent of the variation
in secrecy; for the overall FSI, the pattern disappears, with explanatory power of income falling
to just 8 percent.52
In Figure 4, we compare the FSI results with 14 current and historic lists of tax havens by
average secrecy score of included jurisdictions and total global scale weight. The information
on 11 lists come directly from Murphy (2009), Irish (1982), Hines Jr. and Rice (1994), Financial
Stability Forum (2000), IMF (2000), OECD (2000), FATF (2000, 2002), Hampton and Christensen
(2005), Lowtax.Net (2008), Zorome (2007), and Levin (2007). We also include three more
recent lists: that of the U.S. Government Accountability Office (2008); OECD (2009a), and
ActionAid UK (2013), as used by the Enough Food For Everyone IF campaign, which saw more
than 100 nongovernmental organizations campaign beginning in 2012 for the United Kingdom
and other governments to deliver policy changes at the 2013 G8 summit. Six small jurisdictions
that appear separately on one or more lists are dropped because we either do not analyze
them (Anjouan, Campione d’Italia, Ingushetia, and Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus), or
include them elsewhere (Alderney and Sark).
In addition, we include the top 10 jurisdictions by scale, by secrecy, and on the FSI overall.
With only one exception, the listed jurisdictions account in total for a smaller share of the
GSW than the 10 biggest jurisdictions in the FSI—while their average secrecy is generally, but
not always, somewhat higher than the average secrecy score for either the whole FSI or the
top 10. The lists, almost without exception, have focused attention on smaller, somewhat
more secretive jurisdictions—to the exclusion of only somewhat more transparent, much
bigger players.
While this assessment is far from definitive, two main conclusions are suggested. One is
that measures of de facto and de jure compliance with specific anticorruption measures—
whether in the BAMLI or FSI secrecy score components—seem much less strongly correlated
with per capita income levels than is the CPI. The other is that by including a measure of the
scale of jurisdictions’ potential contribution to the global problem of secretive flows, rather
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than seeing each jurisdiction in isolation, the FSI highlights the major financial players—
instead, perhaps, of jurisdictions with poor performance but minimal impact on others. In this
way the FSI presents a new view of the geography of financial secrecy: one that highlights the
influence that jurisdictions exert extraterritorially through financial secrecy.

2.6. Conclusions
The FSI reflects an effort to assess financial secrecy on the basis of verifiable, empirical data.
As such, it shows a spectrum of secrecy rather than a binary distinction between tax havens
and others. The resulting global mapping reflects the pervasiveness of secrecy and the leading
role of some major economies including those of the United States and the United Kingdom.
This article’s theoretical contribution lies in two strands of literature. Martin’s (2001)
landmark discussion of the “missing agenda” of policy-relevant economic geography research
has created a body of literature that theorizes around institutional change (Isserman &
Markusen, 2013; Varró, 2014; Woods & Gardner, 2011, among many others) or relates
geographic approaches with specific policy fields such as industrial agglomeration (Swords,
2013), finance (Dixon, 2014), social media (Kitchin et al., 2013) or urban planning (Loopmans,
2008). The FSI contributes to both strands of policy-relevant economic geography by providing
an economic geographic perspective in the policy field of international taxation and “tax
competition.” At the same time, the FSI argues that a shift is required from a narrow tax focus
onto broader financial secrecy and transparency matters in order to facilitate effective policy
change. Because increased financial transparency has the potential for educating and
mobilizing the electorate about the harm caused through financial secrecy, there is greater
likelihood for democratic societies to overcome the resistance of powerful vested interests in
favor of maintaining the status quo (Meinzer, 2016).
In an earlier work on an ill-defined but popular term, (Sidaway & Pryke, 2000) consider
the case of emerging markets. Among their findings is that the use of the term to reflect the
strange and exotic other “belies deeper continuities with colonial geographical
imaginations”(p. 187); in other words, the use of the term, and its uncertain definition,
reflects, to some extent, a power dynamic and a set of interests.
The parallel here is that the use of the term tax havens by policy makers is almost
uniquely associated with expressions of dismay and belligerence (cracking down, or shutting
havens), or of denial and otherness (the common refrain, we are not a tax haven).53 While
many of the jurisdictions in question are revealed in the FSI to be highly secretive, and
sometimes to play a potentially major role in global secrecy, the difference in our approach is
that major economies are ranked by the same standard—rather than being able to rely on
political power to ensure they remain outside any lists compiled.
The largely futile attempts to tackle tax havens over the last decades bear witness to the
inadequacy of the chosen terminology and methods. Johannesen and Zucman (2014) show
that the recent crackdown only modestly affected offshore funds, and at best “caused a
relocation of deposits [to] the benefit of the least compliant havens.”(p. 65) We argue that
the misguided division into tax havens and others lies at the heart of this failure to provide a
more comprehensive (and effective) response. In contrast, the policy agenda developed at the
G20 and more recently at the 2013 G8 summit mirrors the shift undertaken by the FSI in
53
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focusing on financial secrecy instead of direct tax aspects, and hence in starting with major
economies rather than small financial centers.
It is not inconceivable that a rigorous, widely held definition of tax havens could emerge;
and over time, advances in data could allow such a definition to become robustly 18
measurable in a way that supports more nuanced findings and more detailed research and
policy analysis. At present, however, only the FSI or some variation on this approach appears
to offer that possibility.
The shift of emphasis away from tax, which is embodied by the FSI, leads to a second,
emerging strand of economic geography literature on the geography of transparency (Wójcik,
2012a). As Wojcik (2012a) finds for country-by-country reporting by multinational companies,
the FSI seeks on a broader basis to “help keep alive a public deliberation on the architecture
of the international tax system.” The FSI’s criteria-based approach, and the resulting spectrum
of secrecy, offers the potential to inform more sustainable and effective policies for changes.
In a similar way, it could also contribute to more robust research findings than those that rely
on tax haven lists. The detailed secrecy scores can also allow researchers to explore whether
particular types of secrecy play a particular role in determining, for example, the benefits, or
otherwise, of particular economic and financial flows (e.g., is economic growth more or less
likely to result from FDI made through jurisdictions that allow secrecy about company
ownership?).
Further extensions could include the development of country-specific rankings,
recognizing that different secrecy jurisdictions will be more relevant for some countries than
for others. The construction of such a ranking would rely on the same scoring of secrecy but
would substitute for GSWs with weights to reflect the importance of bilateral partner
jurisdictions for the country in question—so we might call this a bilateral FSI. Such an analysis
carried out for the Czech Republic, using the 2011 FSI, revealed a top five of Austria, the United
States, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Panama.
This approach can identify country-specific vulnerabilities, revealing further detail about
the geography of financial secrecy. As Cobham (2014) illustrates for a range of African
countries, it is also possible to use other bilateral economic data in order to rank vulnerabilities
in other areas (e.g., to compare the risk a country faces in its direct and portfolio investment).
This kind of analysis could be particularly useful for countries with limited resources to tackle
illicit financial flows, by highlighting for policy makers the most relevant secrecy jurisdictions
for a given country and type of economic activity.
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Chapter 3
Towards an International Yardstick for Identifying
Tax Havens and Facilitating Reform54
3.1. Introduction
No jurisdiction likes to be labelled a tax haven. In 2013, after a US-Senate investigation of
Apple’s corporate tax structure dubbed Ireland a tax haven alongside Bermuda and Cayman
Islands, the Financial Times reported that ‘Ireland will deploy ministers to counter “tax haven”
claims’ (Smyth, 2013; U.S. Senate, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, 2013, p. 154).
This is one among many similar denials, when disputes about naming (and shaming) a
particular country as a ‘tax haven’ have erupted publicly.55 Yet, the recurrent quarrelling about
this term suggests a deeper conflict that deserves more systematic exploration and analysis.
The first prominent multilateral effort to demand reforms of tax havens dates back more
than fifteen years and resulted in a list of thirty-five tax havens drawn up by the OECD in 2000
(OECD, 2000). Revived by the G20 in the context of the financial crisis at the April 2009 summit,
this initiative compelled tax havens to sign at least twelve bilateral information-exchange
treaties to escape countermeasures. While many hundreds of such treaties have subsequently
been signed, econometric analysis by Johannesen and Zucman (2014, p. 89) shows that the
treaties left ‘roughly unchanged the total amount of wealth managed offshore’. By the same
token, the authors found no evidence that offshore wealth-holders are now showing higher
rates of tax compliance. In line with the findings of Woodward (2016), about ‘mock
compliance’, only a relocation of a small fraction of wealth held offshore to jurisdictions with
fewer treaties could be identified as resulting from the wave of tax information-exchange
agreements (TIEAs) signed since 2009. With worldwide private wealth accumulated offshore
under conditions of secrecy in the order of between US$21 and 32 trillion in 2010 (Henry,
2012), tax havenry appears to have survived relatively unscathed by the high-level political
declarations of the G20, OECD and various other organisations. Similarly, rather than being
contained, corporate tax avoidance has generated ever more headlines over the last five
years, prompting the OECD to initiate its Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project
(Eccleston & Smith, 2016).
This chapter considers why attempts to rein in tax havens have largely failed in the past
twenty years. By comparing and analysing various national and international tax-haven
listings, it argues that the principal reason for this failure lies with the unsuitable terminologies
focused on tax, such as ‘tax haven’, which escape consistent definition and identification. As
an alternative, the term ‘secrecy jurisdiction’ is introduced and operationalised through the
Financial Secrecy Index (FSI). By shifting the focus away from tax aspects on to secrecy, and
by using transparent and verifiable criteria and data sources, it overcomes a sharp - but largely
artificial and arbitrary - binary distinction between ‘tax havens’ and others (Wójcik, 2012, p.
54

A similar version of this chapter has been published as follows: Meinzer, M. (2016). Towards a Common
Yardstick to Identify Tax Havens and to Facilitate Reform. In P. Dietsch & T. Rixen (Eds.), Global Tax Governance
– What is Wrong with it, and How to Fix it (pp. 255–288). Colchester: ECPR Press.
55
For a cursory compilation, see http://taxjustice.blogspot.ch/2008/09/we-are-not-tax-haven.html; 12.6.2014.
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7). The FSI assesses the degree to which a jurisdiction’s legal and regulatory system
contributes to global financial secrecy and thus facilitates corrupt practices, including those
stemming from tax abuse. It can help to shape reforms in three main ways. First, the high
ranking of major OECD powers underlines their need to lead through example, by enacting
domestic policy reform before imposing it on others. These reforms must ensure that their
domestic laws and regulations do not enable people or entities to escape or undermine the
laws, rules and regulations of other jurisdictions. Second, once these reforms are
implemented, a broad menu of finely graduated counter-measures can be adopted, targeting
specific aspects of the financial secrecy of all jurisdictions. Third, by focusing on transparency
as an intermediate step to achieving fair international tax rules, more sustained public support
for reform efforts against the resistance of vested interests is likely to emerge.
Section two of this chapter will discuss existing approaches for dealing with tax havens
and point out their flaws before introducing ‘secrecy jurisdiction’ as a preferable alternative
term. The third section will describe the FSI, while Section 4 will discuss its implications for the
design of counter-measures in the light of current debates around the reform and justice of
international tax policies. Section 5 concludes.

3.2. ‘Tax haven’ listings
3.2.1. Conceptual context of ‘tax havens’
The conventional academic wisdom usually embeds the term ‘tax haven’ in an analytical
framework referred to as ‘tax competition’ or ‘tax wars’ (Shaxson & Christensen, 2016). While
there is disagreement about who benefits from ‘tax competition’ (Genschel & Seelkopf, 2016;
Shaxson & Christensen, 2013), it is not disputed that many jurisdictions commonly known as
tax havens engage in poaching the tax bases of other nations (Dietsch & Rixen, 2012, 2014;
Slemrod & Wilson, 2006). This poaching activity can take the form of specific laws and
regulations designed to attract (mobile) capital offering reduced tax and regulation.
This base-poaching is mostly conceptualised as a zero-sum game, in which tax havens
grab a greater slice of the pie at the expense of larger and higher-tax countries (Genschel &
Schwarz, 2011, pp. 341–342, 354; Slemrod & Wilson, 2006). A minority, however, holds that
the net effects of tax havenry on other countries is economically beneficial. For instance, Desai
et al. (2006) argue that a multinational company’s presence in low-tax jurisdictions spurs
economic growth in nearby ‘high-tax’ countries. Hines and Rice (1994) claim that a
multinational firm’s benefiting from reduced tax rates could lead to higher tax revenue in the
country of residence of the ultimate parent holding-company of a multinational firm.
However, these minority views have recently been criticised by IMF officials, who have argued
that the aforementioned paper by Desai et al. (2006) is ‘essentially uninformed by empirical
knowledge’ (IMF, 2014, p. 23).
As a response to the success of the ‘parasitic’ state strategy of tax-base poaching (Abbott,
Deans, & Palan, 1999, pp. 166–184), victims first resorted to unilateral countermeasures,
which led to a ‘proliferation spiral’ of a domestic arsenal of increasingly complex countermeasures, followed by more sophisticated avoidance and evasion strategies (Rixen, 2008, p.
144). As a second response, the parasitic state strategy was partially copied by victims, in an
attempt to become poachers themselves (Shaxson, 2011, pp. 124–146).
More recently, international standards have been created to contain and prevent the
most egregious misalignments and abuses. However, those standards can, arguably, be
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framed as ‘club’ or ‘sham’ standards imposed by a relatively small group of countries on a
larger set of jurisdictions. According to Drezner (2005), the process of international standardsetting in any policy field is subject to interest-configurations among and across norm-creators
and norm-takers and can, among others, result in ‘club standards’ or ‘sham standards’. ‘Club
standards’ are imposed by a relatively small group of powerful countries with homogeneous
interests in a particular field of policy on a larger set of jurisdictions with a set of diverging
preferences. Club standards ensure asymmetric benefits for the club members vis-a-vis nonmembers, while ‘sham standards’ are largely ineffective, being the result of diverse interests
not only between norm-creators and norm- takers, but also among the norm-creators
themselves2 (Drezner, 2005).
Reacting to the pressure to comply with standards imposed from outside, jurisdictions
may adapt by choosing less direct means of poaching, ticking the box of imposed law reform
but engaging in only ‘mock compliance’ (Woodward, 2016) with those standards. Some even
run the risk of directly, but secretly, violating supranational or even domestic law through
dubious administrative practice (European Commission, 2014). Such mock compliance56 is a
response by conflicted administrations and governments to the conflicting demands of
external actors and the domestic financial-services industry; and is at the centre of current
debates about tax havens.
3.2.2. Problems in defining ‘tax havens’
In 2014, the IMF stated that the term ‘tax haven’ was ‘unhelpful and ill-defined’ (IMF, 2014,
p. 17 footnote 30). This follows many years of wide and recurrent use of the term, both in
academia and policy-making, at national and international levels. Moreover, not only has the
term been widely used and defined for decades but the practice of using or creating listings
of havens and similar places has invariably accompanied the proliferation of this or other taxfocused terminology.57 While implications for research (Cobham, Janský, & Meinzer, 2015)
and definitional problems have been explored in greater detail elsewhere (Cobham et al.,
2015; Murphy, 2008), this section briefly reviews debates around the definition of tax havens
and other tax-focused concepts in a policy-making context.
There are various examples of international organisations or influential authors testifying
to the inadequacy of the term tax haven. Probably the first comprehensive study into tax
havens was written by Gordon (1981) in a report to the US Treasury. He summarised
definitions of tax havens to include any country having a low or zero rate of tax on all or certain
categories of income, and offering a certain level of banking or commercial secrecy. Applied
literally, however, this definition would sweep in many industrialized countries not generally
considered tax havens, including the United States (Gordon, 1981, p. 14).

56
While Drezner (2005) evaluates the standards and initiatives in the policy field of anti-money laundering by
FATF and FSF up until roughly 2003 as being club standards ‘successfully’ imposed on, among others, offshore
financial centres, it could be argued that, since then, the nature of the standards has become ‘sham’, as
divergences among FATF-members have grown in importance. For instance, in the process towards the overhaul
of the 40 recommendations of the FATF and the related peer-review methodology in 2012, a divide about the
role of public registries for company beneficial ownership as well as for trusts ran through the FATF membership,
a conflict that has become particularly visible in the negotiations around EU’s fourth anti-money-laundering
directive during 2013-15.
57
See, for instance, Hines and Rice (1994); Desai et al.(2006); Johannesen and Zucman (2014); Genschel and
Seelkopf (2016).
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A few years later, the OECD (1987) agreed the futility of trying to define tax havens by
stating that: ‘[a]ttempts to provide a single definition of a “tax haven” are bound to be
unsuccessful. ... It can be argued that the “tax haven” concept is such a relative one that it
would serve no useful purpose to make further attempts to define it’ (OECD, 1987, p. 21).
Picciotto agreed that ‘virtually any country might be a “haven” in relation to another’
(Picciotto, 1992/2013, p. 132) if a tax haven encompasses facilitating a reduction of tax liability
in another country. Two of the best examples of the subjectivity and circular logic inherent in
attempts to define tax havens can be found in the Gordon report, which suggested a “smell”
or reputation test’(Gordon, 1981, p. 14) to identify tax havens. The second example is US
Senator Chuck Grassley, ex-Chairman of the Finance Committee of the US Senate, who
compared a tax shelter to pornography, stating: ‘You can’t define it, but you know it when you
see it’ (U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, 2002).
Despite the term’s apparent inappropriateness, it has been widely used in international
policy-making. Probably the most prominent of recent uses was in the context of the Harmful
Tax Competition project, when, in the late 1990s, the OECD (1998, 2000) heavily invested in
the term ‘tax haven’, culminating in a listing of thirty-five tax havens published in the year
2000. By failing, however, to deliver a consistent and objective definition and identification of
tax havens, the initiative was vulnerable to accusations of illegitimacy and political bias,
ultimately contributing to the project’s failure (Sharman, 2006).
Since the financial crisis of 2008 and the OECD’s (2009) publication of its white-, grey-,
and black-lists under G20 mandate in April 2009, the language of an ‘internationally agreed
tax standard’ has become the widely shared reference point for various national listing
approaches. The notion of a ‘tax haven’ lost ground against a jurisdiction’s commitment to
abide by the transparency and co-operation standard the OECD and associated jurisdictions
have shaped since their Harmful Tax Competition project. While this is a welcome departure
from mainly tax-focused, one-dimensional and non-transparent listings and mitigates some of
its deficiencies, including by reducing the scope for arbitrariness and political bias, using the
international standard for tax co-operation or related listings remains problematic for the
purpose of policy-design and that of research. The standard has been analysed as being an
ineffective sham, favouring OECD member-state interests (Meinzer, 2012a; Sheppard, 2013).
In addition, political demands by non-OECD G20 member-states and others to go beyond the
agreed standard (Pandey, 2011) have evidenced the need for a more ambitious approach in
tackling tax-base poaching than relying on the ‘internationally agreed tax standard’.
As an illustration of the ‘sham’ quality of the standard it is helpful to consider the
definition of the term ‘beneficial owner’ of a company. Because tax evasion by wealthy
individuals and tax avoidance by corporations, as well as high- level bribery, usually depend
on intermediate or shell companies for financial transactions, the unambiguous identification
of the natural persons ultimately owning or controlling a company is an important backbone
of any international standard seeking to address the issues of tax evasion and avoidance. In
accordance with this conventional wisdom, the anti-money-laundering agency FATF has long
defined beneficial owners as the ‘natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a
customer and/or the natural person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also
includes those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal person or
arrangement’ (FATF, 2012, p. 110).
In accordance with this, in a report published in 2001, the OECD explicitly uses the notion
of a beneficial owner being a natural person (OECD, 2001, p. 14). Contrary to this, the
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influential model tax convention of the OECD has allowed a legal entity to be considered as
the beneficial owner (OECD, 2008, p. 12). This notion influenced the entire work of OECDs
Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes (henceforth,
‘Global Forum’) which created and still reviews compliance with the international tax
standard. In the backbone of this standard, the model Tax Information-Exchange Agreement
(TIEA) of 2002, the term ‘beneficial owner’ is not defined but refers to discrete national
definitions (OECD, 2002, para. 51 of Commentary). Notwithstanding this lack of definition, the
term is used in OECD’s and Global Forum’s joint annual Tax Co-Operation Reports 2006-10.
However, while the term ‘legal owner’ is clearly defined, the definition of a ‘beneficial owner’
lacks fundamental intellectual rigour by relying on circular logic:
“Legal ownership refers to the registered owner of the share, which may be an individual,
but also a nominee, a trust or a company, etc. Beneficial ownership reporting
requirements refers to a range of reporting requirements that require further
information when the legal owner is not also the beneficial owner” (OECD, 2006, p. 148)
This unclear language testifies to a sham standard that leaves the door wide open for tax
abuses, since it creates and perpetuates uncertainty that can be easily exploited by lawyers
and other advisers. Furthermore, the conflation of definitions of legal and beneficial
ownership facilitates the main avoidance strategy of ‘triangulation’ presented in Table 6.
3.2.3. Review of national ‘tax haven’ listings
Long before international organisations started to use tax-haven listings, national
governments had been compiling and using such listings, informing various policy measures
to prevent shifting of the tax base (OECD, 1987, pp. 29–36). Most measures prominently
feature controlled foreign company rules that, under certain conditions, would treat for tax
purposes some income of a foreign legal entity that is controlled by domestic shareholders as
if this income was earned domestically. These and similar rules date back to the 1930s: the
USA introduced foreign personal holding company legislation in 1937; and, from 1938,
Belgium shifted the burden of proof on to taxpayers for certain transactions with low-tax
jurisdictions if they wanted to enjoy advantageous tax treatment (OECD, 1987, pp. 32–33).
Later on, for implementing this kind of law, countries issued implicit illustrative lists of
jurisdictions (for example, Germany), or more explicit legally binding lists of jurisdictions (e.g
Italy, Spain, Argentina; see Sharman & Rawlings, 2006). Other countries (such as the UK,
Australia and New Zealand) use the opposite approach, where a ‘white-list’ names those
jurisdictions which would be exempt from special CFC-tax rules (Gurney, 2005; HMRC, 2011).
In some cases, the defining criterion for which legal entities would fall under CFC-rules relies
on the tax rate payable by the legal entity in its jurisdiction of incorporation (in German law,
the threshold is 25 per cent corporate tax rate; in US law, 31.5 per cent58).
Because the term ‘tax haven’ is seldom used explicitly in national legislation or regulation,
other terminologies with specific national legal implications are defined instead.59 Depending
on the purpose, some countries are applying more than one term and listing (for example,
58
The corporate tax threshold of US.CFC rules is arrived at as follows: subpart F legislation in the US exempts
from the scope of US CFC rules income which has been taxed with a rate exceeding more than 90% of the highest
US corporate tax rate (Rienstra, 2014). By taking 35% tax rate in the US as a basis, the threshold for exempting
foreign income from CFC rules is 31.5%. For Germany, see Perdelwitz (2014).
59
For the sake of readability, throughout this article the term tax haven is used synonymously with those
alternative terminologies.
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‘low-tax jurisdiction’ or ‘uncooperative states and jurisdictions’ in German and French
law; ‘tax shelter’ in US law60). However, all the different terms share some characteristics
and problems.
Figure 5: Jurisdictions’ incidence on national tax-haven listings
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Figure 5 shows the incidence of jurisdictions on various national tax-related listings. These
listings were either used for illustrative purposes or explicitly for the purpose of implementing
controlled foreign company legislation or similar measures to counter corporate tax
avoidance. Other listings which relate to aspects such as compliance with international
standards have been ignored in order to increase comparability. The countries covered are
Argentina (2000), Brazil (2002), Italy (2003), France (1975), Germany (2004), Russia (2007),
Spain (2003), and USA (1994).61 Most of the listings refer back ten years or more since there
has been an observable shift in the use of blacklists in recent years. While there is a trend in
CFC rules to replace explicit and published listings with generalised rules that are applicable
to all jurisdictions (Japan, France), the use of blacklists appears to increase within the context
of compliance with international standards (France, Argentina).62
Of the total of 143 jurisdictions listed on the eight reviewed lists, 17 are named on all
eight lists but fifty-eight are only on one list. There are various reasons for this curious
60

Author’s own translations from laws or regulations of each country.
These lists were compiled partly based on Sharman and Rawlings (2005, pp. 19, 28, 31, 33) and personal
communication with authors of that paper in June 2014. In addition, the following sources were used: Germany
BMF (2004); Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance (2001); France: C. Chavagneux, personal communication, 4
July, 2014 (General Tax Code Article 238A, instruction du 26 juin 1975, Bulletin Officiel 4C.8.75); Russia: Zakharov
(2008).
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The source for these three country examples is Deloitte (2014, p. 2); C. Chavagneux, K. Mehta and V. Drezet,
personal communications, July, 2014.
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dispersal. A lack of expertise or care in creating the listings is a first important explanation. As
Sharman (2010) has shown, there are errors in some listings, for instance, including nonexistent territories due to misspelling; referring to places that lack tax sovereignty or which in
international law ceased to exist long ago; or denoting unclear geographic regions rather than
legally defined jurisdictions (2010, pp. 17–19). Worse, some of the consistency observable in
the listings appears not to be grounded in a consensus about especially harmful tax havens.
Rather, in instances of ‘dysfunctional policy transfer’, idiosyncratic errors of listings have been
copy- pasted from lists of other countries abroad, in one instance even leading to a situation
of a country blacklisting itself (2010, pp. 6, 20). Sharman concluded that errors by ‘overcommitted’ policy-makers have contributed to an ‘often arbitrary and inaccurate nature of
such lists’ (2010, p. 5).63
Leaving aside the problems of inconsistency and variation, national blacklists in most
cases lack the leverage to induce legal reforms in the blacklisted jurisdictions because of
relatively small reputational risks. Instead, they usually serve as a basis for a broad range of
measures intended to counter the specific harmful effects associated with them. Table 6
provides an overview of the counter-measures contemplated under the eight reviewed
national listings and others, as well as an indication of how those counter-measures could be
avoided.
The most important weakness of national tax-listing approaches, however, is the ease of
their avoidance through ‘triangulation’. Even if a country succeeded in creating an accurate,
tailored and highly idiosyncratic list of tax havens that are harmful to its economy, and even
if it was successful in updating the list every year or even monthly, it would remain easy to
circumvent any countermeasures based on that listing. Under the current configuration of the
world economy and the international ‘club’ and ‘sham’ tax rules, the trick would simply
require the interposition of another legal structure in a jurisdiction that is not blacklisted but
through which the dubious transactions could ultimately reach their destination in a
blacklisted jurisdiction (triangulation). The conflation of beneficial and legal ownership
(discussed previously) is the bedrock of this triangulation strategy.
An example of this problematic is the restricted applicability of the controlled- foreigncompany rules against any company located in another EU member-state after the European
Court of Justice’s Cadbury-Schweppes ruling of 2006. The Court effectively reduced the
application of CFC-rules within the EU to ‘wholly artificial tax arrangements’, without defining
what those entail (European Court of Justice, 2006; Ford, Gainsbury, & Houlder, 2013;
Perdelwitz, 2014; Picciotto, 2013). Because EU members such as Cyprus, Ireland or
Luxembourg do not have CFC-rules of their own (Deloitte, 2014, p. 71) and are known to
require very lenient transfer-pricing documentation (CMS, 2013), any European multinational
seeking to shift profits out of any EU member-state can achieve this by creating a controlled
subsidiary in any of those countries and routing investments and/or transactions through
those subsidiaries.

63
In order to correct for the bias, this dysfunctional transfer of listings would have implied for our review, only
one of the lists by those four countries for which erroneous copy-pasting has been identified has been included
in the review. These four countries were Mexico, Argentina, Portugal and Venezuela (Sharman, 2010, p. 18).
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Table 6: Overview of counter-measures against listed jurisdictions (‘LJ’)64
National list

Counter-measure

Avoidance strategy

Argentina

All transactions with persons in LJ assumed to be between related parties; all
of their income treated and taxed as if distributed.

Triangulation

Brazil

25% withholding tax on payments to residents of LJ and transactions treated
as between related parties; no simplified transfer-pricing calculation.

Triangulation

Italy

Dividend exemption cancelled and limits on deduction of expenses unless
proven real business activity.

Triangulation; fake ‘real
business activity’

France

None (illustrative list65); profits of subsidiaries in certain territories will be
taxed as if earned by French parent.

Triangulation

Germany

None (illustrative list); passive income of subsidiaries in certain territories is
not exempt and taxed as if earned by German shareholder.

Triangulation, transform
passive into active
income

Russia

9% tax on dividends received from entities in LJ.

Triangulation

Spain

Assumption of passive income and of minimum taxable income in Spain.

Triangulation

USA

None [illustrative list] - under certain conditions, income of CFCs will be taxed
as if earned by U.S. shareholder.

Triangulation; deferral

Other lists
G20 toolbox
2009

Counter-measure
Increased disclosure requirements for transactions; withholding taxes; denial
of deductions of expense payments; reviewing tax treaty and ‘public
investment’ policies.

Avoidance strategy
Triangulation

Source: Sharman and Rawlings (2005, pp. 19–33); Lesage (2010, pp. 3–4); Deloitte (2014, pp. 20–23, 64–65);
Zakharov (2008). Author’s own research and analysis.

Because it is nigh-on impossible for a tax administration to prove in court that an arrangement
in an EU member-state is ‘wholly artificial’, companies can easily avoid CFC rules.
Another telling example is the case of France, which blacklisted Jersey and Bermuda in its
2013 list of uncooperative jurisdictions (among others). Under French law, hefty penalty taxes
are due for transactions with related entities located in those listed jurisdictions. In practice,
however, the listing had no tangible effects, since retaliation measures such as the penalty
taxes have never been used for any transactions with those places, although French banks
maintain subsidiaries in the Islands (Robert, 2014). Instead of direct transactions, more
indirect channels for routing of payments have apparently been used.
3.2.4. Review of international ‘tax haven’ listings
The tax-listings compiled by international organisations and academics share some of the
64
This table is not a comprehensive summary of the entire spectrum of counter-measures. One listing may trigger
various different sets of counter-measures. Instead, this table focuses on those measures linked to controlledforeign-company rules or similar provisions countering corporate tax-avoidance.
65
Meaning that the list of countries does not serve for legally enabling counter-measures; the list is presented
as being purely ‘illustrative’; everybody understands that the tax administration will apply this list in practice,
nonetheless.
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problems with the national listings, but also have another set of specific problems of their
own. Generally, they do not serve directly as a basis of ‘hard law’ national counter-measures,
but inform and influence policy-making at both international and national levels through ‘soft
law’ (Abbott et al., 1999), including through reputational threats.
Figure 6 shows the dispersion of jurisdictions listed on eight tax-related listings that have
been created or used by international organisations or influential academics over the past
thirty-five years.66 The initial sample of listings has been taken from Murphy (2009), who
reviewed eleven listings created by national or international organisations and academics,
including listings focusing on ‘offshore’ jurisdictions from angles other than tax (that is,
money-laundering, financial stability). The original sample was adjusted by removing those
listings with no direct tax linkages, which resulted in a remaining total of six listings by IBFD
(quoted in Irish 1982); Hines and Rice (1994); OECD (2000); TJN (2005) and the specialist
website Lowtax.net (2008). Two additional recent listings have been included in the review. 67
The first is the listing used by the IF campaign (ActionAid, 2013), a coalition of more than a
hundred NGOs demanding tax and transparency reform at the G8 summit in the UK in 2013. 68
Finally, the listing used by Johannesen and Zucman (2014) has also been included.
Figure 6: Jurisdictions' incidence on international & academic tax haven listings
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To make the lists comparable to one another and over time, a few adjustments have been made. For
example, the islands Sark and Alderney have been counted in original listing by TJN (2005) as separate
jurisdictions, while they belong to the Bailiwick of Guernsey - they have thus been subsumed under Guernsey.
Furthermore, the Netherlands Antilles was dissolved in 2010, and split in various parts. Among the new
countries, Curaçao is and was the dominant player in offshore finance and therefore was treated as
synonymous with Netherlands Antilles throughout the listings.
67
Inspired by Cobham et al. (2015). The grey- and blacklists of OECD (2009) were not used, since this listing
explicitly referred to adherence to the international tax transparency and co-operation standard and thus differs
from the other listings in a fundamental way.
68
This listing relied on an extended version of a 2008 listing published by the US Government Accountability
Office (2008). The extension consisted in adding Delaware (counted as US in our review) and the Netherlands.
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With twenty-four jurisdictions featuring on only one list, the graph illustrates that the
range of jurisdictions seen from an international and academic tax perspective as ‘tax havens’
is considerable. The twenty-four jurisdictions that figure on only one list indicate the high
degree of disagreement among international observers. Intuitive explanations for the level of
‘expert [disagreement’ (Haberly & Wojcik, 2014, p. 6), such as the large span of time between
the oldest and most recent of the eight reviewed listings, appear not to explain the principal
reason(s) for the variation.
When comparing the number and incidence of jurisdictions in the national and
international tax-haven listings, a notable difference emerges. In the eight analysed national
tax listings, a total of 143 jurisdictions are named; whereas the total number of the
international listings is eighty-four. Similarly, the ratio of incidence of one to all lists in the
eight national lists is 3.4:1, considerably higher than the ratio in international listings, which is
2.2:1. While the results should be taken with some caution,69 these differences could at least
partially be explained by the specificity of each country’s tax laws and terminology, which is
expected to result in a specialised pattern of tax havens for each country, increasing the total
number of jurisdictions potentially considered tax havens. At the international level, in
contrast, which is concerned rather with soft law and reputational effects, these specificities
would lose relevance. Also, more diverse political interests could further narrow the listed
jurisdictions to the lowest common denominator.
The evident tendency and requirement to create consensus in international tax listings is
one of their most important weaknesses, because they only allow for the lowest common
political denominator. Club members of listing organisations often enjoy preferential
treatment or even veto-rights against being blacklisted themselves. This effect is growing in
proportion to the diplomatic status of the listing organisation. The OECD list (OECD, 2000) was
clearly more constrained by diplomatic straddling than, for instance, the listings by the taxavoidance portal ‘lowtax.net’ or by the Tax Justice Network. The resulting ‘club consensus’ is
rife with inconsistencies and bias, which fuel accusations of ‘imperialism’ by groupings
targeted by the ‘club consensus’. Trying to impose compliance with ‘club’ or ‘sham’ standards
under those conditions results, at best, in mock compliance. An example is the demand by the
OECD for all targeted jurisdictions to sign at least twelve TIEAs, resulting in many TIEAs being
signed between small island ‘tax havens’ (Shaxson & Christensen, 2011).
3.2.5. Overlapping issues of national and international blacklists
The most fundamental problems associated with listing approaches, however, are valid both
for national and international blacklists. Figure 7 summarises the policy-oriented
shortcomings and risks inherent in tax-related listing approaches.
An obvious problem with any tax-listing approach concerns the risk of serious time lags.
Some authors argue that the listings are ‘sticky’, making it very difficult for jurisdictions to exit
a listing, even if they have modified specific laws and regulations (Sharman & Rawlings, 2006,
pp. 42–44). Similarly, time lags in detecting new relevant players may also result in
problematic omissions from listings. More recently, as listings are increasingly linked to
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There are various reasons to be cautious and not to place too heavy an emphasis on the listings. For instance,
the status of the national tax-haven listings varies considerably. Whereas the administration in the USA claims
to use some of the listings for statistical purposes, others use them as illustrative examples (Germany) and still
others have given the listings the status of delegated legislation (e.g., Argentina, Russia).
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compliance with an international standard of co-operation and information-exchange, this
problem appears less relevant than before. For instance, in many national contexts the
signature of a treaty allowing for exchange of information upon request is nowadays enough
to exit a national (tax) blacklist. For example, Argentina (Meloni, 2014, p. 26) and France
(Robert, 2014) update their new lists every year.
Figure 7: Shortcomings of national and international (tax) blacklist approaches

Source: Author.

The anecdote about tax havens signing near-useless TIEAs with one another illustrates a more
fundamental problem with both national and international tax- haven listings. It is hard to
insulate lists from political manipulation. A famous example of recent high-level tax diplomacy
concerns the outcome of the G20 summit in London 2009, where the French and Chinese
presidents wrestled over the inclusion of Hong Kong and Macao in the grey-list prepared by
the OECD. After mediation by President Obama, the two special administrative regions of
China were relegated to a footnote adjacent to mainland China, itself on the white- list.
Furthermore, Chinese negotiators successfully ensured that the G20 merely ‘took note’ of the
OECD listings instead of endorsing them (Lesage, 2010, pp. 4–5). Another example is the
preferential treatment of OECD members in the subsequent Global Forum peer review
process (Meinzer, 2012a, p. 10).
On the national level, blacklists of tax havens are vulnerable to the influence of economic
lobby groups. Rixen (2009, p. 33) shows how US and German anti-tax- haven law proposals of
2009 were watered-down during the legislative process.70 As a result, in the German case the
main counter-measures contemplated in the law have never been applied in practice because,
70

See also
30.06.2014.

http://steuergerechtigkeit.blogspot.de/2009/05/wirtschaftslobby-macht-mobil-gegen.html;
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to date, no jurisdiction has been named ‘uncooperative’ by the government.71
Another fundamental weakness of any blacklisting approach is the potential for
indiscriminately listing an entire country. Forcing the tax systems of hundreds of jurisdictions
into a dichotomous straitjacket lacks both objectivity and legitimacy. In most cases, a
jurisdiction’s economy will host legitimate business mixed with poaching activities. As a
consequence, concerns rarely arise from jurisdictions and their entire populations but are
generally focused on particular financial or legal measures and the agents abusing those
measures.72 Thus, ‘tax havenry’ is a matter of degree, not a binary variable (Wójcik, 2012, p.
7). As Cobham (2014, p. 2) illustrates, illicit financial flows facilitating tax abuse and baseshifting are closely intertwined with world trade, and are not some alien aspect that can be
defined and isolated away with a stroke of the pen. Without nuance to take account of these
intricacies, attempts to list jurisdictions will remain fraught with difficulty.
Most fundamental of all problems with tax blacklists, however, is the complexity of tax
law and practice. Tax appears to be too complex, too unstable and subject to legal dispute to
serve as a useful basis for counter-measures. Any country in the world might be a tax haven
for another one simply by accident, for example, by treating certain legal entities or income
differently for tax purposes than another country (‘hybrid mismatches’; BEPS Monitoring
Group, 2014). While double-tax treaties are supposed to address such mismatches across
countries’ tax systems, they are increasingly recognised as part of the problem rather than the
solution (IMF, 2014; Rixen, 2011; Sheppard, 2013). Anti-treaty-shopping provisions - aimed at
preventing a taxpayer from routing his payments through jurisdictions with the most
favourable tax treaties - and similar measures to prevent abuse of tax treaties exemplify the
spiralling complexity of international tax law that decreases legal certainty and hence opens
further room for abuse by economic actors.73 Sharman and Rawlings identify this problem
succinctly:
“There are hundreds of tax regimes maintained by sovereign states and other fiscallyautonomous territories. Even taken individually these codes are often monstrously
complex and subject to frequent updates and revisions. Even if an accurate blacklist of
jurisdictions were drawn up, it would need constant monitoring and revision to keep pace
with the rate of change in tax codes. The prospect of working through each of these, to
emerge with a dichotomous classification of each at the end is daunting in the extreme”.
(Sharman & Rawlings, 2006, p. 45)

3.3. The definition and operationalisation of a ‘secrecy jurisdiction’
In response to these problems with the concept of a tax haven, which appear to bar it from
robust and useful operationalisation, Murphy (2008) defined and explored the concept of
secrecy jurisdictions as an alternative. By shifting the emphasis away from tax aspects of
jurisdictions, and focusing instead on questions of transparency and secrecy, the definition of
71

https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Downloads/BMF_Schreiben/Internationales_Steuerrec
ht/Allgemeine_Informationen/2010-01-05-SteuerHBekV-nicht-kooperierendeStaaten.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3; 30.4.2019.
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The German illustrative list is exceptionally specific in either targeting specific types of legal regimes in the
listed jurisdiction (i.e. ‘international finance and trading companies’ or ‘special economic zones’) or in justifying
the listing by reference to a particular feature (i.e. ‘17.5% rate tax on profits’; ‘exemption of capital gains’
(author’s translation of BMF (2004)). However, because it was published in 2004, it is outdated in many respects.
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This dynamic is well explored in Rixen (2008).
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criteria and verification of compliance becomes easier. While this is only partially true for
information whose access is restricted to competent authorities (such as bank-account
information), it is relevant in terms of information that is placed on public record via the
internet, allowing everyone to verify compliance and to report cases of non-compliance.
The following definition of a secrecy jurisdiction is used in this chapter: “A jurisdiction
which provides facilities that enable people or entities to escape or undermine the laws, rules
and regulations of other jurisdictions elsewhere, using secrecy as a prime tool” (Meinzer,
2012; TJN, 2011, inspired by Murphy [2008])
To operationalise this definition, the Financial Secrecy Index combines a measure of
secrecy (secrecy score) with a quantitative Global Scale Weight (GSW).
The secrecy score indicates the degree to which a country’s legal and regulatory system
(or absence thereof) provides the secrecy that enables illicit financial flows. The GSW indicates
the size of each jurisdiction’s share of the global market for financial services provided to nonresident clients. After adjusting both for their different range of values, they are multiplied
with each other to arrive at one single value reflecting the potential global harm done by each
jurisdiction.74 The resulting ranking is the Financial Secrecy Index, which is updated biannually. The notion of a spectrum applicable to all countries echoes the recent reframing by
the IMF of tax competition in terms of the ‘tax spillover effects’ one country’s tax system can
have on other nations (IMF, 2014, p. 23). While the FSI only covered eighty-two jurisdictions
in 2013, eventually global, or near-global coverage is envisaged.75 The ranking of the FSI can
be accessed at Cobham et al.(2015) and at TJN (2013, pp. 78–80).
The secrecy score is based on fifteen explicit, detailed and verifiable indicators76 (key
financial secrecy indicators, KFSIs) and allows for comparisons of countries on an imagined
continuum from highly secretive to perfectly transparent. This approach overcomes the false
dichotomy between tax haven or not (or secrecy jurisdiction or not), but underpins and is
consistent with the notion that a secrecy jurisdiction is a matter of degree and empirical
enquiry. Rather than being set in stone, these KFSI can change over time, subject to
refinement, data-availability or new insights. The guiding principle for data-collection was to
always look for and assess the lowest standard (or denominator) of transparency available in
each jurisdiction and for each KFSI. Taken together and weighted equally, these indicators
result in one compound secrecy score allocated to each jurisdiction. The scores are normalised
to a range zero to 100 and in practice vary between 32 (Sweden, relatively transparent) and
88 (Samoa, secretive) (TJN, 2013, p. 91).
The 15 KFSIs can be grouped around four broad dimensions of secrecy: 1) knowledge of
beneficial ownership of bank accounts, legal entities and agreements (three KFSIs); 2) public
corporate transparency with respect to ownership, accounts and country-by-country
reporting (three KFSIs); 3) efficiency of tax and financial regulation as regards the handling of
tax information, unilateral rules for the avoidance of ‘double’ taxation as well as tolerance of
harmful legal vehicles (four KFSIs); and 4) international standards and co-operation in tax
information- exchange, anti-money-laundering, judicial co-operation and various
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For more details on the combination of both, please read Cobham et al. (2015) and TJN (2013, pp. 70–72).
More information about the selection of the 82 countries can be found at TJN (2013, pp. 5–6). The selection
process for the initial 60 jurisdictions is explained in detail in Murphy (2009).
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The dataset underlying the 15 KFSIs is available online for review here:
www.financialsecrecyindex.com/database/menu.xml; 07.07.2014.
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international treaties (five KFSIs). A more detailed discussion about each indicator can be
found elsewhere (Cobham et al., 2015; TJN, 2013), and an overview is provided in Table 8
(below).
The FSI offers various advantages over existing listing approaches. First, because the
secrecy score and the global scale weight are both based on publicly available data sources,
they allow for verification and replication of the data. Most importantly, to the extent to which
the KFSIs measure online availability of information, the FSI mitigates the risks of ‘mock
compliance’, since it makes the information accessible to a wide audience, with easy detection
of fake compliance.77 Second, in contrast to the OECD and Global Forum’s assessment of ‘upon
request’ information-exchange, the FSI applies stricter standards in terms of financial
transparency and information-exchange, eschewing the notion of ‘sham’ standards, as well as
in terms of global coverage and multilateralism, mitigating the risk of ‘club’ standards serving
only the selected few. Third, and closely related to this, by weighting the secrecy offered by
any jurisdiction by the size of its cross-border financial sector, the FSI mitigates against the
risk of repeating the most blatant hypocrisies witnessed by past initiatives, which saw major
political powers applying standards to the rest of the world without themselves abiding by
those (Cobham et al., 2015). Nonetheless, when considering the FSI as a more legitimate and
successful basis for devising counter-measures compared to listing approaches and the
concept of tax havens or similar approaches, a number of considerations have to be taken into
account.

3.4. Counter-measures and the Financial Secrecy Index
Discussions around counter-measures against tax-base poaching by jurisdictions raise
profound questions about the boundaries of the self-determination of states and the
(in)justice of the international economic order. Beginning with a notion of justice rooted in
‘moral cosmopolitanism’, which ascribes to all human beings an unalienable dignity, Dietsch
and Rixen (2012) have explored some implications of tax competition. Today’s unfettered tax
competition would exacerbate unjust economic inequalities within and across states by
impacting the size of state budgets (in developing countries) as well as the tax mix (in both
developed and developing countries). By focusing on the ‘rules of the game’ of tax
competition instead of direct (re)distributive policies and outcomes on a supranational level,
national redistributive capacities could be strengthened and the political prospects for reform
would improve (Dietsch & Rixen, 2014).
The authors suggest two principles that delimit legitimate tax policies from illegitimate
ones with respect to tax competition. The first principle is the membership principle, which
suggests that ‘Natural and legal persons should be liable to pay tax in the state of which they
are a member’ (Dietsch & Rixen, 2012, p. 9). Under this principle, the poaching of tax bases
both through a multinational company’s paper-profit shifting (largely tax avoidance) and
through an individual’s portfolio investments (tax evasion) would be illegitimate. With respect
to the attraction of real direct foreign investment, a fiscal policy constraint principle is
suggested. According to this principle, luring of foreign investment into the domestic economy
is ‘illegitimate when it both is strategically motivated and leads to a reduction in the aggregate
level of fiscal self-determination of other states’ (Dietsch & Rixen, 2014, p. 73). The strategic
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The online availability of information is checked by KFSIs 2, 4, 5 and 6. Indirectly, KFSI 10 also allows for easy
verification, since it concerns the availability of certain legal vehicles which could be verified by anyone
pretending an interest to create such a vehicle.
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motivation refers to a country’s intention to lure foreign tax base through fiscal policies, while
the level of fiscal self-determination refers to tax-base losses elsewhere. As a by-product of
implementing those principles, international redistribution would be improved compared to
today’s situation.
For the enforcement of those principles, the authors suggest an International Tax
Organisation (ITO), which would monitor and discipline a jurisdiction’s fiscal policies. The
authors assume that the data and information for determining strategic intention and taxbase losses ‘are readily available’ (Dietsch & Rixen, 2012, p. 19). At the same time, they
concede that complexities in determining causal relationships for challenging particular fiscal
policies before the ITO may lead to ‘controversies over the right interpretation’ (2012, p. 19).
Furthermore, the authors state that monitoring of compliance would not pose a major
problem ‘since governments can be expected to launch a complaint if other governments
violate’ the principles, and enforcement of complaints is ensured through a binding disputesettlement body (Dietsch & Rixen, 2012, p. 20).
It is on these two points that the present article partly differs and to which it contributes,
by suggesting that the likelihood of fiscal-policy reforms along the lines suggested by Dietsch
and Rixen is low unless an intermediate step for increasing transparency is taken. The current
rules on international accounting and (absence of) tax disclosure reduces the possibilities for
determining the extent of compliance with both the fiscal constraint and membership
principles. In the absence of firm-level tax and accounting data on a country-by-country basis,
it is virtually impossible to reliably estimate tax-base losses, let alone to establish causal
relationships (Murphy, 2012a, pp. 288–295). Today, even tax administrations can only look at
a small snippet of the full picture of a modern multinational company’s network of subsidiaries
and controlled transactions (Murphy, 2012b).
Even if a fuller picture about the extent of base-poaching and -luring was available to tax
administrations and governments, however, it remains questionable whether this would lead
to a virtuous cycle of mutual compliance. The assumption of a neutral dispute-settlement
body adjudicating on internationally agreed fair rules seems oblivious to existing power
configurations. Because the incentives for free-riding persist and many advanced economies
are invested in international tax rules allowing for tax-base-poaching and -luring, collusion
between governments to jointly reject the institution of fair rules and a supranational dispute
settlement body with binding powers should be expected. Drawing parallels to the area of
world trade, the historical record shows how biased in favour of rich countries’ economic
interests the world trade rules and the WTO have been (Stiglitz & Charlton, 2005), possibly
even exacerbating existing inequalities among countries.
Considering the current fundamentally different levels of consensus in the private sector
and the general public around fair-tax rules today, compared to free- trade rules at the time
of the creation of the WTO, governments are unlikely to agree on or submit to supranational
fair-tax principles. However, to the extent that governments are democratically accountable,
publicity and voter awareness around the scale and nature of tax-base poaching and luring
could lead to a shifting of governments’ positions over time, and reach a tipping point, paving
the way for international reform. Therefore, instead of focusing on counter-measures based
on specific tax policies, it is suggested that a more promising intermediate step would be to
frame counter-measures around transparency, or the lack thereof. This might mobilise public
opinion because transparency, by definition, is a catalyst for reliable information and thus
compliance; it may be easier to reach political consensus about transparency and co-operation
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for law enforcement, compared to the more difficult task of agreeing on principles of
legitimate rules of the game with direct and far-ranging distributive implications.
This is in line with what Stiglitz and Charlton suggested in 2005 for containing and
countering the ruinous dynamics of tax and incentive competition in developing countries.
The authors laid out three strategies to counter this harmful competition, each of which
reflects another level of ambition in the objectives to be achieved: “[i]n ascending order these
are: (1) transparency-enhancing obligations on firms and countries; (2) co-operation between
jurisdictions; and (3) the putting in place of enforceable international rules” (Stiglitz &
Charlton, 2005, p. 133).
While the authors only frame the stages in terms of ambition, it is argued ere that these
stages are, to a significant degree, sequential. Based on the discussions above about the
catalytic effects of transparency by raising public awareness and boosting compliance by
allowing independent investigators to expose abuse, levels 2 and 3 appear to a large degree
to be dependent upon previous achievement of level 1 obligations, which are transparencyenhancing. Furthermore, transparency on the degree of co-operation (level 2) is another
indispensable step towards level 3.
In this light, in its two major assaults on ‘harmful tax competition’ (1998-2002) and
‘uncooperative jurisdictions’ (2009-2012), the OECD appears to have been counterproductive.
It committed political blunders twice by being overambitious in aiming for levels 2 and 3
without ensuring transparency of firms and jurisdictions first. The OECD’s original foray in
1998 succeeded merely in creating a united front of opposition, which was accommodated by
inviting tax havens to join the policy-formulation process. Hardly surprisingly, this resulted in
a sham standard that once more paved the way for a distorted outcome. Worse, the 2009
black-, grey- and white-lists initiative provided the many tax havens who achieved a white
listing on the basis of having a mere twelve TIEAs to jubilantly market themselves as having
OECD white-list status.
In contrast to these failed initiatives, the Financial Secrecy Index helps chart a long-term
course for reform and offers a point of departure for consideration of counter-measures
around the lack of financial transparency and co-operation. First, by weighting the secrecy on
offer by the scale of activity in its ranking, the onus for reform is placed on those potentially
causing most harm. Avoiding yet another exercise in pointing fingers at the usual suspects of
small players, a picture of shared responsibility between rather small, traditional ‘tax havens’
and major political powers emerges. The legitimacy of counter-measures depends on, and
increases with, a country’s ability and success at domestic reform. These reforms must ensure
that domestic laws and regulations do not enable people or entities to escape or undermine
the laws, rules and regulations of other jurisdictions by offering a veil of secrecy.
Second, once these reforms are in place, a broad menu of finely graduated countermeasures can be adopted to target specific aspects of financial secrecy. To satisfy the
principles of specificity and commensurability, counter-measures should not be directed at
entire jurisdictions but, instead, be targeted at specific practices or legal entities. In a first
stage of counter-measures, the payments with targeted entities could be monitored publicly
and/or taxed at source. In a second stage, ownership of any assets in the domestic jurisdiction
by the targeted entities should be made illegal and ownership titles be disregarded. In the
third stage, access to payment and clearing systems, including credit-card services and online
payment services, should be cancelled. Stages one and two of any particular secrecy counter78
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measure should only be allowed if the country fully complies itself with the specific
transparency requirement. Stage three should only be available after a jurisdiction has a
completely compliant record in all transparency indicators itself and has, over a period of
three years, enforced stages 1 and 2 of counter-measures against the targeted legal entities.
Not all KFSIs are equally suitable for devising counter-measures, because the nature of
transparency required in the indicators differs substantially. Some KFSIs require information
placed on public record online for everyone to verify (company accounts and ownership),
whereas others only require unhindered access by the tax administration (bank secrecy,
automatic information-exchange). Indicators that check whether specific data has been
placed on public record are most reliable as a basis for counter-measures. An important
corollary of the public data would be raising public awareness around the issues, which would
help galvanise long-term political momentum for reform. Other indicators, however, make
verification of compliance more difficult and may entail dependence on an international
review procedure. Where this is the case, the review should not be carried out with the
exclusive participation of government and private-sector delegates, in order to mitigate the
risk of collusion among them; delegates from civil-society organisations as well as neutral
academics should be included. Based on each KFSI, Table 7 presents an overview of suggested
counter-measures and rules around the stages of intensity.

3.5. Conclusion
Decades of policies aimed at countering tax-base poaching and other harmful effects of tax
havens have largely failed. At the core of this failure has been a lack of clarity and consistency
in both the definitions and identification of tax havens. The lack of rigour in the terminology
has, time and again, allowed national interests and the clash of ideologies to remain largely
hidden from the public. As a consequence, the public could only have a vague idea about the
issues and so easily fell prey to the fool’s gold of symbolic politics.
The OECD’s 1998 harmful tax competition project illustrates the ineffectiveness of this
approach - to the point of its being counter-productive. By greatly enhancing the co-operation
among the listed ‘tax havens’ in a coalition of interest against the OECD initiative and,
subsequently, accommodating this coalition by offering a seat at the norm-setting table, the
political influence of listed ‘tax havens’ has been greatly amplified. The intensive distributive
conflict inherent in the process of international tax policy-making - both between normmakers and norm- takers, as well as among norm-makers themselves - helps explain its
outcome of asymmetrical and ineffective ‘sham’ standards (Drezner, 2005).
The ensuing shift of emphasis towards adherence to ‘international standards’ of tax cooperation has hardly contained international tax avoidance and evasion. Instead, the problem
has been shifted from arbitrary definitions and listings to a largely ineffectual international
standard. The OECD’s 2009 black-, grey- and white-listing achieved mixed results at best, with
white-listed jurisdictions openly using their status to market their financial sectors.
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Table 7: Overview of KFSIs and potential counter-measures78
Key Financial Secrecy Indicator (KFSI)

Verification of
compliance

Counter-measure for non-compliance

1 Banking secrecy

Difficult, non-public

Public monitoring of payments to banking
groups

2 Trusts and foundations register

Easy, public

Legal-entity-specific counter-measures*

3 Recorded company ownership

Difficult, non-public

Not sufficient as basis for counter-measures

4 Published company ownership

Easy, public

Legal-entity-specific counter-measures*

5 Published company accounts

Easy, public

Legal-entity-specific counter-measures*

6 Country-by-country reporting

Easy, public

Legal-entity-specific counter-measures*

7 Fit for information-exchange

Not suitable as basis for counter-measures

8 Efficiency of tax administration

Not suitable as basis for counter-measures

9 Avoids promoting tax evasion

Medium

Consider cancelling DTA and trigger CFC rules

10 Harmful legal vehicles

Easy, public

Legal-entity-specific counter-measures*

11 Anti-money-laundering

Not suitable as basis for counter-measures

12 Automatic information-exchange

Medium

Financial
institution
measures**

13 Bilateral treaties

Easy, public

Consider cancelling DTA and trigger CFC rules

14 International transparency
commitments

Not suitable as basis for counter-measures

15 International judicial co-operation

Not suitable as basis for counter-measures

specific

counter-

General legitimacy consideration: stages one and two of any counter-measure used only if specific KFSI is fully compliant in
respective jurisdiction. Any stage 3 only if all KFSIs are domestically compliant.
*Legal-entity-specific counter-measures (LSC):
Stage 1: penalty withhold taxes for payments to non-compliant legal entities/agreements and disallow deductibility for
payments to those entities.
Stage 2: prevent them from owning domestic assets.
Suggested cumulative rule for LSC: if neither KFSI 5 nor 6, then stage 2; if only one, stage 1; stage 3 only after at least three
years of stages 1 or 2.
Suggested cumulative rule for FSC: if neither KFSI 12 (multilateral automatic information- exchange) nor 13 (‘upon
request’), then stage 2; if only one of both, stage 1; stage 3 only after at least three years of stages 1 or 2.
**Financial-institution-specific counter-measures (FSC):
Stage 1: Public statistics about which financial institutions (entire group principle) are not participating and public statistical
monitoring of (bilateral) payments to them (including mutual funds, insurance companies and wealth-managers).
Stage 2: Penalty withholding taxes for all transfers to any account held by financial institutions in the jurisdiction and prevent
them from owning domestic assets and financial- services delivery, including closure of related entities and branches in the
domestic jurisdiction.
Stage 3: Disallow transactions with/access to domestic payment area and financial market for all financial institutions
(including interbanking market).
Suggested cumulative rule for FSC: if neither KFSI 12 (multilateral automatic information- exchange) nor 13 (‘upon request’),
then stage 2; if only one of both, stage 1; stage 3 only after at least three years of stages 1 or 2.

Source: Author.
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It has been argued that those failures both in listing processes and standard-setting are
inevitable when the focus is kept on a yardstick that works on the basis of tax criteria. Instead,
transparency or secrecy is a more promising avenue for achieving policy change. Whereas taxrelated policy reforms encounter classic problems of international enforcement, focusing on
transparency as an intermediate step is, to some extent, self-enforcing and helps maintain the
political momentum for deep policy reforms.
To create enforceable international tax rules before creating the transparency that
facilitates monitoring of compliance with those rules is like putting the cart before the horse.
Empirical and historical evidence suggests that policy-making and norm-setting cannot be
assumed to be neutral and equitable. Instead, the creation of sustainable and equitable
international institutions will require a high level of public awareness and corrective vigilance
of investigators outside the inner power circles of governments and businesses to expose
misconduct and conflicts of interest.
Conceptualised as a public good, financial transparency provides the basis for both
increased public awareness and ease of investigation beyond and independent of government
administrations. Financial transparency has the capacity to enhance market and governance
integrity by changing the incentive structures towards compliance with the spirit of tax laws,
where the economic substance is aligned with the legal form. It has the potential to become
the springboard for moves towards more inclusive and balanced international tax rules, with
or without a world tax organisation.
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Bank Secrecy

KFSI

YN
1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant
1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant

YN

YN

1: Yes without qualifications; 2: Yes, but some problems; 3: Yes, but
major problems; 4=No, access is not possible, or only exceptionally
1: Yes without qualifications; 2: Yes, but some problems; 3: Yes, but
major problems; 4=No, access and exchange hindered.

To what extent are banks subject to stringent customer due
diligence regulations (FATF-recommendation 5)?

To what extent are banks required to maintain data records
of its customers and transactions sufficient for law
enforcement (FATF-recommendation 10)?

Are banks and/or other covered entities required to report
large transactions in currency or other monetary
instruments to designated authorities?

Are banks required to keep records, especially of large or
unusual transactions, for a specified period of time, e.g. five
years?

Sufficient powers to obtain and provide banking information
on request?

No undue notification and appeal rights against bank
information exchange on request?

KNOWLEDGE OF BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP

Result

Does it have a statutory basis?

Description

Table 8: Key financial secrecy indicators (KSFIs): qualitative index components of Financial Secrecy Index
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10% (only if
answer is 1)

10% (only if
answer is 1)

10%

10%

20%

20%

20%

Component
weighting

2

Trust and
Foundations
Register
YN

0: Foreign law trusts (and domestic law trusts if applicable) must be
registered; 1: No registration requirement of foreign law trusts, but
registration of domestic law trusts mandatory; 2: No registration
requirement of domestic law trusts, but of foreign law trusts; 3: Neither
foreign law trusts nor domestic law trusts (if applicable) require
registration.
0: No, neither for foreign law trusts nor domestic law trusts (if
applicable); 1: Only for domestic law trusts, but not for foreign law
trusts (if applicable); Yes, for both domestic and foreign law trusts (if
applicable).
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

0: No online disclosure for all private foundations; 1: Partial online
disclosure for all private foundations; 2: Yes, full online disclosure of all
private foundations.

Convention of 1 July 1985 on the Law Applicable to Trusts
and on their Recognition

Trusts: Is any formal registration required at all?

Trusts: Is registration data publicly available ('on public
record')?

Foundations available (private)?

Foundations: Is any formal registration required at all?

Is the settlor named?

Are the members of the foundation council named?

Are the beneficiaries named?

Must the constitution / foundation documents be
submitted, including changes and all bylaws / letters of
wishes?

Foundations: Is registration data publicly available ('on
public record')?
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0: Foreign law trusts cannot be administered and no domestic trust law;
1: Foreign law trusts can be administered, but no domestic trust law; 2:
Domestic trust law and administration of foreign law trusts.

Trusts Available?

Complex
Assessment - see
KFSI 2 for details;
foundations
maximum of 50%
in KFSI 2

Complex
Assessment - see
KFSI 2 for details;
trusts maximum
of 50% in KFSI 2
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Public Company
Ownership

Public Company
Accounts

Country-byCountry
Reporting

4

5

6

84

Recorded
Company
Ownership

3
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YN

Is the update of information on the identity of owners
mandatory?

0:No; 1: No, except one-off EITI-style disclosure for new listed
companies; 2: No, except for partial disclosure in either extractives or
banking sector; 3: Yes, partial disclosure for both extractives and
banking sector; 4: Yes, full country-by-country reporting for all sectors.

YN

Online Availability of Information: On public record (up to 10
€/US$): Accounts?

Requirement to comply with country-by-country reporting
standard for companies listed on the national stock
exchange?

YN

Accounts submitted to public authority?

0: no; 1: only legal; 2: BO always recorded

Companies - Online Availability of Information: On public
record (up to 10 €/US$): Owners' identities?
YN

YN

Is the update of information on the identity of owners
mandatory?

Accounting data required?

0: no; 1: only legal; 2: BO always recorded

Companies: Registration comprises owner's identity
information?

KEY ASPECTS OF CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY REGULATION

0: no; 1: only legal; 2: BO always recorded

Companies: Registration comprises owner's identity
information?

1: 10%; 2: 25%; 3:
50%; 4: 100%

Only if all
answered "Yes" =
100%

LO=20%;
BO=100%;
condition that
update is not
"no"

BO=100%;
condition that
update is not
"no"

Fit for
Information
Exchange

Efficiency Tax
Administration

Avoids Promoting
Tax Evasion

Harmful legal
vehicles

Anti-Money
Laundering

Automatic
Information
Exchange

7

8

9

10

11

12

YN

Trusts - Are trusts with flee clauses prohibited?

EUSTD participant (or equivalent)?

Money Laundering: Overall Compliance Score of FATFstandards in Percentage (100% = all indicators rated
compliant, 0%=all indicators rated non-compliant)

YN
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49 criteria (each given an equal weight); each criteria: 1: compliant; 2:
largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: non-compliant

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND COOPERATION

YN

3: yes, all three types of recipients; 2: for 2; 1: for 1; 0 for none

Absent a bilateral treaty, does the jurisdiction apply a tax
credit system for receiving dividend income payments?

Companies - Available Types: Cell Companies?

3: yes, all three types of recipients; 2: for 2; 1: for 1; 0 for none

YN

Does the tax authority have a dedicated unit for large
taxpayers?

Absent a bilateral treaty, does the jurisdiction apply a tax
credit system for receiving interest income payments?

80% (div and int
each 40%)

0: no, none; 1: yes int, no div; 2: no int, yes div; 3: yes, both

Does the tax authority make use of taxpayer identifiers for
information reporting and matching for information
reported by financial institutions on interest payments and
by companies on dividend payments?

100%

scaled up to
100%

50%

50%

0: 0%; 1: 10%; 2:
20%; 3: 50%

0: 0%; 1: 10%; 2:
20%; 3: 50%

20%

100% (div and
interest each
50%)

0: no, none; 1: yes div, no int; 2: no div, yes int; 3: yes, both

Are all payers required to automatically report to the tax
administration information on payments to all nonresidents?

EFFICIENCY OF TAX AND FINANCIAL REGULATION
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International
Transparency
Commitments

International
Judicial
Cooperation

14

15

86

Bilateral Treaties

13
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20%

1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant

1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant
1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant

Is mutual legal assistance given concerning identification,
freezing, seizure and confiscation of property (FATF
recommendation 38)?

Is money laundering considered to be an extraditable
offense (FATF recommendation 39)?

Is the widest possible range of international co-operation
granted to foreign counterparts beyond formal legal
assitance on anti-money laundering and predicate crimes
(FATF recommendation 40)?

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant

YN

UN Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime

20%

Is mutual legal assistance given without the requirement of
dual criminality (FATF recommendation 37)?

YN

UN International Convention for the Suppression of the
Financing of Terrorism

20%

1: compliant; 2: largely compliant; 3: partially compliant; 4: noncompliant

YN

UN Drug Convention 1988

20%

20%

Yes, then 100%

Sum % of 46; or

Will mutual legal assistance be given for investigations,
prosecutions, and proceedings (FATF-recommendation 36)?

YN

UN Convention Against Corruption

YN

1988 CoE/OECD Convention / Amending Protocol
YN

Number

Number of Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA)

1988 CoE/OECD Convention / Amending Protocol

Number

Number of Double Tax Agreements (DTA)
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4.1. Why Automatic Exchange of Information matters
Increasing economic inequality and concentration of wealth across the globe is becoming
widely recognised as a, if not the most important, problem of our time. A wide spectrum of
actors and organisations, including the World Economic Forum in Davos (Vanham, 2017),
academics such as Piketty (Piketty, 2014), charities such as Oxfam (2016), the OECD (2015a),
the International Monetary Fund (Dabla-Norris, Kochhar, Suphaphiphat, Ricka, & Tsounta,
2015) and the United Nations and its Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa & African Union, 2015, p. 60), have pointed out the risks and
harms caused by current levels and dynamics in income and wealth inequality. These range
from degrading the environment, reducing economic growth and increasing social exclusion
to undermining fair market competition and indeed democratic institutions. Societies with
lower levels of income inequality suffer less from social problems such as crime, mental
diseases, obesity or teenager pregnancies (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2010). This suggests that also
for the economically better off, more economic equality may be desirable as they also stand
to benefit from a safer society with less crime and other social problems.
While there are multiple causes for inequality, one important cause consists in the ability
of wealthier segments of societies to escape their tax obligations. By shifting financial assets
and income offshore – that is, across borders, beyond the reach of their tax administrations they can engage in tax evasion, which directly undermines both the progressive nature of
income taxation and thus the bedrock of modern societies, and redistribution as one of the
four key functions of taxes (Cobham, 2007). It also impacts the voluntary compliance of all
other taxpayers because “[i]f taxpayers believe tax evasion to be common, tax morale
decreases” (Frey & Torgler, 2007, p. 153).
Tax havens – or more usefully, financial secrecy jurisdictions – have commercialised their
sovereignty (Palan, 2002) to provide a shield of secrecy for those seeking to hide their
fortunes. By creating laws that invite financial institutions and service providers to receive,
hold and manage the assets of non-residents without providing information to the relevant
home authorities, secrecy jurisdictions facilitate and incentivise the non-declaration of assets,
income and capital gains.80 But the problem is not restricted anymore to notorious Caribbean
or Alpine secrecy jurisdictions. Major financial centres such as the United States, the United
Kingdom and its empire of overseas satellite jurisdictions as well as Germany all host
substantial offshore assets and provide secrecy (Cobham, Janský, & Meinzer, 2015; Meinzer,
2016).
Given the widespread principle of worldwide income taxation rights in favour of the
jurisdiction where individuals are resident, offshoring assets and income constitute illegal tax
evasion as long as these assets and income are not declared in income tax returns to the
relevant domestic tax administration. In practice, however, the laws underpinning this
principle have hardly been enforced in practice because the risk of being caught for offshore
tax evasion is extremely small, in the absence of any third party reporting obligations that
work effectively across borders. Without routine reporting by third parties – e.g. by financial
institutions reporting account balances of clients to the tax administrations - compliance with
tax laws is likely to fall dramatically. A comprehensive study by the US Treasury’s Internal
80
See Tax Justice Network’s Financial Secrecy Index for a discussion of the full range of issues involved, e.g.
www.financialsecrecyindex.com (Cobham, Janský, & Meinzer, 2015; Meinzer, 2016); 17.1.2017.
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Revenue Service (Internal Revenue Service - US Treasury, 2012) analysed the tax gap for the
United States – the differences of taxes due and the taxes actually paid. It allocated the
amounts lost due to misreporting of income into categories of income sorted by the intensity
of third party reporting. The results are striking: when income is subject to substantial
information reporting (or high visibility or transparency), only between 1% and 8% of the
amounts is misreported. However, if the income is subject to little or no information reporting
(or little or no transparency), 56% of the income is misreported. This latter case is, of course,
the context of international business and taxation. There has not been a functioning system
for routine reporting across borders for the last decades.
These findings suggest that tax evasion of cross-border income is the rule, and not the
exception, at least as long as no effective information reporting on that income is taking place.
Other studies and experiences confirm this. For example, Gaggero, Casparrino, & Libman,
(2007) estimated that 85% of the wealth held abroad by Argentineans goes untaxed. A
detailed enquiry by the French parliament into the leaked data by HSBC private bank
corroborated this finding. Of almost 3000 French clients, only six had properly declared the
accounts in their tax return – a ratio of ca. 0.2% (Assemblée Nationale, 2013, pp. 19–20).
Important destinations of offshore assets are the United States and Switzerland. With
respect to Switzerland, (Helvea, 2009) estimated that between 80% and 99% of about 2 trillion
Swiss Francs invested in Swiss accounts by non-residents are undeclared. And in Liechtenstein,
which is in a customs and monetary union with Switzerland, in a sample of accounts held by
US clients analysed by US Justice, only 2% were declared properly in the USA (Liechtensteiner
Vaterland, 2012). However, the US itself hosts an important offshore asset sector. In a letter
to the then U.S.-Secretary of the Treasury Tim Geithner, Florida delegates to the House of
Representatives wrote in 2011:
“For more than 90 years, the United States has recognized the importance of foreign
deposits and has refrained from taxing the interest earned by them or requiring their
reporting.[…] Because of the privacy laws of the United States, non-resident aliens are
estimated to have deposited over $3 trillion in U.S. financial institutions”. (Florida
Delegates to the House of Representatives, 2011, p. 1).
While the exact amounts at stake are necessarily uncertain given the hidden nature of these
activities, there is no doubt that the resulting revenue losses are substantial. The lowest
estimate of global financial wealth held ‘offshore’ is $7.6 trillion in 2013 (Zucman, 2014), the
highest is $21-$32 trillion in 2010 (Henry, 2012). Both studies coincide however the estimated
global tax revenue losses resulting from undeclared offshore assets amount to ca. $190bn
annually – most, if not all of which, would be borne by the wealthiest in each society. This
amount is great than the sum of all official development assistance paid to developing
countries in 2013 (US$ 135 billion).81 For Africa alone, the stock of offshore assets that have
been accumulated through illegal capital flight between 1970 and 2008 is estimated to
amount to US$944 billion. If contrasted with the stock of foreign debt of the same African
nations of US$177 billion (Ndikumana & Boyce, 2011), it becomes apparent that the African
continent is a net creditor to the rest of the world.
In the German financial system, the amount of tax exempt interest-bearing assets held
by non-residents ranged between €2.5 - 3 trillion as of August 2013. Of this sum, an estimated
81

http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/aid-to-developing-countries-rebounds-in-2013-to-reach-an-all-timehigh.htm; 10.2.2017.
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€7.4 billion of interest bearing investments in the German financial system has a direct origin
in Turkey, including bank deposits, corporate and government debt, as well as interest-bearing
shares of investment funds.82 When the same methodology is applied with updated data for
December 2016, this amount increases to €10.8 billion (see table 9 below). Of the total
interest bearing assets held by all non-residents in Germany, only ca. 1% was subject to
information exchange according to the European Savings Tax Directive in 2013 (Meinzer,
2015b, p. 50). Given that interest income stemming from those assets would normally be
taxable in Turkey83 is unlikely to be reported and taxed, the amounts invested in the German
financial system by Turkish residents imply a considerable revenue loss to Turkey.
Table 9: Interest bearing assets held in German financial system with direct origin in Turkey
Year/Date

Bank Liabilities
only (Mio. €)

Of which
non-bank

% of nonbank

Multiplier

Total interest bearing
assets (Mio. €,
estimation)

Aug-13

2,929

1,339

46%

2.534386

7,423

Sep-15

3,858

2,252

58%

see above

9,778

Dec-16

4,259

2,138

50%

see above

10,794

Sources: Deutsche Bundesbank (2013b, 2013a, 2014b, 2014a, 2015, 2017), Meinzer (2015b); own analysis.

The findings by the US IRS tax gap study illustrate another important point about automatic
information exchange. The main effect expected from automatic exchange of information
(AEoI) is a deterrent effect: it is likely to impact the behaviour of offshore investors prior to
the information exchanges taking place. Therefore, the direct revenue impact of AEoI is hard
to measure by the number of additional cases or revenue raised through enforcement activity
directly triggered by AEoI. Rather, investors will adjust their portfolio investment decisions
and either repatriate assets, relocate or declare them (Meinzer, 2010).

4.2. How did we get here? Past challenges in tax information exchange
The global financial crisis of 2008 provided the trigger that accelerated a reform process which
culminated in the implementation and rolling out of automatic information exchange
pursuant to the OECD’s Common Reporting Standard (CRS). The recent history leading to
these events can be categorised in 6 phases (see table 10, below).

82
Based on Bundesbank data, for methodology see Meinzer (2015b, pp. 48–52);
https://www.chbeck.de/media/2561/inh_bp6161meinzersteueroasede_978-3-406-666971_2a_sachverzeichnis-anhang2.pdf; 30.4.2019.
83
In addition, the assets themselves might be the fruit of domestic tax evasion. Therefore, reporting about the
income and assets might trigger further investigations about domestic tax evasion as well.
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Table 10: Phases in the recent history of global tax information exchange
Period

Phase

2002-2008

“Upon request” in Sleeping Beauty

2009-2010

Rolling out of “upon request”, brewing conflict around AEoI

2010-2012

Conflict: enter FATCA and Rubik

2012-2013

Breakthrough for AEoI

2013-2014

Details of open AEoI framework are unveiled, the battle for scope

2015-?:

Rolling out, the battle for meta transparency and effective sanctions

Source: Author

The first phase begun with the demise of the OECD’s harmful tax competition (OECD, 1998)
project, which was effectively blocked by tax havens and their political allies. As a result, the
OECD invited six notorious tax havens which had committed to improve on transparency to
participate in shaping a standard for information exchange and transparency. The initial six
were Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Malta, Mauritius and San Marino. Soon, this group
became the Global Forum Working Group on Effective Exchange of Information, and
expanded its membership to include, in addition to OECD and the aforementioned, the
following jurisdictions: Aruba, Bahrain, Isle of Man, the Netherlands Antilles, and the
Seychelles (OECD, 2002, p. 2). This group developed the 2002 Model agreement for tax
information exchange (TIEA), which was restricted to information exchange upon request
(Meinzer, Hearson, Picciotto, Shaxson, & Spencer, 2009; OECD, 2002). However, very few
TIEAs were signed by notorious tax havens until the global financial crisis hit in 2008 (Misereor,
2010, p. 3).
While automatic information exchange was hardly being discussed at the OECD at that
time, public discourse and other organisations went further. In 2003, the European Union (EU)
enacted the first multilateral system for automatic information exchange through its Savings
Tax Directive (Gilligan, 2003). While limited in scope and riddled with exceptions and
loopholes, it established an important precedent for the principle of automatically exchanging
sensitive bank information across borders. In April 2008, some commentators wrote in the
Financial Times: “We need the automatic exchange of tax information between jurisdictions
and all developing countries must be included”.84 This call was echoed later by Mexico’s
Finance Minister Agustin Carstens who said in a letter to U.S. Secretary of the Treasury,
Timothy Geithner: "The [automatic] exchange of information on interest paid by banks will
certainly provide us with a powerful tool to detect, prevent and combat tax evasion, money
laundering, terrorist financing, drug trafficking and organized crime.” (Carstens, 2009).
In 2008, a series of public media stories increased the pressure for fundamental reform.
The United States Justice Department was investigating UBS through the insights offered by
whistle-blower Bradley Birkenfeld, causing media headlines and a Senate Probe throughout
2008.85 In February 2008, German tax investigators raided the home of the then CEO of
Deutsche Post AG because of his tax evasion through a Liechtenstein account. This event
marked the (recent) beginning of data purchases by German tax administrations from whistle84
85

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/63cdb642-ea03-11dc-b3c9-0000779fd2ac.html?siteedition=intl; 3.10.2014.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB121624391105859731; 13.2.2017.
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blowers mainly of Swiss banks. This exerted considerable and ongoing pressure on Swiss
banking secrecy. A veritable hole was blown into Swiss banking secrecy in February 2009 by
the settlement of Swiss Bank UBS with the US Justice Department by agreeing to pay US$ 780
million and handing over client data of many thousands US account holders.86
Only after the OECD published a list of non-cooperating jurisdictions in April 2009 (blackgrey-white-list) in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, a race to sign TIEAs ensued
(second phase; Misereor, 2010). Through the requirement to sign 12 TIEAs in order to be
removed from the grey list, the OECD placed emphasis on rolling out the upon request
information exchange system, labelled “internationally agreed tax standard”. In November
2009 at the Global Forum meeting in Mexico, the OECD decided to open Global Forum’s
membership whilst effectively preserving OECD’s influence over the Global Forum, and to
undertake peer reviews of jurisdiction’s compliance with information exchange upon request
(Meinzer, 2012b, pp. 7–8). Yet despite mounting criticisms of the insufficiency of the upon
request system (Meinzer et al., 2009; Sheppard, 2009), the OECD hardened its stance and
defended its opposition against automatic information exchange. OECD’s public affairs
director wrote in a public letter to the Financial Times on 30 April 2009: “The OECD’s high
standards on transparency and exchange of information address issues raised on the use of
trusts, bearer shares and other opaque structures. While they enjoy universal endorsement,
the challenge now lies in their swift and effective implementation. […] Influential nongovernmental organisations [...] can help developing countries most by pressuring for
delivery, rather than risking an unravelling of what has been achieved through calls to reopen
debates”87.
The third phase of intense political fighting over automatic information exchange began
when the Swiss Banker Association published their proposal for an anonymous “flat rate tax
on assets held with banks on a cross-border basis” in December 2009. This proposal – known
as the “Rubik”-deals - subsequently became the official Swiss tax policy position as an
alternative to automatic information exchange. The project outline was explicit about its
purpose: "The flat rate tax means: [...] The issue of automatic exchange of information thus
becomes obsolete" (Swiss Bankers Association, 2009, p. 4). Over the next years, Switzerland
intensely sought to enter into those bilateral deals to preserve anonymity and secrecy of Swiss
banking assets (TJN, 2011). Negotiations with the UK and Austria were successful88, and also
Germany’s government signed a treaty with Switzerland in April 201289.
Meanwhile, the United States enacted in March 2010 the Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA), which over the next years required financial institutions across the
globe to automatically report detailed information about any US-related financial account to
the IRS. This law created an unprecedented revolution in offshore banking because of the
detail of the information to be reported, the global scope and the leverage exerted over banks
by threatening non-compliant banking groups with a hefty 30% withholding tax on all US
source payments. However, FATCA did not entail the principle of reciprocity and therefore
allowed the US to continue providing de facto banking secrecy to non-residents investing in
86

http://europe.newsweek.com/how-far-switzerlands-biggest-bank-did-us-tax-evasion-scam-reach280154?rm=eu; http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/21/business/ubss-track-record-of-averting-prosecutioncommon-sense.html; 13.2.2017.
87
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2009/05/illicit-flows-oecds-swaggering-stance.html; 3.10.2014.
88
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-47312.html; 30.4.2019.
89
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-17624364; 14.2.2017.
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the US financial system.90 In November 2011, it was India’s prime minister Manmohan Singh
who took the torch of frontrunner by openly calling for the G20 to embrace automatic
information exchange: "The G20 countries should take the lead in agreeing to automatic
exchange of tax related information with each other, irrespective of artificial distinctions such
as past or present, for tax evasion or tax fraud, in the spirit of our London Summit that 'the
era of bank secrecy is over'“91. Itai Grinberg, professor of Law at Georgetown University, in
January 2012, published a paper in which he asserted: “The international tax system is in the
midst of a novel contest between information reporting and anonymous withholding models
for ensuring that states have the ability to tax offshore accounts.” (Grinberg, 2012, p. 2).
Furthermore, through 2011 and 2012, the OECD’s system for information exchange upon
request and the associated peer review process came under increasing attack, as is revealed
by heated disputes in International Tax Review (Dalton, 2012a, 2012b; Shaheen, 2012a,
2012b).92 At the same time, the signed Rubik agreement between Switzerland and Germany
met resistance not least through a broad based campaign against the ratification of the
agreement.93
Breakthrough (fourth phase) came when opposition parties in the upper chamber of the
German parliament (Bundesrat) on 23 November 2012 rejected the Rubik agreements.94 The
path for automatic information exchange was cleared as the Swiss strategy to claim
equivalence of Rubik agreements and to divide the EU and the OECD had failed. Up to that
point, TIEAs and associated peer reviews remained the only pillar of OECD’s work to counter
tax havens and offshore tax evasion for more than a decade. The first visible sign of the
changing tide consisted in the G20 Communiqué issued on 19 April 2013, when the Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors stated: “We welcome progress made towards
automatic exchange of information which is expected to be the standard and urge all
jurisdictions to move towards exchanging information automatically with their treaty
partners, as appropriate.” (G20, 2013, para. 14). Less than a month later, 17 EU members
issued a statement for the creation of a pilot multilateral automatic exchange facility:
"Automatic information exchange between tax authorities is a powerful tool in tackling and
deterring tax evasion. [...] we strongly support the development of a single global standard for
automatic exchange of information covering a wide scope of income and entities".95
The OECD quickly changed tack (fifth phase) and by the G8 summit in Lough Erne in June
2013 it had prepared a 20-page outline for a multilateral system of automatic tax information
modelled on FATCA (OECD, 2013), yet omitting FATCA’s crucial leverage of a withholding tax.
Less than a year later, on 13th February 2014, the OECD published the first version of the
Common Reporting Standard (OECD, 2014b; TJN, 2014). Intense lobbying by the Swiss Bankers
Association and the Swiss government successfully restricted the information exchange on the
90

http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2010/05/fatca-new-automatic-info-exchange-tool.html; 14.2.2017.
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2011/11/india-demands-automatic-information.html; 14.2.2017.
92
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2011/11/oecd-should-step-aside-and-let-un.html;
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2012/02/2012-tax-and-transparency-forum-london.html;
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2012/11/uk-government-to-wield-big-stick-on.html;
http://taxjustice.blogspot.de/2012/05/raising-global-profile-of-tax-justice.html; 14.2.2017.
93
http://steuergerechtigkeit.blogspot.de/2012/11/bundnis-begrut-nein-des-bundesrates-zum_23.html;
17.2.2017.
94
http://www.reuters.com/article/germany-switzerland-tax-idUSB4E8LM00H20121123; 14.2.2017.
95
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/statement-on-the-pilot-multilateral-automatic-informationexchange-facility; 14.2.2017.
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condition of reciprocity and specific uses of the data solely for tax purposes (preventing data
being used for money laundering or corruption investigations).96 Criticism by civil society and
others about the tolerance of bilateralism and the refusal to waive reciprocal requirements
for developing countries (TJN, 2014) was countered by OECD’s Pascal Saint-Amans, head of
OECD’s tax department: “The specific needs of developing countries should not be addressed
by lowering standards for them, but rather by helping them to meet the standards […]. The
Global Forum will look into the particular concerns of developing countries which have a right
to benefit from transparency” (Shaheen, 2014). Furthermore, he asserted in May 2014: “Most
(developing countries) are not yet ready and most of them don’t want it” (Balleny, 2014).
Shortly after, in June 2014, TJN published a report which surveyed developing country tax
administrations and finance ministries, finding that “Developing countries want automatic
information exchange” (Cunningham, 2014; see also Knobel & Meinzer, 2014a). 97 The survey
found out that the OECD did only consult with developing countries after the major decisions
were made, and failed to ask about preferences of developing countries beyond capacity
building. The preferences of the surveyed developing countries consistently deviated from the
OECD model in the preference of a truly, binding multilateral agreement, the waiving of
reciprocity requirements for developing countries, sanctions for non-compliant financial
institutions (similar to FATCA), and for the inclusion of other types of assets, such as real estate
(Knobel & Meinzer, 2014a).
The rolling out of the standard proceeded, ignoring these interests of developing
countries. On July 21st, 2014, the OECD published its full version of the Standard, including
Commentaries98 (Knobel & Meinzer, 2014b; OECD, 2014c); in August 2014 a “roadmap for
developing country participation” (Global Forum, 2014); in October 2014, the Multilateral
Competent Authority Agreement (MCAA) to implement the CRS (OECD, 2014a; then signed by
51 jurisdictions99); and in August 2015, a handbook for the implementation of the CRS (Knobel,
2015; OECD, 2015b).
Meanwhile, the European deadlock for progress on automatic information exchange was
overcome when in March 2014 Luxembourg and Austria lifted their longstanding veto for
amending the EU-Savings Tax Directive.100 In the end, the European Union moved to
implement the CRS through an amendment to its directive on administrative assistance in
December 2014 (Council of the European Union, 2014) and repealed the EU-Savings Tax
Directive101. The CRS now was established as the new international standard for automatic
information exchange.

96
To realise how absurd the hard condition of reciprocity is, consider how likely it is that rich Nigerians stash
their money in Switzerland, and how unlikely it is that any Swiss tax evaders will choose Nigeria to stash theirs.
See: http://www.swissbanking.org/en/topics/current-issues/the-automatic-exchange-of-information;
14.2.2017.
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http://www.internationaltaxreview.com/Article/3354926/Corporate-Tax/Developing-countries-wantautomatic-information-exchange-Tax-Justice-Network-reveals.html; 14.2.2017.
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http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/oecd-delivers-new-single-global-standard-on-automatic-exchange-ofinformation.htm; 14.2.2017.
99
http://www.reuters.com/article/global-tax-idUSL5N0SO44J20141029; 14.2.2017.
100
https://www.ft.com/content/018d3a86-b0f2-11e3-9f6f-00144feab7de; 3.10.2014.
101
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/individuals/personal-taxation/taxation-savings-income/repealsavings-directive-line-with-international-eu-developments_en; 14.2.2017.
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4.3. Current challenges
As of January 2017, more than 100 jurisdictions have committed to join the CRS102 and more
than 85 jurisdictions have signed the Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement (MCAA)103
to implement the CRS. The first exchanges under the CRS are taking place in 2017 and 2018.
In the European Union, the Council Directive 2014/107/EU of 9 December 2014 amending
Directive 2011/16/EU as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of
taxation („the directive“) that is binding on member states for translating the CRS into
domestic law requires first information exchanges in 2017 with the exception of Austria, which
will begin exchanging in 2018 (Council of the European Union, 2014). The European Union has
negotiated similar agreements with five European, yet not EU-member states, namely with
Andorra, Liechtenstein, San Marino and Switzerland, and initialled the last of these
agreements with Monaco on 22 February 2016, with exchanges beginning in 2018. 104 The
information exchange among 28 EU members and these 5 territories will be governed by the
directive and these agreements, respectively.
The directive is not entirely identical to the CRS. Notably, less stringent reporting
requirements for some trusts105 are available in the CRS, but this is not allowed in the directive
(Council of the European Union, 2014, p. 20).
In Germany, the law implementing automatic information exchange pursuant to the
respective Directive has been discussed in parliament during a public expert hearing on 2
November 2015 (Henn, 2015; Meinzer, 2015a) and was enacted on 21 December 2015
(Bundestag/Bundesrat, 2015).
4.3.1. De facto exclusion of developing countries
The two major obstacles developing countries face when seeking to access information about
their residents’ offshore assets consist in the requirement of full reciprocal information
exchange, and in the option for a “dating system”. The latter allows major financial centres to
engage in cherry picking, as they have announced to do. While the first problem could be
overcome through capacity building, including pilot projects (Knobel, 2017a), the other
problem continues to act as an effective barrier to prevent developing countries from
accessing urgently needed data about their tax residents.
In addition to the domestic legislation, the international legal framework that
jurisdictions need for participating in the CRS consists of two elements. First, an international
framework treaty or convention, and second, a competent authority agreement (CAA) with
the specific jurisdiction in question and with a specific reference to the CRS. A combination of
bilateral and multilateral approaches is possible.
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https://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/AEOI-commitments.pdf; 30.1.2017.
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/MCAA-Signatories.pdf; 30.1.2017.
104
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-381_en.htm; 14.2.2017.
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The CRS allows a country to treat trusts that are Passive Non-Financial Entities (NFEs) as if they were
“reporting-Financial Institution trusts”. While the former would have to report all beneficiaries, including
discretionary beneficiaries, the latter is allowed not to report discretionary beneficiaries until they receive a
distribution (OECD, 2015b, p. 17). In jurisdictions that are applying that option, discretionary beneficiaries will
be reported only after receiving a distribution. Given that a “distribution” may be hidden as a loan (or other
type of payment never to be repaid), the EU-Commission ruled out that option.
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Table 11: Combinations of Bi- and Multilateralism for Participating in the CRS
International
Instrument

Legal

Framework

Competent Authority Agreement

Bilateral

(1) DTA or TIEA

(2) Bilateral CAA

Multilateral

(3) Multilateral Convention

(4) Multilateral CAA (MCAA)

Source: adapted from Knobel & Meinzer (2017).

The bilateral international legal framework for AEoI rests either on Art. 26 of the UN and OECD
Model Double Tax Agreements (DTAs) or on Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEAs)
that explicitly allow AEoI. The multilateral approach involves being a party (not merely signing
but also ratifying) to the Amended106 OECD Multilateral Convention on Mutual Administrative
Assistance in Tax Matters107 (the Multilateral Convention). As for the competent authority
agreement, the OECD originally published in February of 2014 a model bilateral CAA. In July
of 2014, a model multilateral CAA was also published. In October of 2016, however,
jurisdictions signed an amended108 Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement (MCAA).
An example of a major secrecy jurisdiction combining the Multilateral Convention with
bilateral CAAs (3 and 2 in table 11, above) is Singapore.109 The Bahamas have opted to combine
only bilateral treaties with bilateral CAAs (1 and 2 in table 11, above) – the only path which
has attracted open criticism by the OECD so far.110
Yet even the ideal multilateral scenario (combining 3 and 4 in table 11, above) does not
require participating jurisdictions to engage in AEoI with all other co-signatories. The MCAA’s
Annex E allows jurisdictions to choose with whom they want to engage in AEoI. Like in a dating
portal, AEoI will only take place among jurisdictions that chose each other (that were matched
together). The OECD published a list of “activated” AEOI relationships.111 However, it does not
publicly reveal the full list of choices of each jurisdiction. Therefore, it is difficult to establish
whether “inactive” relationships are a result of a mutual lack of interest or whether one
country chose another one but it was not chosen back.
This puts developing countries at a disadvantage, as they are unlikely to be priorities for
major financial centres. Switzerland is an example of a major secrecy jurisdiction (it was
ranked at No. 1 in the 2015 Financial Secrecy Index112) that chose the “best multilateral”
106
For example, the U.S. is only party to the original Multilateral Convention which was not open to non-OECD
countries (the 2010 amending Protocol opened the Convention to non-OECD countries). Therefore, the U.S.
cannot be said to have an agreement with non-OECD countries that are party only to the Amended Convention.
107
TJN has analysed this convention in greater detail elsewhere (Meinzer, 2012a).
108
The main difference between the original model MCAA and the amended (model) MCAA that was finally
signed by countries relates to the way to join (sign) the MCAA. The original model required existing signatories
to approve by consensus before any new country could join (sign) the MCAA, assuming that all co-signatories
(including new ones) would exchange information with each other. Instead, the amended MCAA is open to any
country, but adds the “dating system” which allows each country to pick with whom to engage in AEOI, instead
of requiring exchanges with all other signatories.
109
https://www.iras.gov.sg/irashome/News-and-Events/Newsroom/Media-Releases-and-Speeches/MediaReleases/2016/Singapore-and-Australia-to-Share-Data-to-Reduce-Tax-Evasion/; 30.1.2017.
110
http://www.elmundo.es/economia/2016/09/24/57e56aa9468aeb67188b4631.html;
http://www.taxjustice.net/2016/09/08/bahamas-tax-haven-emerging-global-menace/; 30.1.2017.
111
http://www.oecd.org/tax/automatic-exchange/international-framework-for-the-crs/exchangerelationships/; 30.1.2017.
112
https://www.financialsecrecyindex.com/; 14.2.2017.
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option (3 and 4 in table 11, see above), but which as early as 2014 has announced openly that
it will only engage in AEoI with jurisdictions “with which there are close economic and political
ties and which, if appropriate, provide their taxpayers with sufficient scope for regularisation
and which are considered to be important and promising in terms of their market potential
for Switzerland's finance industry”.113 These considerations still reflect the official Swiss
negotiation position in 2015/2016.114 Furthermore, Switzerland requires for some countries
additional bilateral agreements or declarations before considering those for inclusion in
MCAA’s Annex E.115
While the MCAA requires no justification when not choosing another signatory
jurisdiction for AEoI, the Global Forum Annual report (Global Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, 2016, p. 24) suggests that countries should
exchange information with all other countries interested in receiving information, as long as
confidentiality and safeguards for protection of personal data are in place116. However, data
protection concerns can be easily abused for denying information exchange to developing
countries. Although the Global Forum has conducted confidentiality assessments of each
jurisdiction willing to engage in AEoI, the MCAA’s Annex C allows jurisdictions to impose extra
safeguards for the protection of personal data. Switzerland’s focus on consultations on
protection of data117 suggests that Annex C could be used for additional exclusions.
These various options for major secrecy jurisdictions to delay automatic information
exchange with developing countries, combined with the insistence on reciprocity and the
exclusion of developing countries during the design stages of the CRS, risks exacerbating,
rather than moderating, the tax information asymmetries between OECD and developing
countries. The OECD system condones secrecy jurisdictions forcing developing countries to
spend very scarce resources and extra time for negotiating and signing bilateral treaties, thus
supporting an at least transitional de facto exclusion. Furthermore, the OECD remained silent
between 2014-2016 when secrecy jurisdictions such as Switzerland openly imposed the
above-mentioned arbitrary conditions which directly impinge on other jurisdiction’s sovereign
rights to tax their residents’ income. Similarly, the OECD has failed to openly discuss the USA’s
failure to engage in the CRS, and to explore ways of bringing the USA into the CRS.
113

http://web.archive.org/web/20150323175314/http:/www.admin.ch/aktuell/00089/index.html?lang=en&msgid=53050 ; 30.4.2019.
114
https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/dokumentation/00153/01353/01388/index.html?lang=en; 14.2.2017.
115
For an overview of the jurisdictions with whom Switzerland has entered into AEOI, see those jurisdictions
with a date in column 2:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170302012405/https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/themen/internationale
-steuerpolitik/automatischer-informationsaustausch.html; for an example of an extra agreement with
Argentina, see:
https://web.archive.org/web/20161117150722/https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/mediareleases.msg-id-64554.html; for a description of the additional declarations, see:
http://blogs.pwc.de/citt/2016/11/29/switzerland-signs-bilateral-agreement-five-countries-automaticexchange-information-tax-matters/; 30.4.2019.
116
“A process is being developed to ensure transparency in relation to whether jurisdictions have a network of
exchange relationships covering all partners interested in receiving data from it” (Global Forum on
Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, 2016, p. 24).
117
https://www.taxjustice.net/2017/09/07/swiss-banking-information-developing-countries/;
https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen/medienmitteilungen.msg-id73307.html; 30.4.2019.
https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/dokumentation/00153/01353/01388/index.html?lang=en; 30.1.2017.
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4.3.2. How to incentivise recalcitrant jurisdictions to participate?
In difference to the US FATCA law, the CRS does not contain any built in provision to incentivise
financial institutions and/or jurisdictions to participate, such as a 30% withholding tax for US
source payments, FATCA is imposing on financial institutions that do not provide data under
FATCA. As a result, initially, a number of jurisdictions did not commit to the CRS, such as
Bahrain, Lebanon and Panama. In the meantime, however, all major secrecy jurisdictions have
committed to the CRS standard except for the United States. In an OECD document listing all
commitments, the only footnote states:
“The United States has indicated that it is undertaking automatic information exchanges
pursuant to FATCA from 2015 and has entered into intergovernmental agreements (IGAs)
with other jurisdictions to do so. The Model 1A IGAs entered into by the United States
acknowledge the need for the United States to achieve equivalent levels of reciprocal
automatic information exchange with partner jurisdictions. They also include a political
commitment to pursue the adoption of regulations and to advocate and support relevant
legislation to achieve such equivalent levels of reciprocal automatic exchange.”(Global
Forum & OECD, 2017).
The IGA type 1A, which does contain some reciprocity and the political commitment to achieve
full reciprocity, is the type of IGA signed by Germany and Turkey to implement AEoI pursuant
to FATCA with the USA. The asymmetries in the levels of information exchanges are notable
(see table 12, below).118
Table 12: Specific asymmetries in reporting obligations under FATCA IGA 1A (GermanyUSA)
Category

Type of Account

German Banks’
reporting obligations (about
US persons)

US Banks’ reporting
residents)

All financial accounts (art.
1,1,dd)

(i) Depositary accounts only if held by individuals (art.
1,1,cc);

obligations (about

German

(ii) Other financial accounts only if covered by existing
reporting rules under chapter 3 or 61 of subtitle A of US
Internal Revenue Code (art. 1.1.cc) – see below “Type of
Information”.
Look-through of entity
account holders to identify
controlling persons

Yes: identify controlling person
of passive NFE and of Non-US
entities (Art. 1,1,dd; Art
2,2,a),1; and Annex I, IV, C)

No. No reference to German controlling persons
(neither of passive NFEs nor of Non-German entities)

Type of Information

“All” (art 2,2,a)

“All” except for account balance, gross proceeds from
sale or redemption of property and controlling persons'
identity; and for non-depository financial accounts, any
information only to the extent it is reported under form
1042. That includes U.S.-sourced rents, royalties,
interests on U.S. government bonds or corporate bonds
and –among other - insurance premiums. However, it
excludes capital gains on all those categories.119

Source: Analysis by TJN, based on FATCA IGA 1A between Germany and USA (United States of America & Federal
118
119

For a detailed version of this table, see Knobel & Meinzer (2014b) .
https://www.irs.gov/instructions/i1042s/ch01.html#d0e790; 17.2.2017.
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Republic of Germany, 2013).120

Despite the US commitment present in IGAs 1A (Article 6) to achieve full reciprocity,
however, there is no timeframe and U.S. Congress has to approve the changes to achieve full
reciprocity, as evidenced in a letter sent by the US Secretary of the Treasury to the Speaker of
the House of Representatives on 5 May 2016 (Knobel, 2016, p. 11; Lew, 2016). Furthermore,
the USA has only signed, but not ratified the Amended Tax Convention. 121
The failure of the USA to participate in a level playing field for taxing offshore accounts
has become the subject of media reporting and debate.122 In order to incentivise US financial
institutions and the US government to participate, and to increase the benefits for developing
countries flowing from AEoI, (TJN, 2016) has published a proposal in January 2016. It calls on
the European Union to introduce a 30% withholding tax on all EU-sourced payments to any
financial institution based in a financial centre that is not sharing sufficient information with
the EU, or with any “fit and ready” developing country. This proposal has been presented to
the EU-Commission Expert Group on automatic exchange of financial account information on
6 November 2016.123 Table 13 (below) summarises the key features.

120

For a more comprehensive analysis of the differences, see Knobel (2016, pp. 13–14).
www.oecd.org/tax/exchange-of-tax-information/Status_of_convention.pdf; 15.2.2017. The USA has only
ratified and is only party to the original Multilateral Tax Convention which was not open to non-OECD
countries. An amending Protocol in 2010 opened the Convention to non-OECD countries (Meinzer, 2012a).
Therefore, the USA does not have an agreement with non-OECD countries that are party only to the Amended
Convention without a separate treaty with the US.
122
For instance, the Economist on 20 February 2016,
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21693219-having-launched-and-led-battle-against-offshoretax-evasion-america-now-part; 15.2.2017.
123
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetailDoc&id=29724&no=7;
15.2.2017.
121
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Table 13: Options for a 30% withholding tax on EU-sourced payments to financial
institutions which do not send full reciprocal information to all EU member states and
developing countries
Scenario

Condition for EU WHT:
not
sharing
enough
information with . . .

Direct target for WHT

Implementation

1. Ideal

EU and any ‘fit’ developing
country.

Financial institutions located in any
recalcitrant financial centre. Option to
target also financial institutions located
in a non-financial centre that has signed
a FATCA IGA

Unilateral (e.g. Directive)
for all.

1b. Ideal, but
softly-softly on US

As above.

As above.

Unilateral (e.g. Directive),
except for the U.S., where
IGAs are renegotiated.

2. EU self-interest

EU first (with ‘fit’ developing
countries later)

As above.

As any of the above.

3. US-EU initial
focus

EU first (with ‘fit’ developing
countries later)

U.S. financial institutions, until the U.S.
provides CRS-equivalent levels of
information exchange.

As any of the above.

Source: TJN (2016).

4.3.3. Implementation of the CRS – The Global Forum, Peer Reviews and Public Statistics
Setting aside the various omissions and loopholes present in the CRS (Knobel & Meinzer,
2014b), the Implementation Handbook (Knobel, 2015) and the MCAA124, ensuring compliance
with the existing CRS poses serious challenges. Financial institutions, High Net Worth
Individuals and their legal and accounting service providers have strong incentives to develop
new avoidance techniques (mainly hide behind opaque structures such as companies or trusts
that will avoid reporting or at least be exempt from identifying their beneficial owners
depending on their account balances and the entity’s income structure respectively), and the
administrations of many secrecy jurisdictions are unlikely to strictly enforce laws which they
may have only grudgingly accepted to abide by in response to international pressure.
Public registries of the beneficial owners of companies and trusts are an indispensable
part to ensure compliance with the CRS, either to cross-check information that has to be
collected by financial institutions or to provide information that will otherwise remain
unknown (when financial institutions do not need to collect this beneficial ownership
information). The CRS requires financial institutions to identify and collect information on the
beneficial owners (called “controlling persons”) only when the account holder is an entity
considered a passive non-financial entity (NFE) because most of its income is passive (e.g.
interests, dividends, etc.). When such entity is a company, the CRS relies on the definition of
beneficial ownership as provided for by the existing anti-money laundering standard of the
FATF (FATF, 2012), with all its limitations (thresholds of the FATF for defining beneficial
ownership are high and they tolerate senior managers to be recorded as beneficial owners in
specific circumstances).
124

http://www.taxjustice.net/2016/10/25/oecd-information-exchange-dating-game/; 30.1.2017.
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In the case of trusts, the CRS definitions go beyond FATF definitions and are more
comprehensive. Nevertheless, because there are hardly any registers of trusts anywhere
(Knobel & Meinzer, 2016b) and very few beneficial ownership registries for companies (e.g.
the UK), it is impossible for financial institutions to cross-check for accuracy and truthfulness,
the information they collect on beneficial owners. As regards “entity” account holders that
are not considered “passive” but “active” (because their income is mostly stemming from
business activities such as providing goods or services), financial institutions do not have to
collect any beneficial ownership information at all pursuant to the CRS. Without public
beneficial ownership registries, it is very difficult to ascertain who the individuals behind those
active entities are. In other words, public registries of beneficial owners are a necessary
complement in order for the CRS to ensure effective reporting about those high risk structures
(Knobel, 2017b; Knobel & Meinzer, 2016a, 2016b).
The low level of sanctions (e.g. fines) in case even of wilful non-compliance with the due
diligence and reporting obligations by staff of financial institutions is another reason why the
implementation of the CRS is at peril. For example, in Germany, the maximum sanction even
for wilful misreporting has been increased after a public hearing in the Bundestag from initially
5000€ to 50.000€ (Bundestag/Bundesrat, 2015, sec. 28; Henn, 2015; Meinzer, 2015a); in
Switzerland, the maximum fine for wilful non-compliance is CHF 250.000
(Bundesversammlung der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft, 2015, sec. 32); in Austria,
200.000€ (Nationalrat Österreich, 2015, sec. 107). Only the Netherlands has implemented a
prison sentence of up to four years in case of intentional non-reporting in addition to
monetary fines (Art. 69, General Law on State Taxes125; Art. 11, Law on international assistance
in the field of taxation126).
Without prison sentences, and with fines that are capped at absolute monetary amounts,
any client manager of financial institutions can offer non-compliance as a commercial service
by easily calculating the maximum cost if s/he is caught for non-compliance, and offer that
service to selected high net worth clients with whom the terms for reimbursement of the fines
in case of detection would need to be agreed contractually.
Beginning in 2019, OECD’s Global Forum of Transparency and Exchange of Information
(the Global Forum) will undertake comprehensive peer reviews to assess compliance with the
CRS. In 2015 and 2016, the Global Forum has conducted first-stage basic assessments on the
domestic legal framework and the confidentiality provisions of jurisdictions participating in
the CRS. However, neither the details, nor results nor the terms of reference (ToR) of those
basic reviews were published, which casts doubt on OECD’s and Global Forum’s suitability to
lead the transition towards a more transparent international tax order in the 21 st century.
While the ToR for the full peer reviews has not yet been published, work around the ToR
has reportedly started. Already in 2000-2002, the OECD had invited notorious secrecy
jurisdictions to join the drafting table of the “upon request” information exchange standard.
Figure 8 (below) shows the composition of the group responsible for drafting the current ToR.
As is easily discernible, again notorious secrecy jurisdictions – together with the major AngloSaxon financial centres - continue to play a disproportional role in the organisation of the peer
review processes.

125
126

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0002320/2016-05-01#HoofdstukIX_Afdeling1_Artikel69; 20.2.2017.
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0003954/2017-01-01#HoofdstukII_Afdeling4b_Artikel11; 20.2.2017.
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Figure 8: Composition of the Peer Review Group of the Global Forum as of January 2017

Source: OECD website.127

In the face of the risk for the new ToR to harbour considerable secrecy, and in the light of past
failures in earlier peer review processes to provide the data needed for objective and
independent evaluations (Meinzer, 2012b, p. 20), Tax Justice Network has published a report
with crucial issues that should be addressed by the future peer reviews for AEoI in order for
them to objectively assess and document the CRS’ effectiveness (Knobel & Meinzer, 2017).
Many of the earlier analyses into the multiple loopholes suggest that detailed, public
statistics by each jurisdiction are an indispensable part of any meaningful peer review of the
implementation of the CRS. Jurisdictions that fail to annually provide comprehensive,
comparable, detailed and robust statistics about the implementation of the CRS should
automatically be treated as non-participating jurisdictions.
The only way to ensure the enforcement of the CRS is to have robust public statistics on
the number and value of accounts that are being reported, and especially those which are
excluded from reporting. By doing this, and comparing across jurisdictions, it will be possible
to track compliance throughout the years, but also identify and alert on avoidance
mechanisms, for example if there is an increase in values held by non-reporting financial
institutions or by non-reportable accounts or non-reportable persons. Australia has already
moved to require statistics about the CRS to be published.128
Detailed public aggregate statistics on the performance of the CRS are essential also for
a number of other reasons. First and foremost, as recent revelations in to the scale of crossborder tax abuse like Offshore Leaks, Swiss Leaks and Panama Papers have shown, it is vital
to rebuild the public confidence and trust in the rule of law. This entails data showing the
degree of compliant reporting by financial institutions and of impartial, efficient processing of
data and following up on cases by the tax administration and public prosecutor. Researchers,

127
128

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/about-the-global-forum/peerreviewgroup.htm; 6.2.2017.
http://www.taxjustice.net/2016/02/24/15031/; 15.2.2017.
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civil society and journalists need comprehensive and robust public data to track reporting and
enforcement over time. Without such public accountability, trust in the functioning of
international institutions and the rule of law will continue to erode.
For robust and relevant statistics, it is essential for a jurisdiction to choose the widerwider approach (financial institutions collect and report information on all non-residents, and
not only those, whose country of residence is participating in the CRS) and requiring nil returns
with information on the values held by exempt reporting FIs, accounts or persons. A detailed
proposal for the organisation of the statistics without creating additional costs for financial
institutions, and for how to use the statistics for compliance analysis, is available (Knobel &
Meinzer, 2017).

4.4. Conclusions
The advent of the Common Reporting Standard is a welcome and major breakthrough in the
global fight against illicit financial flows and offshore tax evasion. Both exacerbate inequalities
within and across nations and threaten the social fabric and the rule of law underpinning
democratic societies and fair market competition. However, the CRS does not spell the end of
offshore tax evasion and its lasting and transformative impact hinges upon a number of
crucial, unresolved issues.
First, the effective bilateralism through voluntary choices of exchange partners under the
guise of multilateralism run the risk of extending and shifting the problem of offshore tax
evasion from OECD and G20 members to less powerful emerging economies and developing
countries. The Global Forum peer reviews have the potential to address this issue by insisting
on swiftly entering into CAAs with any interested parties, as long as basic confidentiality
conditions are met.
Second, the USA’s refusal to engage in CRS and its very limited reciprocity embedded in
FATCA agreement IGA 1A risks undermining the global level playing field and needs urgently
to be remedied. The European Union holds the key to bring the USA back into the international
community by using its internal financial market and currency as a leverage to incentivise the
USA to fully reciprocate and participate in the CRS.
Third, without public registries about the beneficial owners of companies, trusts and
foundations, the reporting about the riskiest category of accounts – those held by passive
NFEs – is unlikely to be effective. As the UK has shown, it is possible to advance unilaterally on
that matter, and the EU is close to agreeing such mandatory central and public registries.
Fourth, the Global Forum has the potential of addressing a number of other crucial issues.
Namely, it has to ensure that sanctions for non-compliance with the reporting obligations are
not capped and include prison terms for wilful misreporting. And most importantly, it has the
power to require detailed, yet aggregate public statistics about the information reporting on
a country by country basis. That would enable robust evaluation of the quality of the
information reporting, and build the confidence by the public and societies around the world
that offshore tax evasion is not condoned any longer.
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5.1. Introduction
The story of country-by-country reporting (sometimes referred to as CbCR) is the story of the
search for equal accountability for transnational corporations (TNCs) and domestic companies
– an attempt to set a floor for disclosure requirements for TNCs. Over the last sixty years, two
major waves of pressure for progress can be distinguished. The first, most visible from the late
1960s to the early 1980s, reflects the claims of the New International Economic Order (NIEO)
and the rise of the G77 group of countries – both related in important ways to Raul Prebisch’s
intellectual and political leadership, including as the first head of UNCTAD. The second wave,
reflecting both global civil society’s engagement with the nature of TNCs and the specific
development of a tax justice movement, began to grow in the early 2000s and continues to
the present day. The use of country-by-country reporting data in an indicator under discussion
for the Sustainable Development Goals target on illicit financial flows reflects the two waves
combining as G77 and G20 members jointly set the international agenda, with support from
civil society. The inclusion of such an indicator in the Sustainable Development Goals would
represent important progress; and the range of other initiatives ongoing suggests that the TNC
resistance to disclosure may eventually be overcome.
This paper charts the two waves of pressure for progress, addressing both their political
underpinnings and the developing technical component to the claims for deeper TNC
disclosure, ultimately resolved into the specific aim of an international standard for public,
country-by-country reporting.
What emerges most clearly is the dominance of political dynamics over technical issues.
While the concepts involved are necessarily highly technical, the debate is not over technical
concepts but over the ability of TNCs to resist regulation through the process of evolving an
equal accountability regimen by calling on professional services companies to make their case
or by lobbying governments directly.
Whereas the first section discusses the two main drives for progress, their political
underpinnings and the developing technical component to the claims for deeper TNC
disclosure, the second chapter uses the outcomes of the second wave – country-by-country
data for banks – to provide some preliminary results, illustrating the opportunities but also
the need for a technically robust standard. The third section concludes with a discussion of
the prospects for finally achieving public country-by-country reporting from TNCs.

5.2. CbCR: a half-century of struggle for corporate accountability
Although there are important reasons to be cautious about comparing the revenues of
individual governments with the turnover of individual companies, it is nonetheless striking
that 69 of the largest 100 economic entities in the world on this basis are TNCs (Global Justice
Now, 2016). The level of information each is required to publish about its activities is quite
different. Governments have greater responsibility to citizens than do companies to their
stakeholders, perhaps, but the discrepancy in data disclosure is marked. We know, for
example, the line-by-line breakdown of government revenues. For most multinationals, we
do not even know the level of sales in different countries. Or of staff. Or assets. Or profits. Or
tax paid. Or all the companies or names under which a multinational operates.
By contrast, the annual accounts of companies that operate in a single jurisdiction contain
most of this information – as was the case for all companies at the time when corporate law
and accounting norms began to emerge, with the rare exceptions of a handful of enterprises
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such as the East India Company and the Royal Niger Company, which operated on behalf of
imperial powers (Amujo & Cornelius, forthcoming). In many jurisdictions, those annual
accounts have long been required to be placed in the public domain.
This reflects a crucial decision in the development of entrepreneurship, by which
governments allowed the liability of individuals who run companies to be capped, so that
commercial activity was not held back, for example, by the risk that business failure would
also mean the loss of a director’s family home. Although limited liability companies have
existed for centuries, it was only in the early 19th century that the structure became formalised
in legislation, which led to it being widely adopted. The effective quid pro quo for this
protection was the requirement to publish company accounts, signed off by an approved
auditor. Limited liability socialises some of the private risks of business failure; the publication
of audited accounts provides the transparency needed to allow external stakeholders and
investors to manage their exposure to those risks.
In the 20th century, the growing emergence of business groups operating transnationally
necessitated major changes to national regulatory frameworks that had hitherto been purely
domestically focused. This shift saw the League of Nations take a leading role in establishing
the basis for international tax rules that first governed imperial-era interaction in the
multinational tax sphere and were later taken up by the OECD (Picciotto, 2013).
Compared with tax regulations, regulations on transparency were pursued with less
rigour for the globalising world. With most multinationals headquartered in and owned from
current or former imperial powers, the OECD country governments could be largely confident
in their ability to ensure domestic regulatory compliance and access to the data required to
levy appropriate tax charges in their own jurisdictions. As we explore below, this confidence
began to erode as some states’ pursuit of deliberate “tax haven” strategies, and the
promotion by professional services firms of schemes to exploit these strategies, changed the
compliance decisions of TNCs (Palan, 2003; TJN, 2018).
5.2.1. The G77’s fight for corporate disclosure
While the key objective of the NIEO was for developing countries to improve their terms of
trade and ensure sovereignty over their natural resources, a significant element of the NIEO
was to establish disciplines for the regulation of transnational corporations in their
jurisdictions. On this front, the G77 took the lead in the 1970s (Bair, 2015). Its emergence
dating back to the Bandung Conference of 1955 or perhaps the establishment of UNCTAD with
Prebisch at the helm in 1964, the NIEO was formally laid out in a United Nations document in
1974 (United Nations General Assembly, 1974).
The seventh principle, of a total of 20, calls for the “regulation and supervision of the
activities of transnational corporations by taking measures in the interest of the national
economies of the countries where such transnational corporations operate on the basis of the
full sovereignty of those countries”. It confirms the extent to which the NIEO saw regulation
of TNCs as a priority in its own right and as fundamental to achieving sovereignty and a more
equal global distribution. In practical terms, this prioritisation directly informed one of the key
practical steps taken in pursuit of the NIEO: the Draft Code of Conduct on TNCs.
After a failed 1972 coup attempt against Chile’s president Salvador Allende, in which US
multinationals were widely seen as complicit (e.g. Garcés, 1976; Kornbluh, 2013), Chile
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requested the establishment of a UN committee for transnational enterprises. 130 A group of
Eminent Persons, personally selected by the UN Secretary General, began investigating
financial and other affairs of multinational companies. After long negotiations the UN
Commission for Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) was founded in 1975. Within this
commission, a Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and Reporting
(GEISAR) was convened to improve the financial transparency of transnational corporations.
Among the experts there was consensus that public reporting requirements should shed
more light on the corporate networks and finances of multinational corporations. Accordingly,
the GEISAR recommendations issued in 1977 contained the requirement to publish financial
reports for each company that a multinational corporation operated, including information
on intra-group trade (Rahman, 1998, pp. 600, 611; Ylonen, 2017, pp. 45–46), which is
particularly vulnerable to tax avoidance. These far-reaching proposals were unanimously
adopted by GEISAR and passed on to the UNCTC for ratification. If ratified, these
recommendations would have become binding and would have been implemented by the
United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
The publication of GEISAR’s recommendations in 1977 drew a reaction from two leading
business lobby groups: the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the International
Organisation of Employers (IOE). They formed a working group to coordinate opposition and
subsequently published a detailed letter ahead of the meeting of the UNCTC, where the
recommendations were to be considered and voted upon (16–27 May 1978). The likelihood
of endorsement of the report was high because the Commission operated on the principle of
majority voting, and lower income countries supported the report’s endorsement and had an
absolute majority in the Commission (Rahman, 1998, p. 601).
In order to block progress, the lobbyists successfully mobilised support from within the
negotiation room. The OECD representatives threatened to leave the UNCTC, not to accept
nor to implement its recommendations, and to stop financial support if majority voting was
not replaced with unanimous decision-making. In practice, this might have implied that the
Commission’s recommendations would have remained without effect, as most multinational
companies were headquartered in OECD countries. Ultimately, the OECD countries were
successful: the principle of consensus was introduced and the far-reaching recommendations
of the GEISAR report were not adopted. Instead, the Commission recommended launching a
new Ad hoc Intergovernmental Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting
and Reporting. Power to nominate the experts was yielded to governments, and for the next
15 years, until the dissolution of the UN Commission, no consensus on binding standards was
reached because OECD members rejected disclosure proposals from lower-income countries.
In some cases, the objections were more narrowly held: “[…] the United States and Japan
alone have exercised such de-facto veto in order to block many decisions otherwise agreed
upon by all other nations” (Rahman, 1998, pp. 616, 609–611).
In June 1973, shortly after the Group of Eminent Persons had taken up their initial
investigation of multinational company affairs, an alternative body was set up. The
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) was founded as a federation of audit
associations from 10 OECD countries and Mexico, which in turn were strongly influenced by
the big audit companies. Within the first 13 months of its existence this body produced 26
accounting standards (Obenland, 2010, p. 1; Rahman, 1998, p. 605), enabling the creation of
130
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an alternative set of business-led standards to the UN proposals – without any of the latter’s
required disclosures.
In March 1980, less than two years after the OECD countries had introduced the
consensus principle in the UN Commission, the IASC presented a draft for an accounting
standard on segmental reporting (IAS 14). This introduced financial segment reporting by
geographic area (i.e. at the regional rather than country level) (Giunti, 2015, pp. 22, 40–41) –
aggregating multiple jurisdictions so that national accountability was not supported. The UN
process for ambitious accounting standards with public disclosure was closed down as private
actors captured the political space and put in place a much weaker standard.
The conflict was never, of course, a technical one over accounting standards, but a
political one over the right to regulate and, ultimately, the right to development. The defeat
of disclosure was followed by a broader shift in the approach to TNCs. Bair (2015) has
evaluated the evolution of three related efforts to constrain TNCs within the United Nations
system: the Code of Conduct drafted by the UNCTC; the Draft Norms on the Responsibilities
of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights,
developed and circulated in 2003 by a Sub-Commission of the Human Rights Commission; and
the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (the “Ruggie Principles”), which
supplanted the Draft Norms and were endorsed by the Human Rights Council in 2011.
Bair compares the basis for corporate obligations in each of the three and concludes (p.
169): “what the distance between the Code of Conduct and the Draft Norms marks is not
simply the rehabilitation of the corporation, but also – and more profoundly – a
transformation in our view of the state, and its role in development”. Seen in this way, the
defeat of the GEISAR process is a pivotal moment in the failure of the NIEO. It reflects the
failure to establish an obligation for corporate disclosure by TNCs not only in general, but also
specifically as an element in a project “geared toward the realization of what the G77
understood as a collective right to development, vested in the state” (Bair, 2015, p. 161). It
might be seen as inevitable, given the relative economic and political power of OECD members
and TNCs together, and the absence of broader public or civil society engagement. But that
assessment also points the way towards the potential for progress.
The GEISAR process took place during what Hill (2004) refers to as the first of three
generations of UN–civil society relations, running from the UN’s creation after World War II
to the end of the Cold War. Hill writes that international NGOs (INGOs) were the main civil
society actors, and “[w]What is striking about this period is how little actual engagement there
was of INGOs in the work of the UN” (Hill, 2004, para. 3). The second generation saw UN
engagement by a much broader group: “In marked contrast to the first generation of UN
relations with non-governmental actors, the newly-emerged national and regional NGOs
sought to engage directly in intergovernmental deliberations and, through advocacy and
mobilization work, influence their outcomes” (Hill, 2004, para. 3) Hill then speculates that a
third generation of UN–civil society relations is emerging: one that has space for like-minded
coalitions of governments and civil society organisations. As we explore below, such a likeminded coalition has emerged in a somewhat ad hoc fashion around country-by-country
reporting – and with the potential for comprehensive success.
5.2.2. Civil society and a country-by-country accounting standard
As the social, political and economic tribulations of structural adjustment, coupled with the
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end of the Cold War, left the G77 and much of the UN system in a quite different position, the
mantle of challenging TNCs in order to defend the right to development was taken up by civil
society – albeit not always with the consistent view that such a right should be vested in the
State.
The tax justice movement, which coalesced with the formal establishment of the Tax
Justice Network in 2003 and has developed globally since then, does take the view that States
are key actors and that power relations vis-à-vis TNCs are important to the former’s ability to
ensure the progressive realisation of rights. At the same time, however, States are themselves
duty-bearers that must also be held accountable.
The first draft accounting standard for a country-by-country reporting requirement
(Murphy, 2003) set out the basis for making data public to ensure that TNCs would provide
effective disclosure about their activities and risks at the country level and that this would also
provide the public with the necessary data to hold governments to account for their
approaches to TNC taxation. In keeping with the spirit of the GEISAR disclosure proposals, the
standard provides for consistent and detailed reporting of TNCs’ activities, jurisdiction by
jurisdiction.
Although swiftly taken up by civil society transparency advocates, initially focusing on the
extractive sector and subsequently spreading to tax avoidance more broadly, the proposals
were resisted at the International Accounting Standards Board and at the OECD. As well as
advancing technical proposals, however, tax justice advocates sought to change the
underlying political narrative, challenging publicly the idea that tax “minimisation” was just
“smart business practice”.
News stories on tax avoidance by individual multinationals are so commonplace today
that it is easy to forget that the first major story was just ten years ago.131 On 6 November
2007, The Guardian ran under the headline: “Revealed: how multinational companies avoid
the taxman” on the front page, the results of a six-month investigation of the international
banana trade supported by the Tax Justice Network (Lawrence & Griffiths, 2007). The generic
nature of the headline would not be appropriate in 2018 and reflects just how little prior
coverage of this issue there had been.
The headline also reflects the main dynamic which has persisted since 2007: the view that
tax avoidance is perpetrated by multinationals and against the State. Subsequent exposés –
for example of Apple, SAB Miller and Starbucks – have typically been met with two responses:
that companies have a duty to shareholders to minimise their tax and that each multinational
group abides by the law (and taxation) in each country where it operates. By implication this
response puts the onus back on States that are responsible for the laws in question.
In general, such responses have been met with public scepticism. The shareholder duty
element has largely fallen away. First, legal advice obtained by the Tax Justice Network from
a top law firm provides a direct challenge to the claim (Farrer & Co, 2013). Second, academic
evidence has shown that shareholders do not benefit from lower effective tax rates – in fact,
they face higher risks and no higher returns (Brooks, Godfrey, Hillenbrand, & Money, 2016).
Third, public awareness of the costs of tax avoidance has risen sharply, so that rather than
seeing it as smart business, it is increasingly seen as anti-social business practice (e.g. a survey
131
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carried out for the UK tax authority found that 61% of respondents felt that it was never
acceptable to use a tax avoidance scheme, most commonly because “it is unfair on others who
pay their taxes” (Shah, 2016).
Recent developments have, for the first time, focused more closely on the role of the
State in avoidance: the LuxLeaks revelations have shown how Luxembourg had approved
hundreds of secret low- or zero-tax deals proposed by the big four accounting firms of major
multinationals, led by PwC; and the European Commission’s State aid investigations have
shown the Belgian and Irish States directing substantial efforts to facilitate profit-shifting from
fellow member States of the European Union (EU). The Irish case, in which the Commission
followed up on a US Senate committee investigation that had revealed a large share of Apple’s
profits recorded in an Ireland-based entity ostensibly with no tax jurisdiction, was pivotal to
this change in focus.
Finally, the phenomenon of profit-shifting had itself changed over the period – from a
marginal activity in the early 1990s to a globally significant one by the late 2000s. As Cobham
& Janský (2019) show, the proportion of US TNCs’ profits that were declared in jurisdictions
other than where the underlying economic activity took place rose from just 5-10% of global
profits in the 1990s to 25-30% by the early 2010s.
After the financial crisis of 2008-09, the combination of fiscal pressures and a growing
public willingness to appreciate the risks as well as the benefits associated with TNCs, along
with a highly engaged civil society movement, led to country-by-country reporting reaching
the agenda of the G8 and G20 groups of countries.132 For the first time, perhaps, the
convergence of interests between the public in higher- and lower-income countries became
visible – and with it the possibility of an informal alliance between international civil society
and the G77.
As early as 2010, and in reaction to the financial crisis, the first rules were approved in
the United States as part of the Dodd-Frank Act, requiring listed companies from the extractive
industries to publish their tax payments and payments to governments on a country-bycountry or project-by-project basis. Although this requirement was broadly matched by the
European Parliament in September 2010, the corresponding implementing regulation by the
Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) was annulled by the courts in the United States shortly
after its adoption in 2012.133 In May 2013, the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI)
reformed its criteria to include more detailed country reports and the EU passed the new
accounting directive that included reporting obligations for extractive industries starting in
2016.
Against this background and the specific direction of the G8 and G20, the OECD’s 2013
Base Erosion and Profit-Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan stated that the organisation would
“[d]evelop rules regarding transfer pricing documentation to enhance transparency for
tax administration, taking into consideration the compliance costs for business. The rules
to be developed will include a requirement that [TNCs] provide all relevant governments
132
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with needed information on their global allocation of the income, economic activity and
taxes paid among countries according to a common template”(OECD, 2013, p. 23)
On behalf of the G8, the OECD developed a country-by-country reporting standard, which in
its final version closely resembled the original proposal by Richard Murphy (G8, 2013, p. 6),
except in two key areas. Instead of requiring consolidation at the country level, and
consistency with the global financial accounts, it allowed country-level aggregation of
individual subsidiaries (OECD, 2015, p. 32). Cobham, Gray, & Murphy (2017) compare the
specific variables required by the various reporting standards with civil society proposals,
identifying the various shortcomings of current standards (see Table 14). They also discuss in
detail the user case for country-by-country reporting that underpins the civil society case
(section II illustrates the potential value of public country-by-country reporting data).
Second, instead of creating transparency for investors, consumers, journalists and tax
authorities alike, the reporting was reinterpreted as an instrument of transparency for tax
authorities alone. An OECD memorandum from October 2013 confirms that the OECD sees
the data as disposible for the exclusive use of tax authorities. This reframing implied that the
data would be covered by tax secrecy and thus hidden from public view.
Following the OECD’s call for written comments on the first draft of CbCR at the beginning
of 2014, 135 submissions were made. Fully 87% of these were from the private sector. Of
these, Deloitte and PwC made two submissions each and KPMG made one submission. Apart
from two, all private sector submissions rejected public county-by-country reporting. Of the
responses, 130 came from developed countries, with the largest proportion from the United
States and the United Kingdom (43%), and not one from tax authorities in developing
countries (Godfrey, 2014, p. 11). In contrast, in a survey conducted by PwC at the beginning
of 2014, of 1,344 CEOs surveyed from 68 countries, 59% were in favour of public reporting. A
detailed analysis of the OECD discussion (Corlin Christensen, 2015) confirms that it was
focused narrowly on people with technical expertise from the private sector and excluded
other interests.
Following the consultations, KPMG Switzerland welcomed the weakened CbCR proposals
on 4 April 2014, and in particular, the intention not to make the data public. Just one day
before, a KPMG partner from the United Kingdom had been appointed as head of the OECD
Transfer Pricing Unit, which has been responsible for CbCR through the OECD BEPS Action Plan
since 2013. Also in May 2014, the Business Roundtable, a powerful US business association,
wrote to the US Secretary of the Treasury and warned about the consequences of the OECD’s
actions on BEPS and possible reporting requirements.
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By the process of addition Turnover

Turnover

Profit or loss before tax
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received

Tax paid

Profit or loss before tax
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Tax paid
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Countries
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Source: Cobham, Gray & Murphy (2017). Marginally amended by Markus Meinzer. Note: CBCR = country-by-country reporting, CRD IV = Country Reporting Directive IV, EITI
= Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, EU = European Union, FTE = full-time equivalent, OECD = Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.

Any public subsidies received
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companies
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companies
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Countries
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Countries
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CRD IV
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Tax paid
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Identity

OECD CbCR

Civil Society Proposal

Table 14: Comparison of data fields in country-by-country reporting standards
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At the end of 2014, Pascal Saint-Amans, head of the OECD Centre for Tax Policy and
Administration, stated the position plainly: “Now to come back to the country by country
reporting, the agreement clearly – and that was a condition to the agreement – is that this
information will remain confidential. It's to be used by the tax administrations (...) it is not
designed to be publicly released. Otherwise there would be no agreement. (…) That's
something I know a number of businesses were concerned about. This solution is making
unhappy a number of people, in particular the NGOs or the media would like to know about
that. But that’s an agreement by all the G20 and all the OECD countries (…) they have all
agreed that if we want this implemented, this should remain confidential. So that’s part of the
package which has been agreed.” (Ernst & Young, 2014).
Figure 9: Bilateral exchange relationships as of May 2017

Source: Rasmus Christensen, by kind permission.
Note: Size and position by degree (number of exchange relationships), colour by region.

According to reports from the negotiations, it was above all the United States and Germany
along with the Big Four that insisted the data should not be made public (see Meinzer &
Trautvetter, 2018) for more detailed discussion of this point). And with this decision, the data
are to be reported directly only to the tax authorities in the country where the multinational
company is headquartered, and then exchanged with selected tax authorities under complex,
newly created exchange arrangements. The data are subject to strict tax secrecy – and
interested countries have to fulfil demanding technical requirements to participate in the
exchange. As a consequence, as Figure 9 shows, almost all lower-income countries remain
excluded – despite international commitments, such as the UN Sustainable Development
Goals, which require global measures to curtail illicit financial flows including corporate tax
avoidance, and European obligations such as the Lisbon Treaty, which call for all policy areas
to be consistent with and to complement international poverty reduction targets.
5.2.3. Southern leadership and the Sustainable Development Goals
While unbalanced access to OECD CbCR data exacerbated the inequalities in global taxing
rights rather than ameliorated them, one lower-income region was taking the challenge into
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its own hands. Starting in 2012, the African Union/UN Economic Commission for Africa HighLevel Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa had begun the work that would deliver a major
report in 2015 – and, perhaps more importantly, exerted a clear influence even before then,
by ensuring that illicit financial flows were targeted in the Sustainable Development Goals
framework.
The High-Level Panel’s focus on TNC disclosure, and the specific tool of country-bycountry reporting, is clear:
“We were encouraged by the emergence of discussions on country-by-country reporting
of employees, profits, sales and taxes as a means of ensuring transparency in crossborder transactions. Country-by-country reporting, publicly available, will help to show
where substantial activity is taking place and the relative profits generated and taxes
paid. In the absence of a universal tax administration, country-by-country reporting will
enable tax and law enforcement agencies to gain a full picture of a company’s activities
and encourage companies to be transparent in their dealings with African countries”.
(United Nations Economic Commission for Africa & African Union, 2015, p. 45)
“African States should require multinational corporations operating in their countries to
provide the transfer pricing units with a comprehensive report showing their
disaggregated financial reporting on a country-by-country or subsidiary-by-subsidiary
basis. African governments could also consider developing a format for this reporting that
would be acceptable to multiple African revenue authorities”. (p. 81)(United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa & African Union, 2015, p. 81)
“The Panel calls for partner countries to require publicly available disaggregated, countryby-country reporting of financial information for multinational companies incorporated,
organized or regulated in their jurisdictions”. (United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa & African Union, 2015, p. 85)
The High-Level Panel’s predominant focus on tax avoidance by TNCs – largely matched in the
report of the UN Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015
Development Agenda – has ensured that the issue was carried through to the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).134
Thus far, at least, the depth of political support for the G77 and within parts of the UN
system at least has ensured that retrospective efforts of lobbyists, and possibly of OECD
member states, to remove TNCs from the scope of the target have been unsuccessful (see
(Cobham, 2017). Moreover, one of the two indicators proposed for SDG 16.4 would draw
directly on OECD country-by-country reporting data in order to construct a measure of profit
misalignment (Cobham & Janský, 2017). The misaligned profit indicator is defined as the value
of profits reported by TNCs in countries for which there is no proportionate economic activity
of multinational enterprises. A central feature of the indicator is that the underlying countrylevel misalignment measures provide monitoring and accountability for individual States
seeking to reduce the (negative) misalignment suffered – for example, to demonstrate to
citizens and domestic businesses that TNCs are being fairly taxed – and for States that benefit
from profit-shifting at the expense of others, an accountability mechanism to demonstrate
their commitment to global progress.
134

Specifically, SDG 16 target 4: By 2030, significantly reduce illicit financial and arms flows, strengthen the
recovery and return of stolen assets and combat all forms of organized crime.
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One potential issue relates to the channel through which the data might enter the UN
system. Most straightforward in practical terms at least would be to work with the OECD, as
it gathers partially aggregated data from tax authorities. Some States provide headquarters to
only one or a few TNCs passing the threshold, and until public reporting is agreed, the question
of confidentiality may affect what data can be shared through the OECD. The OECD will
publish, from late 2019, country-by-country data, aggregated to the country level to preserve
confidentiality. This may well prove sufficiently high quality to allow the construction of the
misalignment indicator, depending on the extent of suppressions to protect TNC identities in
individual jurisdictions. Alternatively, a delegated UN body could – in tandem with the OECD
or separately – obtain additional data directly from member States’ tax authorities, with the
guarantee of protecting the confidentiality of individual reporting TNCs. Given the
cooperation of OECD and/or member States, either approach is broadly feasible. It goes
without saying that the best approach to construct such an indicator would be to overcome
TNC confidentiality issues to facilitate the disclosure originally envisaged by GEISAR and by
civil society proponents of country-by-country reporting. The misaligned profit indicator is
defined in a similar way to some of the indicators applied to the data for European financial
institutions in section 3.

5.3. CbCR: transparency for accountability
In this section we explore the practical value of proposed TNC disclosures. This is possible,
with some important limitations, using country-by-country data that is published by European
financial institutions under the fourth Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV). As shown in
table 1, the CRD IV disclosures fall well short of the civil society template in terms of the
reported variables. In addition, the transposition of the directive into EU members’ national
laws allowed for major inconsistencies within and between countries. The results are
nonetheless illustrative of the potential value of the data. Our findings are among the first
based on CRD IV data, and although necessarily preliminary (a full paper is forthcoming)
provide clear indications of the scope available to hold TNCs and States accountable for tax
behaviour. Before turning to the data and the preliminary analytical results, we review the
related literature. This section is based on Janský (forthcoming).
5.3.1. Literature
There are three areas of relevant literature: the use of banks’ country-by-country reporting
data, the use of other country-by-country reporting data and the measurement of the
misalignment of real economic activity and profits. The bank data have become available only
recently, but there are already a few notable analyses. Richard Murphy, the originator and
advocate of the CbCR (Murphy, 2003), published one of the first empirical analyses using the
data, in a report for a group of members of the European Parliament (Murphy, 2015). Murphy
(2015) uses data for 26 banks, 17 of which had published the full data and seven of which had
published only partial data, to conclude that overstatement of profits in low-tax and offshore
jurisdictions appears to be occurring. Jelínková (2016) uses the data for 32 banks (28 of them
for both 2014 and 2015) in her student thesis and finds that banks report their profits
disproportionately to their activities. She estimates that if profits were apportioned across
countries on the basis of employees and turnover, on average about 60% of reported profits
would be redistributed. Oxfam has been very active in this area, with a few reports focused
on individual countries such as France (Oxfam, 2016) and a recent report (Oxfam, 2017) – for
which the Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations SOMO (2017) prepared
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estimates – focused on the country-by-country reporting data of 20 European banks and their
presence in tax havens. In this paper we use a larger data set (with more banks, including
those most important for the Czech Republic), but employ a methodological approach
consistent with Oxfam (2017) to enable direct comparisons.
The introduction of public country-by-country reporting for extractive sector companies
listed in the EU and the United States (Wójcik, 2015) were significant, if partial, successes for
the international civil society campaign launched in 2003 (Seabrooke & Wigan, 2015).
Johannesen & Larsen (2016) found that country-by-country reporting of tax payments is
associated with significant decreases in value of firms in extractive industries, and they
associate this effect of disclosure rules with a reduction of rents derived by firms from tax
avoidance. Akamah, Hope, & Thomas (2017) find that US multinational companies that
operate more extensively in tax havens tend to disclose their foreign operations at a higher
level of aggregation. They argue that the evidence is consistent with managers attempting to
avoid strong criticisms of their firms’ tax-avoidance practices by making geographic
disclosures less transparent.
Some research studies the misalignment between reported profits and economic activity,
e.g. how much more profit is reported in tax havens in comparison with economic activity
undertaken there. The policy consensus (OECD, 2013) on the need to apply corporate taxation
where a given value was created is empirically investigated through two sets of estimates.
Cobham & Loretz (2014) use company-level balance sheet data retrieved from the Orbis
database provided by Bureau van Dijk. Cobham & Janský (2019) estimate the size of the
misalignment of economic activity using US data provided by the government Bureau of
Economic Analysis. Relatedly, Riedel, Zinn, & Hofmann (2015) find that the tightening of
transfer pricing rules raises the reported operating profits of high-tax affiliates, and vice versa
for low-tax ones, and reduces the sensitivity of affiliates’ pre-tax profits to corporate tax rate
changes. They therefore suggest that the regulations are effective in limiting tax-motivated
profit-shifting behaviour. In another similar analysis, MSCI (2015) identifies 243 companies
(out of 1,093 in the MSCI World Index constituents; health care and IT companies stood out)
paying an average rate of 17.7%, versus the 34.0% that would result if these companies were
paying taxes in the jurisdictions where they generate revenues, i.e. equivalent to comparing
the location of reported profits and sales (the total difference amounts to US$82 billion per
year).
Overall, the literature supports three relevant points: first, that tax avoidance by TNCs
represents a material distortion to the world economy, imposing major revenue losses for
many countries; second, that the level of TNC disclosure is associated, possibly in multiple
ways, with the degree of tax avoidance; and third, that country-by-country reporting can
reveal important aspects of that behaviour. It is the final element to which the current analysis
contributes.
5.3.2. Data
Credit institutions and investment firms established in the EU (hereafter “banks’”) have had
to publish sectoral country-by-country reports since 2015. The banks’ data are available
thanks to disclosures required by the Capital Requirements Regulations 2013. The
requirements originate from Article 89 of the Capital Requirements Directive – CRD IV, of
which paragraph 1 says:
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From 1 January 2015 Member States shall require each institution to disclose annually,
specifying, by Member State and by third country in which it has an establishment, the
following information on a consolidated basis for the financial year:
(a) name(s), nature of activities and geographical location;
(b) turnover;
(c) number of employees on a full time equivalent basis;
(d) profit or loss before tax;
(e) tax on profit or loss;
(f) public subsidies received.
Since the resulting data are not aggregated across banks by any institution and are often
hard to find on banks’ webpages, Janský (forthcoming) uses a data set collected by a group of
researchers at Charles University in Prague. The paper uses the data as they were on 31
January 2017, but updates continue and the intention is to make the full data set publicly
available through Open Data for Tax Justice.135
The selection of these banks was created in the following way. We focused on the biggest
banks. To see which they are, we use a leading list of Europe’s 50 largest banks by assets in
2015 and 2016 (SNL, 2016). In addition, a few relatively large banks that are not on this list,
but for which data are available in the data set were included in the analysis to improve the
coverage. Although the data are available as a result of the EU regulations, the data also
provide information about other European as well as non-European countries’ and banks’
activities, which we use in this paper. So rather than having an EU or European focus, we use
the data to shed light on the global activities of banks using a sample skewed heavily towards
having better EU and European coverage. There are in total 56 banks. The data for all variables
seem to be available for 35 banks. For 10 banks, there are no data. For the 11 remaining banks,
only some data are available. Given the nature of the data and the underlying research still in
progress (Janský, forthcoming), the results should be considered preliminary and illustrative
only.

5.4. Methodology
Janský (forthcoming) constructs a range of measures of profit misalignment. The most
graphically striking are the relative misalignment measures, which show the ratios, aggregated
for all banks in the sample, of each country’s profit and turnover, and of profit and
employment. In this way, a number over one hundred (%) indicates a country with a higher
proportion of bank profit than of economic activity. The most extreme cases show profit
misalignment far in excess of any proportionate real activity; and to countries that consistently
fail to capture an aligned profit share.
The indicator of relative misalignment is the ratio of the shares of a given country’s profit
and turnover per employee, multiplied by 100 for a clearer interpretation:
ௌ௧
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The relative misalignment can have values between zero and, theoretically, infinity. The
higher the estimated values of relative misalignment, the higher is the misalignment. If all the
profits were aligned perfectly with turnover, the relative misalignment would have values of
100 for all countries. In reality, we expect countries with a concentration of real economic
activity to have values of between 0 and 100, and for tax havens to have values higher than
100. This helps to answer questions such as which countries have a higher share of banks’
income than turnover. If a country has a value of 200, that implies that twice as much profit is
reported there than would correspond to its share of turnover. It can also be interpreted with
a percentage sign; in the same example, 100% more profit than turnover was reported in a
given country.
5.4.1. Preliminary results
Figures 10 and 11 show preliminary results for the year 2015. Both graphs show countries only
if their income is higher than €1 billion. Figure 10 shows the relative extent of gross profit
misalignment, according to equation (1). Figure 11 plots the relative misalignment of profit
with the number of employees against the relative misalignment with turnover, with the size
of the circle reflecting the absolute value of profit reported in the country.
The results in Figures 10 and 11 point to countries being spread along quite a wide
spectrum of relative misalignments. Most big economies, including France and Germany, have
very low misalignments. Their values are about 100 for both the number of employees and
turnover (i.e. TNCs are declaring the same proportion of their global gross profits as the share
of their global economic activity in these jurisdictions). Some selected jurisdictions have
substantially more income reported in them than the number of employees or turnover of
banks suggested. These jurisdictions include Ireland and Luxembourg, for which there are
ample data. There are other tax havens with similar relative misalignment, such as Cayman
Islands, Curacao, Jersey, Mauritius and Qatar, but for these there are not many observations
and the income reported in them is below the €1 billion euro.
Ireland and Luxembourg stand out for a number of reasons. They are the two countries
with the highest relative misalignments with the number of employees, and first and third
highest relative misalignment with turnover. Their misalignments with the number of
employees are about 700 for both and with turnover about 250 for Luxembourg and 300 for
Ireland. Hong Kong (China), another jurisdiction that is often considered a tax haven, has high
levels of reported profits and exhibits high levels of relative misalignment with both the
number of employees and turnover. In addition to examining further the role of these tax
havens, research should focus on other results that we find hard to explain. Some other
countries’ results do not allow for a straightforward interpretation and are suitable cases for
future research with the CbCR and other data sources. Examples are those of China (which
show high relative misalignment with turnover in particular) and of the United Kingdom and
of Spain (which both seem to have substantially less income reported than the number of
employees or turnover of banks would suggest).
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Figure 10: Relative extent of gross profit misalignment with number of employees and
turnover (% of gross profits) for the year 2015
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Source: Janský (forthcoming).

The CRD IV data are not of sufficient quality to support specific claims in relation to tax
revenues at risk from profit shifting, as the civil society proposals for country-by-country
reporting would allow. But even these data provide clear indications of the pattern and scale
of profit misalignment, and of the individual TNCs and jurisdictions that appear to pose the
greatest threat to the countries where most of their real economic activity takes place. It is
the implied threat of accountability that underpins the long-standing resistance to TNC
disclosures, of TNCs themselves, the professional services firms that profit from selling tax
avoidance services and a number of key OECD members (both headquarters jurisdictions and
profit-shifting hubs).
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Figure 11: Relative extent of gross profit misalignment with number of employees and
turnover (% of gross profits) for the year 2015

Source: Janský (forthcoming)

5.5. Conclusion: the future of country-by-country reporting
Ending the exceptions that allow TNCs to be simultaneously among the biggest economic
actors on the planet and the least transparent would provide a significant step towards
accountability – and also towards the ability of States to deliver on the collective right to
development, and of the public to hold States to account for doing so. Public country-bycountry reporting will not revive the New International Economic Order, but it would shift
accountability in a meaningful way for both TNCs and tax havens. The OECD can provide a
valuable step forward by facilitating the publication of partially aggregated CbCR, as outlined
in Annex C of a recent report (OECD, 2018). But the rejection by powerful member States of
full publication prevents the OECD from delivering the level of disclosure necessary to bring
TNCs in line with other economic actors.
As a result, three other channels are under exploration. One is the voluntary route. In line
with the Ruggie principles, this depends on TNC willingness to go beyond the minimum
necessary. There are potential champions here – Vodafone, for example, has committed to
publish its OECD standard reporting from 2019, and its fellow members of the ‘B Team’
alliance have indicated some interest. The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is in the process of
piloting a much more technically robust standard than the OECD’s, designed specifically for
public reporting. Voluntary approaches are difficult, as the data would inevitably focus
attention on the absolute levels of a given TNC’s profit misalignment – rather than any relative
superiority to less transparent rivals. But uptake across a given sector – for example, by the
members of the International Council on Mining and Metals, which backs the GRI – would
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largely overcome this question. The Open Data for Tax Justice hub will by 2019 host a live
database of publicly available country-by-country data, nesting various standards to enable
analysis. But the brief survey of the history of TNC disclosure here should make clear that
voluntary efforts can provide only piecemeal progress, at best, rather than the comprehensive
solution ultimately needed.
A second channel is that of unilateral requirement for publication. The UK parliament has
already legislated to allow publication, but the government has not yet chosen to impose the
requirement. The French parliament had passed a measure mandating publication, before the
last government reversed this with an archaic technical manoeuvre. In the absence of
multilateral agreement at the OECD, pressure will continue for others, such as the EU, to take
the lead – despite the reported reluctance on Germany’s part.
The third channel is for the issue of TNC disclosure to return to the UN system. One
possibility here would be for ISAR, the successor to GEISAR, to develop a mandatory public
standard. Another would be for the requirement to be embedded within the draft treaty on
TNCs and human rights. Perhaps the most obvious channel, however, given UNCTAD’s central
role in analysing data on the investment (and more recently, profit-shifting) behaviour of
TNCs, would be for that organization to become the repository for country-by-country
reporting data, and the guardian of a strong standard to deliver the data to underpin an
indicator of profit misalignment for the SDGs.
From its establishment more than 50 years ago, UNCTAD took a leading role in identifying
the need for greater regulation of TNCs to ensure a positive contribution to global
development. Through the 1970s and 1980s, UNCTAD provided the key international forum
to consider new corporate disclosures – until ultimately the lobbying of TNCs and their
professional service providers closed down the space. Now, with civil society and Southern
countries in alliance in seeking redress to the problem, and the value of country-by-country
reporting as a tool, UNCTAD could re-emerge as a leading forum.
A more natural fit might now be the UN technical committee on tax, which has been a
focus of recent civil society and G77 efforts to establish a more politically representative and
global forum to replace the OECD in international tax discussions. Despite the recent, leading
support of India, however, the tax committee currently lacks the resources and the political
space to play such a role. Another alternative could perhaps emerge through the OECD
Inclusive Forum, through which lower-income countries can join discussions if they commit to
the BEPS Action Plan on which OECD member States led during 2013-15. But this could
become a more representative space only if OECD members were willing to cede some of their
power, which at present seems unlikely.
The experience of the last fifty years confirms that bringing TNC disclosure in line with
that of other economic actors will not happen easily – despite its importance to the right to
development. The efforts of the G77 and of international civil society are increasingly aligned
around the goal of advancing TNC disclosure, through public country-by-country reporting.
But the resistance of TNCs, professional services firms and OECD member States has proven
durable over the years.
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Chapter 6
The state of play of beneficial ownership
registration: A visual overview136
This paper was coauthored with Andres Knobel and Moran Harari.

6.1. Executive Summary
Beneficial ownership transparency has become one of the leading tools to tackle illicit financial
flows related to tax evasion, money laundering, corruption and the finance of terrorism. It
involves identifying the “beneficial owners”, who are the individuals (natural persons) who
ultimately own or control the legal vehicles such as companies, partnerships, trusts or
foundations that operate in the economy by opening bank accounts, holding real estate, or
providing goods and services. Without beneficial ownership transparency, criminals are able
to engage in illegal activities by hiding behind legal vehicles or nominees. Beneficial ownership
transparency means revealing who is behind an entity.
The Tax Justice Network, through its Financial Secrecy Index, has been assessing (and
expecting) countries to establish central registries of beneficial ownership information for all
types of legal vehicles. Ideally, information on the beneficial owners of every type of legal
vehicle should be available to the general public and accessible online, for free and in open
data format.
In the last three years considerable progress has taken place, especially in Europe and a
few countries in Latin America and one in Africa: laws requiring beneficial ownership
registration have been approved (or are required to be approved by 2020) in a total of 45
jurisdictions. Nevertheless, no country achieves the ideal level of beneficial ownership
registration for every type of legal vehicle. In fact, in the case of partnerships, trusts or private
foundations no country has comprehensive beneficial ownership registration where
information is available online and for free.
In addition, many shortcomings remain in those countries that have beneficial ownership
registration laws: either they don’t cover all types of legal vehicles, but only companies or
other legal persons (but not all trusts); there are loopholes in the definition of a beneficial
owner or in requirements to identify the beneficial owners; information is not available to the
public, or not for free or not in open data format, etc.
Much worse than this, however, is that many countries don’t even require the
registration of updated legal ownership information. Legal ownership refers to the first tier of
ownership, the direct and immediate owner of an entity (who may be different from the
individual who ultimately -and indirectly- controls it). While legal ownership registration (the
first tier) cannot replace beneficial ownership registration (the last tier), both are necessary.
136

A similar version of this article has been published as follows: Knobel, Andres, Moran Harari, and Markus
Meinzer, The State of Play of Beneficial Ownership Registration: A Visual Overview, 2018
<https://www.taxjustice.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/TJN2018-BeneficialOwnershipRegistrationStateOfPlay-FSI.pdf> [accessed 19 July 2018].
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Still, many countries fail to register even these legal owners, or to require that such
information be updated, e.g. in case of a transfer of shares in a company, or the appointment
of a new beneficiary in a trust. On top of this, some countries allow bearer shares without
requiring their registration by a government authority.
This report, based on the Financial Secrecy Index, describes the state of play of both legal
and beneficial ownership registration in more than 112 jurisdictions for four types of legal
vehicles (companies, partnerships, trusts and private foundations). It describes the
registration level in each country, and it also weighs the risks based on the number of
registered vehicles. For example, if both countries A and B offer secretive companies, and 1
million companies have been created in country A while no company has been created in
country B, then the risk created by country A is much worse in practice than that of country
B.
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6.2. Introduction
Beneficial ownership (BO) refers to the natural persons who effectively and ultimately control
or benefit from legal vehicles such as companies, partnerships, trusts or foundations (the last
tier of control). In contrast, the legal owner (LO) refers to the direct or immediate holder or
owner of a legal vehicle (the first tier). An LO may be a natural person (e.g. a nominee
shareholder) or another legal vehicle. If a person directly owns and controls a legal vehicle,
s/he would be the LO and BO at the same time.
Figure 12: Legal and Beneficial Ownership of Companies

Source: Authors.

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF, 2012) Recommendations on Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (CFT) as well as the OECD's Global Forum on
Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes (2016) require countries to
ensure the availability of BO information in their territories, accessible to authorities for their
own use and for exchange with foreign authorities, with the purpose of tackling money
laundering and tax evasion, among other things. The G20 has also endorsed the making of BO
information available, by adopting the High-Level Principles on Beneficial Ownership
Transparency137 in 2014.
While the 2014 FATF Guidance on transparency and beneficial ownership (FATF, 2014)
mentions BO registries as one of the options to ensure availability of BO, it is not prescribed
for countries to implement them (other alternatives, - arguably less effective138 include giving
authorities access to BO information by requesting it directly from the company or trustee).
Following the FATF Recommendations, many countries have started to implement BO
regulations139, especially to ensure that their financial institutions will collect BO information
137

https://www.ag.gov.au/CrimeAndCorruption/AntiCorruption/Documents/G20HighLevelPrinciplesOnBeneficialOwnershipTransparency.pdf; 30.4.2019.
138
The FATF Guidance (see note above) writes in favour of central registries for example that “it allows law
enforcement authorities to access such information from a single source” (page 20) or that “centralised trust
registries would also ensure that beneficial ownership information is freely available to competent authorities
across jurisdictions in a timely manner, without tipping off a trust under investigation” (page 32).
139
For example in Latin America and the Caribbean see: https://publications.iadb.org/handle/11319/8646;
8.4.2018.
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from their customers when performing due diligence procedures, e.g. ‘know your client’ and
AML compliance processes. However, not many countries require BO registration. The Tax
Justice Network (TJN)’s Financial Secrecy Index (FSI) has been assessing countries’ BO
registration every two years since 2009. It was only in the 2015 FSI edition that we identified
the first countries (all from the European Union) to require BO registration, at least for
companies.
On May 20th, 2015, the European Union (EU) approved the 4th AML Directive140 requiring
EU member countries to establish central BO registries for companies and for some trusts141.
The UK was the first country to approve a BO law, and going beyond the EU Directive’s
minimum standards, in 2016 it established a public BO online register142 for companies and
limited liability partnerships (LLPs) available for free and in open data format. In May, 2016,
at the UK’s Anti-corruption summit143, countries from Africa and Asia also committed to
establish public BO registries. In addition, countries that are members of the Extractive
Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI), have until 2020144 to publicly disclose BO information
of corporations involved in the extractive sector.
But a lot has happened since then. After the Panama Papers145 in 2016 and the Paradise
Papers146 in 2017, more countries have started to implement BO registration laws. In
December of 2017, the EU Parliament and Council reached an agreement on a proposal by
the EU Commission to amend the 4th AML Directive by increasing BO transparency that will
lead to the 5th EU AML Directive (Council of the European Union, 2017). On May 1st, 2018 the
UK Parliament approved an amendment to the sanctions and anti-money laundering bill147
which requires British Overseas Territories (e.g. Cayman Islands, BVI, etc.) to establish public
BO registries by 2020.
TJN’s latest edition of the Financial Secrecy Index148, published in January of 2018, shows
that more countries now have BO registration. On a positive note, we found cases of BO
registration that covered not only companies but also partnerships, trusts and foundations.
Moreover, countries with BO registration include not only EU countries, but also some in Latin
America and Africa.

6.3. BO registration considerations
BO registration involves requiring legal vehicles (e.g. companies, trusts, etc.) to register their
beneficial owners with government authorities, e.g. a commercial register, the tax authorities
or the Central Bank. In 2017 we published a checklist (or a kind of toolkit) which details all the
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2015_141_R_0003&from=ES; 8.4.2018.
Only trusts having tax consequences were required to register under Art. 31 of the 4 th AML Directive. In
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issues a jurisdiction needs to consider when establishing a BO register (Knobel, Meinzer, &
Harari, 2017).
The effectiveness of BO registration in any country will depend on several factors:
i. Scope: which legal vehicles are covered? Ideally, all types of legal vehicles should be
required to register their BOs (e.g. any legal structure, different from a natural person, allowed
to operate in the economy by owning assets or providing or acquiring goods or services).
However, many countries cover only legal persons (e.g. companies) but not legal
arrangements (e.g. trusts) or some types of partnerships (e.g. LLPs may be covered but not
limited partnerships or LPs).
ii. Triggers: when is BO registration required? Ideally, a registration requirement should
be a prerequisite to the incorporation of all types of legal vehicles (for them to legally exist).
This would be the case when a legal person (e.g. a company) is incorporated in country X, or
when a trust is created according to the laws or governed by the laws of country X. In addition,
legal vehicles – especially foreign ones – should be required to register their BOs before they
can operate in the territory of country X (e.g. the term “operate” could include having
interests in real estate or in a registrable asset located in country X or a bank account, or the
provision of goods or services, etc.). Lastly, countries should require legal vehicles (including
foreign ones) to register their BOs if any of their residents are related to such a vehicle either
as a shareholder, director, settlor, protector, trustee, beneficiary, etc.
Figure 13: Private Foundations: “like trusts, but with legal personality”
Private foundations present an interesting case, as described in Knobel (2017, p. 6): they are similar to trusts
in their control structure (the “founder” is similar to the “settlor”, the “foundation council” replaces the
“trustee”, and both have “beneficiaries”). They are similar in their effects too (private foundations are usually
offered in civil law countries for tax planning, inheritance and wealth concentration purposes). However,
unlike trusts, private foundations are considered legal entities, so they need to incorporate and register in
order to legally exist. In other words, private foundations are legal entities (so their registration is required
for them to legally exist), but they have a control structure very similar to trusts, where all the parties to the
private foundation have to be identified, regardless of their interest and percentage in the foundation.
Private foundations show that it is possible also for trusts to be required to incorporate and identify all of
their parties as BOs.
Source: Knobel (2017, p. 6).

iii. BO definition: who is subject to BO registration? The BO definition will determine how
many individuals will be subject to BO registration. In the case of legal persons, based on a
mere suggestion by the FATF Recommendations149, most countries’ definitions include
thresholds. For example, anyone holding “more than 25%” of the capital of an entity will be
considered a BO. The higher the threshold, the less people will be required to be identified as
a BO. High thresholds also make it easier not to be considered a BO. For example, if the
threshold is “more than 25%”, as long as a company has 4 shareholders with equal
shareholdings of 25% (but neither with “more than 25%”), no one would be considered a BO).
We have thus been calling150 for lower thresholds, either 10%, 5% or 1%, or ideally for anyone
149

https://www.taxjustice.net/2017/05/11/achilles-heel-effective-beneficial-ownership-registration-everyonefixed-25/; 8.4.2018.
150
See for example https://www.taxjustice.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/TJN2016_BO-EUAMLD-FATFPart1.pdf; In addition, the EU Parliament’s PANA Committee picked up on our recommendation and also called
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holding 1 share (European Parliament, 2017; Knobel & Meinzer, 2016; TJN, 2018, pp. 25–32,
55–62). Some countries, like the UK, have also used other conditions to determine the BO,
such as individuals with a percentage of voting rights, or the right to appoint or remove the
majority of the board of Directors. With regard to trusts, the FATF and the EU 4th AML
Directive, consider that all the parties to the trust (e.g. the settlor, protector, trustee,
beneficiary and any other person with effective control) should be considered a BO of the
trust, regardless of the percentage of interest in the trust.
iv. Information to be registered: what details of the BO have to be registered? Another
important point is to register all relevant data about the BO including their identity (name,
address, national identification number, date of birth, tax identification number, etc.) and
details about their beneficial ownership (whether they control the legal vehicle through
ownership, voting rights, right to appoint majority of Board of directors; percentage of
ownership or control; starting date of BO status; legal chain or nominees through which the
BO exercises control, etc.).
v. Verification: how to make sure BO information is accurate Since many BO registries
may involve self-declaration, verification of information is a crucial issue. We have written
some proposals151 on basic steps to help verify information, such as measures to ensure
authorisation; validation of information (e.g. the online form where a user declares their tax
identification as part of the BO registration process should not allow a blank entry, or a 2letter word, if the tax identification of a country involves a 9-figure number); cross-check for
consistency (e.g. does the registered name and address match the relevant government
agency’s records on that individual?); and ideally using technology such as big data to create
profiles of BOs to red-flag odd cases (e.g. if a person with no declared income, no bank account
and an address in a favela appears as owning a big company). Additional steps may be
included, such as requiring corporate service providers or notaries to certify the information
(with heavy sanctions for non-compliance, such as losing their licenses), asking financial
institutions to report any mismatches (e.g. if the person managing the bank account held by
the legal vehicle is different from any registered BOs) and finally making information publicly
available, as a deterrent effect and to allow NGOs and journalists to investigate the accuracy
of the information, as they have already proven themselves willing to do152, very effectively.
vi. Sanctions: what happens if the BO isn’t identified or registered information is
wrong/inaccurate? It is usually up to countries to decide on sanctions for non-compliance with
BO registration. It is clear that monetary penalties, even if high, may be considered a
worthwhile cost for engaging in illegal activities. Criminal sanctions, such as the UK’s prison
terms may be more effective (Great Britain. Dept. for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy,
2017). Nevertheless, the ideal sanction should at least include that registered information
should prevail over secret (unregistered) agreements. For example, if Mary is registered as
the BO but John is the individual with effective control pursuant to a secret agreement, all
corporate decisions taken by John should be considered void, and Mary should be able to
vote, control and receive dividends (because after all, she is registered as the BO), even if that
for the threshold to be lowered to anyone holding at least one share (see paragraph 87, here:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/135340/P8_TA-PROV(2017)0491_EN.pdf; 29.5.2018).
151
See for example Knobel & Meinzer (2016, pp. 3–4)
152
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/blog/what-does-uk-beneficial-ownership-data-show-us/; 30.4.2019.
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violates the secret agreement. More importantly, BO registration should be a pre-condition
for the legal validity of the legal vehicle and its rights to operate in the economy. If proper
registration is missing the legal vehicle shouldn’t be considered as existing, or able to hold
assets or engage in business.
vii. Access to BO register: who may access BO information and how? This will depend on
the law as well as on whether the BO register is held by the usual commercial register, or by
authorities that usually impose confidentiality, such as the tax authorities or the central bank.
Even if the commercial register holds the BO register, information may still be accessible only
by authorities and financial institutions subject to due diligence procedures, or also individuals
or organisations that may prove to have a legitimate interest153. Ideally, information will be
held in a central register, to be publicly accessible online. Even under the “online and publicly
available” ideal, the best case is to have that information available for free and in open data
format (machine-readable and reusable). By the same token, obstacles to be avoided include
requiring a payment to access information, or having BO information as a non-machine
readable image of a hand-written document.

6.4. State of play of beneficial ownership registration
6.4.1. Caveats
While this paper is based on the 2018 edition of the Financial Secrecy Index, there are some
caveats that should be considered:
4.1.a Some types of legal vehicles are not covered (e.g. foreign entities, general
partnerships and welfare foundations): The FSI indicators 2, 3, 5 and 6 (TJN, 2018, pp. 19–32,
46–62) assess legal and beneficial ownership registration in 112 jurisdictions only for:
domestic companies (not foreign companies), domestic partnerships with limited liability (not
general partnerships or foreign partnerships), domestic law trusts, foreign law trusts with a
local trustee, and private foundations. In addition to the scope and trigger, this paper will
describe BO definitions and whether legal or beneficial ownership information is available
online, at a cost and in open data or not. This paper will not cover details of BO information
that have to be registered (e.g. name and address), verification processes or sanctions for noncompliance.
4.1.b Not necessarily the same results as the FSI: This paper’s data is based on the FSI
2018, but it’s not necessarily the same: there may be updates that haven’t been covered by
the FSI, and the FSI’s credit system (the “secrecy score”) may be different from this paper’s
conclusions because the FSI methodology considers issues that are not necessarily considered
here (e.g. details of the BO subject to registration, whether a country is party to the Hague
Convention on Trust Recognition, etc.).
4.1.c Relationship between legal and beneficial ownership, and bearer shares. This
paper – in the same way as the FSI - considers that, for either legal or beneficial ownership
registration to be considered effective, the following conditions must be met:
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For example, the recitals to the amendment of the EU 4th AML Directive, suggest that investigative
journalists and civil society organizations working on anti-money laundering could be considered to have a
legitimate interest: https://www.taxjustice.net/2018/04/09/the-eus-latest-agreement-on-amending-the-antimoney-laundering-directive-still-further-to-go/; 7.5.2018.
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-all types of legal vehicles within a category (e.g. all companies) should be obliged to
register,
-registered (legal or beneficial ownership) information must be updated at least annually,
and
-bearer shares should not be available, or they should be immobilised (held) by a
government authority (a private custodian or an unclear status would not suffice). In addition,
the only acceptable sanction for failing to immobilise bearer shares by a government authority
should be the cancellation of those bearer shares (if sanctions involve only a suspension of
rights or monetary penalties, or sanctions are unknown, bearer shares should be considered
to pose risks that prevent ownership registration from being effective).
4.1.d BO registration loopholes: Lastly, for BO registration to be considered effective,
there should be no loopholes or exceptions (except for state-owned companies and
companies listed in a stock exchange that are generally excluded). BO registration should not
be considered effective if for example, the obligation to identify the BOs of an entity is waived
because the entities in the ownership chain are foreign (e.g. Germany154) or if entities are given
too much leeway or ambiguous conditions to determine that they are unable to identify their
BOs (e.g. Denmark155).
4.1.e Traffic light colours: all figures show 3 colours to easily indicate this - green
(transparency/best case), yellow (unknown/somewhere in the middle), red (secrecy/worst
case).
6.4.2. Jurisdictions with BO registration laws
Since 2016 for the UK, and especially after 2017 many countries started to approve BO
registration laws. While many of these laws still have loopholes to be fixed before BO
registration in these jurisdictions may be considered “effective” (e.g. bearer shares are still
available in the jurisdiction, or there are ambiguities or exclusions, or the law only covers
companies but not other legal vehicles), establishing BO registration by law is a first step.
In addition, in December of 2017, the EU reached an agreement156 to amend the 4th AML
Directive (Council of the European Union, 2017). As opposed to the 4th AML Directive which
gave countries the decision on whether to publish their BO registries or not, the amended
Directive (5th AML Directive) will require all EU member states to establish public BO registries
for companies by 2020. EU countries will also have to establish BO registries for trusts
managed by a local trustee, or with business relationships or that acquire real estate in the
EU, but access to this information will be subject to a legitimate interest test.
Likewise, on May 1, 2018 the UK passed an amendment157 that requires British overseas
territories (e.g. Cayman Islands, BVI) to establish public BO registries. However, this
requirement won’t apply to Crown Dependencies (e.g. Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man).
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https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Germany.xml#b137; 7.5.2018.
https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Denmark.xml#b137; 7.5.2018.
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Considering these new laws, in addition to the five countries (Bulgaria158, Croatia159,
Dominican Republic160, Estonia161 and Malta162) that approved BO registration laws after the
2018 FSI data had already been collected163 (thus we have not assessed the effectiveness of
their laws yet), these are the countries that already have, or are required to have BO
registration laws by 2020:
Figure 14: Jurisdictions with BO registration laws
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Source: Authors.

Table 15: Jurisdictions with BO registration laws (regardless of whether or not the laws are
loophole-free)
Already (34)

By 2020 (11)

No (67)

Austria, Belgium, Bermuda,
Brazil, British Virgin Islands,
Bulgaria, Cayman Islands, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Curacao, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Dominican
Republic, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Ghana,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Hungary,
Isle of Man, Italy, Jersey, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Portugal,
Slovenia, Sweden, Turks &
Caicos Islands, Ukraine, United
Kingdom, Uruguay

Anguilla,
Cyprus,
Greece,
Ireland,
Luxembourg,
Montserrat,
Netherlands,
Poland,
Romania,
Slovakia, Spain

Andorra, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain,
Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Botswana, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China,
Cook Islands, Dominica, Gambia, Grenada, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Lebanon,
Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macao, Macedonia, Malaysia (Labuan),
Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco,
Montenegro, Nauru, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay,
Philippines, Puerto Rico, Romania, Russia, Samoa, San Marino,
Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore, South Africa, St Kitts and
Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent & Grenadines, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey, United Arab
Emirates (Dubai), US Virgin Islands, USA, Vanuatu, Venezuela

Source: Authors.
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https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/insights/2018/03/tnf-bulgaria-new-definition-of-beneficial-ownerand-disclosure-requirements.html; 12.4.2018
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See art. 34: https://drleyes.com/page/reglamentos/documento/2/278/Poder-Ejecutivo/ReglamentoContra-el-Lavado-de-Activos/; 3.5.2018.
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https://www.njordlaw.com/new-aml-law-estonia-need-know/; 12.4.2018.
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http://www.ganadoadvocates.com/resources/news/maltese-regulations-on-the-register-of-beneficialowners-come-into-force/; 12.4.2018
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The cut-off date was September 30th, 2017 for most indicators.
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In conclusion, 34 jurisdictions now have BO registration laws and 11 more are required to have
them by 2020. In most cases (all EU countries, British Overseas territories, and Ukraine) BO
registries of companies also have to be publicly available.
However, these 45 jurisdictions also include countries whose BO laws have loopholes
(e.g. Germany, Denmark) or where bearer shares still pose risks.
The next sections will describe some of the loopholes that affect the BO registration laws
of some countries.
6.4.3. Available thresholds in companies’ BO registration laws
A company is a type of legal person or entity whose capital is usually divided into shares. As
explained in point 2.iii above, BO definitions for legal entities such as companies usually
involve thresholds of ownership or interests in such a legal entity (a percentage of
shareholdings). Only individuals passing those thresholds are considered BOs and will have to
be registered as such. While the FATF and the EU 4 th AML Directive refer to the “more than
25% of ownership” threshold, countries are allowed to implement lower thresholds (so that
more individuals are covered by the BO definition), including TJN’s proposal to consider as a
BO any individual ultimately owning, directly or indirectly at least 1 share (Knobel et al., 2017,
pp. 4–5, 7, 10). This is for the purpose of avoiding the fragmentation of ownership for
avoidance purposes.
Regardless of the effectiveness of the BO laws of a country, or the availability of bearer
shares and their associated risks, these are the thresholds established by those 29 jurisdictions
whose BO laws have been assessed. (As mentioned above, out of the 34 jurisdictions which
currently have BO registration laws in place, the laws of 5 jurisdictions haven’t been assessed
yet by the FSI):
Figure 15: Thresholds for the definition of a company’s “beneficial owner” in BO
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Source: Authors.
Note: Based on the traffic light colours, the colour green indicates the most transparent option,
while red refers to the less transparent one.
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Table 16: Thresholds for the definition of a company’s “beneficial owner” in BO
registration laws
Companies BO registration law?

BO definition threshold?

Yes (34): Austria, Belgium, Bermuda, Brazil,
British Virgin Islands, Bulgaria, Cayman
Islands, Costa Rica, Croatia, Curacao, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Hungary, Isle of Man,
Italy, Jersey, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Portugal (Madeira), Slovenia, Sweden, Turks
& Caicos Islands, Ukraine, United Kingdom,
Uruguay

At least 1 share (2): Curacao164, Portugal165
>1 share – 10%: (0)
10-25% (5): Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Costa Rica, Latvia, Uruguay
“More than 25%” (22): Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Cayman Islands, Czech
Republic, Denamrk, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Gibraltar,
Guernsey, Hungary, Isle of Man, Italy, Jersey, Lithuania, Slovenia, Sweden,
Turks & Caicos Islands, Ukraine, United Kingdom
Not assessed yet (5): Bulgaria, Croatia, Dominican Republic, Estonia, Malta
[The laws were approved after November 2017 and haven’t been assessed
yet]

Source: Authors.

In the vast majority of cases (22 jurisdictions out of 29 whose BO registration laws have been
assessed), the FATF standard is applied, defining a BO as any individual with “more than 25%”
of the ownership of the company. This means that there is a rather high risk of people
circumventing the BO registration rules166. In five cases, the threshold is between 10% and
25%. There are no cases where BO definitions cover a threshold below 10% (e.g. 1, 5 or 10%),
but 2 jurisdictions (Curacao and Portugal) could be interepreted as having a threshold of
simply 1 share.
While some jurisdictions have low thresholds for BO definitions (e.g. Curacao and
Portugal), those jurisdictions are not considered to have effective BO laws (e.g. because
bearer shares may be available in the jurisdiction). The only countries with effective BO
registration and thresholds lower than “more than 25%” are Costa Rica and Uruguay, although
neither of them give public access to that data (see below on effective BO of companies laws).

164

The FSI detailed report on Curacao wrote: “All individuals who on the basis of the Articles of Association or
contractually or otherwise are entitled to receive distributions from its equity are considered to be the entity’s
“ultimate beneficial owners” (Article 45(6)). In practice, Curacaoan authorities interpret this as including all
shareholders of the company, not only just the majority shareholders of the company”
(https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Curacao.xml#b137).
165
The FSI detailed report on Portugal wrote: “The law mentions no threshold nor defines the term other than
by having participation/property in the entity or effective control, so we assume anyone holding at least one
share should be identified as a BO” (https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Portugal_Madeira.xml#b137)
166
“A typical family of four persons (two parents and two children or four friends) could appoint every member
as a
shareholder. In that case, each of them would have only 25% of ownership, so no one would trigger the
threshold” {Citation}
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6.5. LO and BO Registration – Global Perspective
6.5.1. Acceptable LO and BO registration in all legal vehicles
There is no jurisdiction with effective LO and BO registration, let alone with online access, for
all legal vehicles (companies, partnerships with limited liabilities, private foundations,
domestic law trusts and foreign law trusts with a local trustee).
Therefore, we consider registration to be acceptable if:
- all legal types of vehicles within each category (e.g. all corporations and LLCs within
“companies”), and
-all types of owners within a category (e.g. both limited and general partners, within
“partnerships with limited liability”),
have to register and update legal or beneficial ownership information, provided that
bearer shares are not available or pose no risk.
In the case of private foundations and trusts, we consider it acceptable if at least the
settlor/founder, trustee/foundation council, and beneficiaries (i.e. all parties to the
trust/foundation, except for the protector) must be registered at the LO or BO level.
We also consider it acceptable if domestic law trusts have to register when they have a
local trustee.
Figure 16: Vehicles with updated ownership information (for companies and partnerships
at least LO or BO is registered and updated)

Source: Authors.
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Figure 17: Vehicles with updated ownership information (for companies and partnerships
at least LO or BO is registered and updated).

Source: Authors
Note: Bubble Size = number of jurisdictions
Reference: in order to move up in the vertical axis, jurisdictions must have updated registration at least of
companies. For example, Austria and Germany have updated ownership registration of foreign and domestic law
trusts, foundations and partnerships (4 vehicles), but not of companies. To keep moving up, jurisdictions must
also have updated ownership registration of partnerships, and so on. No jurisdiction reaches the “all online”
level.

In conclusion, only five jurisdictions (Sweden, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Uruguay and
Belgium) can be considered to have at least “acceptable” levels of registration for all five types
of available legal vehicles (companies, partnerships with limited liability, private foundations,
domestic law trusts, and foreign law trusts with a local trustee). Nevertheless, none of these
jurisdictions are close to the ideal. First, because they don’t have information online for all
types of legal vehicles. Second, because even Sweden (the best case that has both BO and LO
registration for companies and partnerships), doesn’t require all the parties to a private
foundation to be registered (the protector is omitted) and in the case of foreign law trusts,
the trustees need only be registered at the LO level.
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d) Neither foreign law trusts
nor companies (13): Brazil,
Finland, Ukraine, Dominican
Republic,
Croatia,
Greece,
Korea,

BVI
Australia
Bolivia
China
Dominica

Bermuda

Brunei

Marshall Islands

Montserrat

Paraguay

c) Neither foreign law trusts
nor partnerships (2): Ireland,
Indonesia, Maldives

b) Neither foreign law trusts
nor foundations (2): Estonia,
Iceland

Tanzania

St Vincent & Grenadines

Nauru

Grenada

Botswana

c) Neither trusts (domestic and
foreign) nor companies (22):

b) Neither trusts (domestic and
foreign) not partnerships (2): Turks
& Caicos, Venezuela
France169,

Costa

Norway,

c) No updated registration for
companies (2):

Chile

b) No updated registration for
domestic law trusts (1):

New
Zealand,
Slovakia

Andorra171,
Montenegro,
Philippines, Russia

ii. Only LO for companies and
partnerships (if available) (7):

Italy168,
Rica170

Slovenia167,

i. updated BO for companies
and/or partnerships (4):

Ghana, Gibraltar, Hungary,
UK, San Marino, Trinidad &
Tobago, Bahrain, Cyprus,
India,

4 vehicles
a) No updated registration for
foreign law trusts and:

3 vehicles
a) Neither foreign nor
domestic law trusts (9):

c) Only Foundations (or
they are not available)
(11): Anguilla

Panama

Liechtenstein

Liberia

Cook Islands

Belize

b) Only partnerships (6):
Barbados

2 vehicles
a) Neither trusts (domestic and
foreign) nor foundations (3): Jersey,
Isle of Man, Malta

1 vehicle

a) Only companies (2):
Cayman
Islands,
Guernsey

All 5 vehicles

c)
Companies
and
Partnerships: Updated BO,
but no updated LO (1):
Belgium

b) Companies: Updated BO,
but no updated LO (3):
Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Uruguay

Sweden172

a) Companies: Updated BO
and LO (1):

168
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Updated BO and LO for companies and partnerships: https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Slovenia.xml; 7.5.2018.
Only updated LO for partnerships (no updated BO): https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Italy.xml; 7.5.2018.
169
Only updated BO for companies (no updated LO): https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/France.xml; 7.5.2018.
170
Only updated BO for companies and partnerships (no LO for either companies or partnerships): https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/CostaRica.xml; 7.5.2018.
171
Partnerships with limited liability are not available: https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Andorra.xml; 7.5.2018.
172
Sweden doesn’t require the protector of foundations to be registered. In the case of foreign law trusts with local trustee, the trustee needs to be registered only at the
LO level (not at the BO level): https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/Sweden.xml; 7.5.2018.
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Vanuatu

St Kitts and Nevis

Seychelles

Samoa

Puerto Rico

Malaysia (Labuan)

Gambia

Curacao

Bahamas

(10): Antigua &
Barbuda

No vehicle

Table 17: Vehicles with updated ownership information (for companies and partnerships at least legal ownership or beneficial ownership is
registered and updated). Order according to best cases within each category and alphabetically
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Thailand

Lebanon
Luxembourg

USA

Turkey

Portugal

Macedonia

Canada

e) Neither foreign law trusts, nor
companies nor partnerships (5):
Aruba

d) Neither foreign law trusts nor
companies nor foundations (2):
Bulgaria, Switzerland

Taiwan

Singapore

Saudi Arabia

Romania

Mexico

Mauritius

Kenya

US VI

d) Only domestic law
trusts (2): Denmark,
Netherlands,

Spain,

Israel

United Arab Emirates

3 vehicles

e) Neither companies nor
partnerships (1): Japan

Poland,

Monaco,

Macao,

Hong Kong

Latvia,

St Lucia

2 vehicles
Guatemala

1 vehicle

South Africa

4 vehicles
Austria, Germany

All 5 vehicles
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Source: Authors.
Note: If a type of legal vehicle (e.g. private foundations) is not available in the jurisdiction, the table considers that the jurisdiction has acceptable registration for that legal
vehicle (since the legal vehicle cannot be created, it involves no secrecy risk). For example, Sweden has no domestic law trusts, but it’s still considered to have acceptable
registration for all 5 types of legal vehicles (as if it had acceptable registration also for domestic law trusts). See Annex II for a table with more details.
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(…)

Estonia
,
Ireland,
Italy,
Jersey

Belgium, Cayman
Islands, Costa Rica,
Czech Republic,
France, Ghana,
Gibraltar,
GuernseyHungary, Isle
of Man, Italy, Jersey,
LithuaniaSlovenia,
Sweden, Turks &
Caicos Islands,
Uruguay

8

(…)

Czech
Republic,
Luxemb.,
Malta,
Slovakia,
Slovenia
Estonia,
Germany,
Isle of Man,
Italy,
Singapore

8

Malta,
Norway
orway

8

Austria,
Belgium

Gibraltar

8

8

Anguilla,
Germany

8

8

8

8

8

8

Private Foundations
LO
BO

8

BO

Austria, Belgium,
Brazil, British
Virgin Islands,
Costa Rica, Czech
Republic, Finland,
France, Gibraltar,
Hungary, Jersey,
Lithuania, Portugal
Slovenia, Sweden,
Ukraine, Uruguay

Partnerships

Bulgaria

LO

UK

Companies
BO

New
Zealand

Source: Authors.

Only
Updated

Online
(Basic)

Online
(cost)

Online
(Open
Data)
Online
(free)

LO
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*Without
protector &
only if
trustee if
resident:
Japan

*Without
protector:
Dominican
Rep.
*Without
protector:
France

8

8

8

LO

*Only if
trustee is
local: Austria,
Germany

*Without
protector:
Czech Republic,
Uruguay

Austria, Belgium,
Germany,
Lithuania,
Sweden
*Without
protector:
Costa Rica,
Czech
Republic,
Uruguay

*Without
protector:
Chile, Japan

8

8

8

8

BO

8

8

8

8

LO

Trusts
Foreign Law with local trustee

8

8

8

8

BO

Domestic Law

Table 18: Best cases in ownership registration (legal ownership or beneficial ownership) for each type of legal vehicle (“Red X” = No
jurisdiction)

6.5.2. Best cases in ownership registration
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In conclusion, no jurisdiction reaches the ideal level of transparency for all of the five types of
legal vehicles (the first row in dark green of Table 18: LO and BO information publicly available
online for free and in open data format). On top of that, for partnerships, private foundations
and trusts, no jurisdiction reaches the ideal or even the second or third best (having beneficial
ownership information available online, even with payment of a fee).
When considering each type of legal vehicle individually, the ideal is achieved for LO of
companies (New Zealand), BO of companies (the UK) and LO of partnerships (Bulgaria). The
ideal is not achieved for any other legal vehicle: for example, in the case of BO of partnerships,
we have identified 17 jurisdictions which have updated information registered (but not
online). In the case of private foundations, BO information has to be registered but only basic
information is available online (Austria and Belgium). In the case of domestic law trusts, only
Dominican Republic has basic online information, but registration is only at the LO level and
doesn’t include the protector. As for BO registration of domestic law trusts, no jurisdiction
achieves even comprehensive BO registration: they either trigger registration when the
trustee is local (but not whenever a domestic law trust is created), or registration doesn’t
include the protector. As for foreign law trusts with a local trustee, only four jurisdictions
(Austria, Belgium, Germany and Lithuania) achieve updated BO registration of all parties
(although not even basic information is available online).

6.6. Legal and beneficial ownership registration by type of legal vehicle
6.6.1 Companies
Companies are legal persons or entities whose capital is usually divided into shares and held
by shareholders who are liable to the creditors of the company only up to the value of their
original investment in the company (companies limited by shares). In some unusual cases, a
company’s capital is not divided by shares but by members of the company acting as
guarantors (company limited by guarantee).
Companies limited by shares may have different types of shares (e.g. with economic
rights to receive dividends) and/or with political rights (e.g. to vote, appoint a Director to the
board). In addition, shares of a company may be in a registered form (as a book entry for
example), or may be “shares to bearer”, where the owner of the share refers to whoever holds
the paper/document representing the share. “Bearer shares” pose a serious risk to
transparency, since the transfer of ownership of shares takes place simply by handing the
paper-document to another person.
Examples of companies include joint-stock companies (also called Société Anonyme,
Sociedad Anónima or S.A., Aktiengesselchaft or AG), limited liability companies (LLC, also
called Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada or SRL, or Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung
or GmbH), partnerships limited by shares (also called Sociedad en comandita por acciones or
société en commandite par actions or SCA).
6.6.1.1. Bearer Shares
Legal and beneficial ownership registration of companies, though considered here
independently, each depend on whether bearer shares pose risks locally (e.g. if they are
available, or are not immobilised by a government authority, or unregistered bearer shares
do not lose all rights if not converted by a certain date).
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For the 112 jurisdictions assessed by the FSI assessed, we checked whether bearer shares
pose risks or not. We consider they do not pose risks if they are not available, or if they are
available but: (i) have to be immobilised by a government authority, and (ii) any unregistered
bearer share loses all of its rights (ie, they get cancelled). Bearer shares are considered to pose
risks under any other circumstance, e.g. if they are immobilised by a private custodian instead
of a government authority, or if bearer shares that fail to immobilise with a public authority
are not cancelled but their rights are merely suspended, etc.
Figure 18: Availability of bearer shares

Source: Authors.

Table 19: Availability of bearer shares
Do bearer shares pose risks?
No
(62)

Andorra, Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belgium, Belize, Bermuda, Botswana, Brunei, Cayman
Islands, Chile, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Estonia, France, Gambia,
Ghana, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Isle of Man, Italy, Japan, Jersey,
Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Maldives, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Nauru, New
Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Russia, San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia,
St Lucia, Sweden, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos Islands, United Arab Emirates (Dubai), United
Kingdom, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands, USA, Venezuela

Unknown

Canada, Malaysia (Labuan), Puerto Rico, Samoa, South Africa, Taiwan

(6)

Yes
(44)

Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Bulgaria, China,
Cook Islands, Croatia, Curacao, Dominica, Finland, Germany, Greece, Grenada, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
Israel, Kenya, Korea, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macao, Marshall Islands, Montserrat,
Netherlands, Panama, Paraguay, Poland, Portugal (Madeira), Romania, Spain, St Kitts and Nevis, St
Vincent & Grenadines, Switzerland, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, Vanuatu

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, out of the 112 jurisdictions we assessed, bearer shares are not available or are
properly immobilised in 62 jurisdictions. In 6 jurisdictions, the status of bearer shares is
unknown (and thus considered a risk). In 44 jurisdictions bearer shares pose risks because they
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are either not immobilised by a government authority, or because those bearer shares that
have failed to immobilise are not cancelled.
6.6.1.2. Effective LO registration
For the 62 jurisdictions where bearer shares pose no risks, we consider that effective legal
ownership (LO) registration is present when all domestic companies are required to register
all of their legal owners and this information is updated at least anually. In those cases, we
also need to consider whether LO information (at least name and address or date of birth or
national identification) is available online, either at a cost, for free or in open data format.
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Figure 19: Companies’ effective LO Registration

Source: Authors
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Table 20: Companies’ effective LO Registration

Companies’
(Comprehensive) LO
Registration?

LO Update?

Online?

Yes (43): Andorra,
Australia,
Bahrain,
Botswana, Chile, Costa Rica,
Cyprus, Dominican Republic,
Estonia, France, Ghana,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Ireland, Isle
of Man, Italy, Jersey, Latvia,
Lithuania,
Macedonia,
Maldives, Malta, Mauritius,
Mexico,
Monaco,
Montenegro, New Zealand,
Norway, Philippines, Russia,
San Marino, Singapore,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden,
Trinidad & Tobago, United
Arab
Emirates,
United
Kingdom,
Uruguay,
Venezuela

Yes (26): Andorra,
Bahrain, Chile, Cyprus,
Estonia, Ghana, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Italy, Jersey, Maldives,
Malta, Montenegro, New
Zealand,
Norway,
Philippines, Russia, San
Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Sweden, Trinidad & Tobago,
United Kingdom, Venezuela

Yes (7): Estonia, Ireland,
Italy, Jersey, Malta, New
Zealand, Norway

Unknown
Monaco

(1):

No (16): Australia,
Botswana,
Costa
Rica,
Dominican Republic, France,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Isle of
Man, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia,
Mauritius,
Mexico, Singapore, United
Arab Emirates, Uruguay
Unknown
Bermuda

(1):

No (18): Bahamas,
Barbados, Belgium, Belize,
Brunei, Cayman Islands,
Czech Republic, Denmark,
Gambia, Hungary, Japan,
Nauru,
Saudi
Arabia,
Seychelles, St Lucia, Turks &
Caicos Islands, US Virgin
Islands, USA

Source: Authors.
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Open Data / Free /
Cost?

Open Data
New Zealand

(1):

Free (2): Malta,
Norway
Cost (4): Estonia,
Ireland, Italy, Jersey
No (19): Andorra,
Bahrain, Chile, Cyprus, Ghana,
Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Maldives,
Montenegro,
Philippines,
Russia,
San
Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Sweden, Trinidad & Tobago,
United Kingdom, Venezuela
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Figure 20: Map of companies’ effective LO registration and online access to LO data

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, only 26 countries (out of the 112 covered by the FSI) have effective LO
registration (bearer shares pose no risks and all types of companies have to register and
update their legal ownerhsip information). Out of these 26 countries, only 7 have updated LO
information available online: 1 for free and in open data (New Zealand), 2 for free but not in
open data (Malta and Norway) and 4 subject to the payment of a fee (Estonia, Ireland, Italy
and Jersey).
6.6.1.3. Effective BO registration
For the 62 jurisdictions where bearer shares pose no risks, we consider that effective BO
registration is present when all domestic companies are required to register all of their
beneficial owners in all cases (except for common exemptions for state-owned companies and
for companies listed on a stock exchange173)(Knobel et al., 2017, p. 21). Effective BO
registration depends also on the BO definition (the threshold should not be higher than “more
than 25%”). BO information should also be updated. For these cases, we also consider
whether BO information (at least name and address or date of birth or national identification)
is available online, either at a cost, for free or in open data format.

173

While companies listed on a stock exchange are usually excluded from the requirement to provide BO
information, this is also based on an incorrect interpretation of FATF Recommendations. They establish an
exemption during customer due diligence procedures, based on the fact that a regulator is already requiring
this information. In other words, listed companies should only be waived for redundancy reasons when their
BO information is already available (as long as they indicate where their BO information is registered).
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Figure 21: Companies’ effective BO Registration

Source: Authors.
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Table 21: Companies’ effective BO Registration

Companies(Comprehensive)
BO Registration?

BO Update?

Yes (20):
Belgium,
Bermuda, Cayman Islands,
Costa Rica, Czech Republic,
France, Ghana, Gibraltar,
Guernsey, Hungary, Isle of
Man, Italy, Jersey, Latvia,
Lithuania, Slovenia, Sweden,
Turks & Caicos Islands, United
Kingdom, Uruguay

Belgium,
Yes
(18):
Cayman Islands, Costa Rica,
Czech
Republic,
France,
Ghana, Gibraltar, Guernsey,
Hungary, Isle of Man, Italy,
Jersey, Lithuania, Slovenia,
Sweden, Turks & Caicos
Islands, United Kingdom,
Uruguay

Online?

Yes (1): UK

Open Data / Free /
Cost?
Open
(1): UK

Data

Free (0):
Cost (0):
No (17): Belgium, Cayman
Islands, Costa Rica, Czech
Republic,
France,
Ghana,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Hungary,
Isle of Man, Italy, Jersey,
Lithuania, Slovenia, Sweden,
Turks & Caicos Islands, Uruguay

Unknown (0):
No (2): Bermuda, Latvia
Not assessed yet (3):
Dominican Republic, Estonia,
Malta [The laws were
approved after November
2017 and haven’t been
assessed yet]
No (39): Andorra,
Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain,
Barbados, Belize, Botswana,
Brunei,
Chile,
Cyprus,
Denmark, Gambia, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Japan, Macedonia, Maldives,
Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco,
Montenegro, Nauru, New
Zealand, Norway, Philippines,
Russia, San Marino, Saudi
Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore,
Slovakia, St Lucia, Trinidad &
Tobago, United Arab Emirates
(Dubai), US Virgin Islands,
USA, Venezuela

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, only 18 jurisdictions (out of 112 covered by the FSI) have effective BO
registration (bearer shares pose no risks and all types of companies have to register and
update their beneficial ownerhsip information). Out of these 18 jurisdictions, only 1- the
United Kingdom- has updated BO information available online in open data format. In 3 cases
(Dominican Republic, Estonia and Malta), the laws are recent and haven’t been assessed yet
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(they were approved after the FSI collected information). In 13 cases, there are BO registration
laws but they are not effective because they are either not comprehensive, don’t require
updating, or bearer shares still pose risks.
Figure 22: Companies’ effective BO Registration

Source: Authors.

6.6.1.4. Jurisdictions with both BO and LO effective registration
For the 62 jurisdictions without bearer shares, we checked whether both LO and BO
information is registered, updated and online, when taken together.
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Figure 23: Companies’ effective BO and LO Registration

Source: Authors.
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Table 22: Companies’ effective BO and LO Registration
Companies

Update?

Online?

(Comprehensive) BO and LO Registration?
Both BO & LO (14): Costa Rica, France, Ghana,
Gibraltar, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Italy, Jersey, Latvia,
Lithuania, Slovenia, Sweden, United Kingdom,
Uruguay

Both BO & LO (6): Ghana,

Both BO & LO (0):

Jersey, Slovenia, Sweden,

Only BO (1): UK

Italy

United Kingdom
Only BO (1): Costa Rica,
France, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Isle
of Man, Lithuania, Uruguay

Only LO (0):
Neither (1): Latvia
Only BO (6): Belgium, Bermuda, Cayman
Islands, Czech Republic, Hungary, Turks & Caicos
Islands
Only LO (29): Andorra, Australia, Bahrain,
Botswana, Chile,
Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Estonia, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Macedonia, Maldives, Malta, Mauritius,
Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, New Zealand,
Norway, Philippines, Russia, San Marino, Singapore,
Slovakia, Trinidad & Tobago, United Arab Emirates,
Venezuela
Neither (13):
Bahamas, Belize, Brunei,
Denmark, Gambia, Japan, Nauru, Saudi Arabia,
Barbados, Seychelles, St Lucia, US Virgin Islands,
USA

Source: Authors.
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Only LO (2): Italy, Jersey
Neither (3):
Slovenia, Sweden

Ghana,
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Figure 24: Companies’ effective BO and LO Registration

Source: Authors.
Note: Bubble Size = number of jurisdictions.

In conclusion, for the 62 jurisdictions without bearer shares (where bearer shares pose no
risk) there are no jurisdictions with effective LO and BO registration that also provide online
access to that information. The closest case is the UK: while it has effective BO registration
available online in open data format, it doesn’t have access to effective online LO information
(LO information is also available in open data format with regard to LOs but it only includes
the names of the shareholders. Other identification details such as address are only available
if the shareholder is also an officer of the company174).
The second best cases, though far from the UK, are Italy and Jersey. They require BO
effective registration, but don’t give public access to BO information. At least they provide
online access to LO information, but subject to the payment of a fee. In the case of Malta and
Estonia, while they give public online access to LO information (for free and at a cost,
respectively), they have only recently aproved BO registration laws, which haven’t been
assessed by the FSI yet (so we currently consider they don’t yet have effective BO registration).

174

https://financialsecrecyindex.com/database/UnitedKingdom.xml#b146; 3.5.2018.
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6.6.1.5. Company transparency weighed by risk
For the 112 jurisdictions assessed by the FSI we weigh their company transparency
registration levels against the risk created by the number of companies that are registered in
the jurisdiction. A jurisdiction with the highest transparency levels would pose no risk, no
matter how many companies are incorporated there. On the opposite side, a jurisdiction with
low levels of company transparency and a high number of incorporated companies will be
creating risks all over the world (many people will be using their very opaque companies).
Such a jurisdiction would create much more risk in practice compared to a jurisdiction with
equal levels of low transparency but where only very few companies are incorporated.
Figure 25: Company transparency weighed by risk based on number of registered

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, the US presents the highest risk, with 30 million registered entities and no
comprehensive registration, even at the LO level. The next most risky jurisdiction is China
which has half as many companies as the US, but where bearer shares present risks. On the
contrary, the UK’s risk is moderate because while it has more than 3 million registered
companies, it has BO information available for free, online and in open data format.
6.6.2. Partnerships with limited liability
Partnerships are another type of legal vehicle that originally involved an association of persons
to pursue a business activity. In many countries, partnerships are considered legal persons,
but not in all of them (e.g. the UK with regard to limited partnerships). Depending on the
country, partnerships may also be considered transparent for tax purposes (in such case, the
partnership is not taxed at the partnership level, but at the partner level). In general
partnerships (not covered by the FSI or by this paper) all partners are fully liable to creditors
of the business. In limited partnerships (LPs), general partners administer the partnership and
are fully liable to the partnership’s creditors, whereas limited partners have limited liability
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(and cannot take part in the partnership’s administration). In limited liability partnerships
(LLPs), all partners have limited liability.
LPs usually present transparency risks, because in some countries limited partners need
not register their ownership information or update it. In other countries, e.g. the UK, LPs are
not covered by BO registration law, while LLPs are.
Partnerships with limited liability include LPs (also known as sociedad en comandita
simple or société en commandite simple or SCS), LLPs, and even LLLPs in the US (limited
liability limited partnerships).
Out of the 112 jurisdictions assessed by the FSI, partnerships with limited liability are not
available in 9 of them: Andorra, Botswana, Ghana, Grenada, Nauru, San Marino, St. Vincent,
Tanzania and Trinidad & Tobago.
6.6.2.1. Partnerships’ LO registration
For the 103 jurisdictions where partnerships with limited liability (e.g. LPs or LLPs) are
available, we consider that effective LO registration is present when all domestic partnerships
are required to register all of their partners (general and limited partners) and this information
is updated at least anually. If that is the case, we also consider whether legal ownership
information (at least name and address or date of birth or national identification) is available
online, either at a cost, for free or in open data format.
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Figure 26: Partnerships’ effective LO registration

Source: Authors.
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Table 23: Partnerships’ effective LO registration
Partnerships’

LO Update?

Online?

(Comprehensive) LO
Registration?
Yes (68): Australia, Austria,
Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Chile, China, Cook Islands,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Dominica, Dominican Republic, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar,
Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Hungary,
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Isle of Man,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Latvia,
Lebanon,
Liberia,
Liechtenstein,
Lithuania,
Luxembourg,
Macao,
Maldives, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico,
Monaco, Montenegro, New Zealand,
Norway, Panama, Philippines, Poland,
Portugal (Madeira), Romania, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Taiwan, Thailand, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates, United Kingdom, Uruguay

Yes (65): Australia, Austria,
Belize,
Bahrain,
Barbados,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile,
China, Cook Islands, Croatia,
Cyprus,
Czech
Republic,
Dominica, Dominican Republic,
Estonia,
Finland,
France,
Germany, Gibraltar, Greece,
Guatemala, Hong Kong, Hungary,
Iceland, India, Isle of Man, Israel,
Italy, Kenya, Korea, Latvia,
Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macao,
Malta,
Mauritius,
Mexico,
Monaco, Montenegro, New
Zealand,
Norway,
Panama,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal
(Madeira), Romania, Russia,
Saudi
Arabia,
Singapore,
Slovakia,
Slovenia,
Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Thailand, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates
(Dubai),
United
Kingdom, Uruguay

Yes (11): Bulgaria,
Czech
Republic,
Estonia, Germany, Isle
of
Man,
Italy,
Luxembourg, Malta,
Singapore,
Slovakia,
Slovenia

Open
Data / Free /
Cost?
Open Data (1):
Bulgaria
Free (5): Czech
Republic,
Luxembourg,
Malta,
Slovakia,
Slovenia
Cost
(5):
Estonia,
Germany, Isle
of Man, Italy,
Singapore

No (54): Andorra,
Bahrain, Chile, Cyprus,
Ghana, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Maldives,
Montenegro,
Philippines, Russia, San
Marino,
Slovakia,
Slovenia,
Sweden,
Trinidad & Tobago,
United
Kingdom,
Venezuela

Unknown (1): Maldives
No (2): Indonesia, Japan
Unknown (4): Curacao, Gambia,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela
No (31): Anguilla, Antigua &
Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Belgium,
Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei,
Canada, Cayman Islands, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Guernsey, Ireland, Jersey,
Macedonia, Malaysia (Labuan), Marshall
Islands,
Montserrat,
Netherlands,
Paraguay, Samoa, Seychelles, South
Africa, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, Turkey,
Turks & Caicos Islands, US Virgin Islands,
USA, Vanuatu

Source: Authors.
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Figure 27: Partnerships’ effective LO registration

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, only 65 jurisdictions (out of 103 covered by the FSI where partnerships with
limited liability are available) have effective LO registration (all types of partnerships with
limited liability have to register and update the legal ownership information of both general
and limited partners). Out of these 65 jurisdictions, only 11 have updated LO information
available online: 1 in open data (Bulgaria), 5 for free (Czech Republic, Luxembourg, Malta,
Slovakia and Slovenia) and 5 subject to the payment of a fee (Estonia, Germany, Isle of Man,
Italy and Singapore).
6.6.2.2.Partnerships’ BO effective registration
For the 103 jurisdictions where partnerships with limited liability are available, we consider
that effective BO registration is present when all domestic partnerships with limited liability
are required to register all of their beneficial owners in all cases. Effective BO registration
depends also on the BO definition (the definition should cover both general partners and
limited partners). BO information should also be updated. For these cases, we also consider
whether BO information (at least name and address or date of birth or national identification)
is available online, either at a cost, for free or in open data format.
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Figure 28: Partnerships’ effective BO registration

Source: Authors.
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Table 24: Partnerships’ effective BO registration
Partnerships’ (Comprehensive) BO Registration?
Yes (18): Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Costa Rica,
Czech Republic, Finland, France, Gibraltar, Hungary, Jersey, Latvia,
Lithuania, Portugal (Madeira), Slovenia, Sweden, Ukraine, Uruguay

BO Update?
Yes
(17):
Austria,
Belgium,
Brazil, British Virgin
Islands, Costa Rica,
Czech
Republic,
Finland,
France,
Gibraltar, Hungary,
Jersey,
Lithuania,
Portugal (Madeira),
Slovenia, Sweden,
Ukraine, Uruguay

Online?
Yes (0):

No
(17):
Austria,
Belgium,
Brazil, British Virgin
Islands, Costa Rica,
Czech
Republic,
Finland,
France,
Gibraltar,
Hungary,
Jersey,
Lithuania,
Portugal (Madeira),
Slovenia,
Sweden,
Ukraine, Uruguay

Unknown (0):
No (1): Latvia
Unknown (1): Venezuela
No (84): Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Australia, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia, Brunei, Bulgaria, Canada,
Cayman Islands, Chile, China, Cook Islands, Croatia, Curacao, Cyprus,
Denmark, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Estonia, Gambia, Germany,
Greece, Guatemala, Guernsey, Hong Kong, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Lebanon, Liberia,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macao, Macedonia, Malaysia (Labuan),
Maldives, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco,
Montenegro, Montserrat, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama,
Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Puerto Rico, Romania, Russia, Samoa,
Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, St Kitts
and Nevis, St Lucia, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Turks & Caicos
Islands, United Arab Emirates (Dubai), United Kingdom, US Virgin Islands,
USA, Vanuatu

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, only 17 jurisdictions (out of 103 covered by the FSI where partnerships with
limited liability are available) have effective BO registration (all types of partnerships with
limited liability have to register and update the beneficial ownerhsip information of both
general and limited partners). Out of these 17 jurisdictions, no jurisdiction has updated BO
information available online.
6.6.2.3. Jurisdictions with both BO and LO effective registration of partnerships
For the 103 jurisdiction where partnerships with limited liability are available, we checked
whether they require registration of both LO and BO information.
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Figure 29: Partnerships’ effective BO and LO registration

Source: Authors.
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Table 25: Partnerships’ effective BO and LO registration
Partnerships’ (Comprehensive) BO and
LO Registration?
Both BO & LO (14): Austria, Brazil, Czech
Republic, Finland, France, Gibraltar, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden,
Ukraine, Uruguay

Update?
Both BO & LO (13): Austria,
Brazil, Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Gibraltar, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Portugal, Slovenia,
Sweden, Ukraine, Uruguay
Only BO (0):

Online?
Both BO & LO (0):
Only BO (0):

Only LO (2):
Republic, Slovenia

Czech

Neither (11):
Austria,
Brazil, Finland, France, Gibraltar,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Portugal, Sweden, Ukraine,
Uruguay
Only LO (1): Latvia
Neither (0):
Only BO (4):
Belgium, British Virgin
Islands, Costa Rica, Jersey
Only LO (54):
Australia, Bahrain,
Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Chile, China,
Cook Islands, Croatia, Cyprus, Dominica,
Dominican Republic, Estonia, Germany, Greece,
Guatemala, Hong Kong, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Kenya, Korea, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg,
Macao,
Maldives,
Malta,
Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, New
Zealand, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,
Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand,
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom
Neither (31):
Anguilla, Antigua &
Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Bermuda, Brunei,
Canada, Cayman Islands, Curacao, Denmark,
Gambia, Guernsey, Ireland, Macedonia,
Malaysia
(Labuan),
Marshall
Islands,
Montserrat, Netherlands, Paraguay, Puerto
Rico, Samoa, Seychelles, South Africa, St Kitts
and Nevis, St Lucia, Turkey, Turks & Caicos
Islands, US Virgin Islands, USA, Vanuatu,
Venezuela

Source: Authors.
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Figure 30: Partnerships’ effective BO and LO registration

Source: Authors.
Note: Bubble Size = number of jurisdictions.

In conclusion, for the 103 jurisdictions where partnerships with limited liability are available,
there are no jurisdictions with effective LO and BO registration that also provide online access
to that information. Since there are no cases of access to BO information online, the best cases
are Czech Republic and Slovenia which have effective registration of both LO and BO, and
provide online access for free to LO information.
6.6.2.4. Partnerships transparency weighed by risk
For the 103 jurisdictions with partnerships with limited liability, we weigh their partnership
transparency registration with the risk created by the number of partnerships with limited
liability that are registered in the jurisdiction.
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Figure 31: Partnership transparency weighed by risk of number of registered partnerships

Source: Author.

In conclusion, Indonesia presents the highest risk because it has more than 875,000 registered
partnerships with limited liability, but it doesn’t ensure the update of their LO information.
Italy presents a moderate risk, because it has more than 450,000 registered partnerships, but
at least LO information is updated and available online upon payment of a fee. This is the same
as Germany which has even fewer partnerships. Hungary presents even a lower risk, because
not only does it have fewer registered partnerships than Germany, but it requires BO
information to be updated.
6.6.3. Private Foundations
Private foundations are a special case of legal entity. While they are considered legal persons
(like companies), they have an ownership structure which is similar to that of trusts, and both
are used for similar purposes. Just like trusts, private foundations can be used for wealth
concentration, tax avoidance and to control other assets and entities. Unlike welfare
foundations that can only have a public purpose (e.g. education, religion, health or other ends
that benefit the general public), private foundations can benefit a single family, or some
members of that family.
In a private foundation, there are no owners or shareholders. The founder transfers
assets to the foundation to be administered as s/he determines. The foundation is
administered by a Council and may distribute income or assets to the foundation’s
beneficiaries (who may include the founder’s family).
Private foundations are not available in the following 76 jurisdictions covered by the FSI:
Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Bahrain, Bermuda, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, British Virgin Islands,
Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Dominica,
Dominican Republic, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Grenada, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Latvia, Lebanon,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macao, Macedonia, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mexico, Monaco,
Montenegro, Montserrat, Nauru, New Zealand, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain,
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St Lucia, St Vincent & Grenadines, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks &
Caicos Islands, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands,
USA, Venezuela.
6.6.3.1. LO and BO registration
For the 36 jurisdictions where private foundations are available, we consider that effective
registration takes place if all parties to the foundation have to be registered (founder(s),
members of the foundation council, protector and beneficiaries). However, we also consider
whether or not at least partial information must be registered (the founder, members of the
council and beneficiaries, but not the founder). We also consider whether information has to
be updated, and whether registered information includes BO information, LO information, or
if it’s not clear between these two options. Lastly, we consider whether information is
available online.
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Figure 32: Private foundations’ effective BO or LO registration

Source: Authors.
Note: “Partial”: includes founder, council and beneficiaries (but not protector). Given the very low levels of
private foundations registration, this graph considers the best and second best cases (yellow cases), except in
the case of the updating of information (if for example there is a change in any of the parties, e.g. a new
beneficiary is appointed). Therefore, the third column also covers jurisdictions that require registration of all
parties except for the protector. The last column also includes jurisdictions that require registration either of
BOs, LOs or if it’s not clear whether registration refers to the LO or BO.
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Table 26: Private foundations’ effective BO or LO registration
Private Foundations
Registration?

Of all parties?

Updated?

BO/LO?

Online?

Yes (34): Austria,
Belgium,
Anguilla,
Antigua & Barbuda,
Bahamas,
Barbados,
Belize,
Bulgaria,
Cayman Islands, Cook
Islands,
Curacao,
Denmark,
Estonia,
Gambia,
Germany,
Gibraltar,
Guernsey,
Iceland, Isle of Man,
Jersey,
Liberia,
Liechtenstein, Malaysia
(Labuan),
Malta,
Mauritius, Netherlands,
Norway,
Panama,
Samoa, Seychelles, St
Kitts
and
Nevis,
Sweden,
Turkey,
Vanuatu

Yes (5): Austria,
Belgium,
Anguilla,
Germany, Gibraltar

Yes (10): Austria,
Belgium,
Anguilla,
Germany,
Gibraltar,
Malaysia,
Mauritius,
Norway,
Sweden,
Turkey

BO (3): Austria,
Belgium, Gibraltar

Full
disclosure (0)

Not clear if
BO/LO (4): Anguilla,
Mauritius,
Norway,
Sweden,

Only
basic info (3):

LO
Germany,
Turkey

(3):
Malaysia,

Austria,
Belgium,
Norway
No (7):
Anguilla,
Germany,
Gibraltar,
Malaysia,
Mauritius,
Sweden,
Turkey

No (0):
Only
partial:
founder, council and
beneficiaries
(5):
Malaysia,
Mauritius,
Norway, Sweden, Turkey
Not even partial
(24): Antigua & Barbuda,
Bahamas,
Barbados,
Belize, Bulgaria, Cayman
Islands, Cook Islands,
Curacao,
Denmark,
Estonia,
Gambia,
Guernsey, Iceland, Isle of
Man, Jersey, Liberia,
Liechtenstein,
Malta,
Netherlands, Panama,
Samoa, Seychelles, St
Kitts and Nevis, Vanuatu

Unknown
Puerto Rico,

(1):

No
Switzerland

(1):

Source: Authors.
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Figure 33: Private Foundation’s BO or LO Registration

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, out of the 36 jurisdictions where private foundations are available, only 5
jurisdictions require all parties to the foundation to be registered, while 5 jurisdictions require
registration of only the founder, members of the council and beneficiaries. These 10
jurisdictions require information to be updated. However, only 3 jurisdictions have updated
information on all parties at the BO level: Austria, Belgium and Gibraltar. No jurisdiction has
full disclosure of the control structure of private foundations. The best available cases are
Austria and Belgium who have comprehensive registration at the BO level and also basic
information online (e.g. foundation name and address). Norway also has basic information
online, but it doesn’t require registration of the protector, and registered information is only
at the LO level. There are many jurisdictions with basic information available online (e.g.
foundation name and address), but most of them do not even require partial ownership
information (founder, council and beneficiaries) to be registered and updated even at the LO
level.
6.6.3.2. Private foundations transparency weighed by risk
For the 36 jurisdictions where private foundations are available, we weighed their
transparency registration against the risk created by the number of private foundations that
are registered in the jurisdiction.
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Figure 34: Private foundations’ transparency weighed by risk of number of registered

Source: Authors.

The Netherlands presents the highest risk with ca. 200.000 private foundations, which don’t
need to register even partial information (the founder, the council of the foundation and the
beneficiaries). With equal levels of secrecy, Panama and Liechtenstein follow the
Netherlands, although with fewer numbers of private foundations. Switzerland, whose
numbers are similar to those of Liechtenstein, is in a worse secrecy situation because not all
private foundations even have to register. Germany presents a lower risk, because at least it
offers updated LO information. The lowest risk is in Austria and Belgium, which have low
numbers of foundations, and require updated BO information, also offering basic information
online about these foundations.
6.6.4. Trusts
Trusts are considered as legal arrangements or structures (differentiating them from legal
persons who usually require incorporation to legally exist) that separate ownership and
control rights over assets, at least on paper (Knobel, 2017c, 2017d).
In a trust, the settlor or grantor transfers assets that are held and administered by a
trustee in favour of beneficiaries appointed by the settlor. A protector may also be appointed
to ensure the trustee follows the settlor’s wishes, especially under discretionary trusts (where
the trustee is given discretion – at least on paper- to decide on who will obtain distributions
from the trust). In most jurisdictions the settlor doesn’t transfer assets to the “trust” but
rather to the trustee, because the trust itself is not a legal person and so it cannot own assets.
Nevertheless, in practice it is as if the settlor transferred assets to the trust because trust’s
assets held by the trustee do not belong to the trustee’s personal assets, but form a separate
distinct property. In addition, the trustee can only manage the assets according to the settlor’s
instructions, and only in favour of beneficiaries (not for the trustee’s own benefit).
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While many trusts can be used for legitimate commercial purposes, or to protect
vulnerable people, they can also be abused to evade and avoid taxes, or hide the ownership
of assets and of other entities in order to commit financial crimes (e.g. corruption, or money
laundering).
Trusts present problems because in most cases, they need not be registered in order to
exist. Registration usually takes place with tax authorities, when the trust is subject to tax
(depending on local rules), and even then there may be no need to register all the parties to
the trust (settlor, protector, trustee, beneficiaries, etc.) but only some of them.
6.6.4.1. Domestic law trusts
Domestic law trusts are trusts created and governed according to the local laws of a
jurisdiction. These may include trusts, fideicomisos, fiducie, Treuhand or Waqf. Not all
jurisdictions allow trusts to be created pursuant to their own laws, including 33 covered by
the FSI: Andorra, Aruba, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Greece,
Iceland, Indonesia, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Macao, Macedonia, Maldives, Monaco,
Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal (Madeira), Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine.
For the 79 jurisdictions where domestic law trusts are available, we checked whether
trusts have to register when they are created (in all circumstances, or at least when the trustee
is resident), and whether all parties to the trust (settlor, trustee, protector, beneficiaries) have
to register and update their LO or BO information. We also checked if any information is
available online.
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Figure 35: Domestic law trusts’ effective BO or LO registration

Source: Authors.
Note: “Partial”: includes settlor, trustee and beneficiaries (but not protector). Given the very low levels of
domestic law trust registration, this graph considers the best and second best cases (yellow cases), except in the
case of the updating of information (if for example there is a change in any of the parties, e.g. a new beneficiary
is appointed). Therefore, the second column also covers jurisdictions where registration is triggered as long as
the trustee is locally resident. The third column also includes jurisdictions that require registration of all parties
except for the protector. The last column also considers jurisdictions that require only LO to be registered and
updated.
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Table 27: Domestic law trusts’ LO and BO registration
Domestic Law Trusts Registration?
Yes (19): Belize, Cook Islands, Costa Rica,
Curacao, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Dominican
Republic, France, Hungary, Marshall Islands,
Puerto Rico, Romania, San Marino, Saudi
Arabia, Seychelles, South Africa, St Kitts and
Nevis, Uruguay, Venezuela

Of all parties?

Updated?

BO/LO?

Online?

Yes (2): Austria, Germany

Yes
(8):
Austria,
Costa Rica,
Czech
Republic,
Dominican
Republic,
France,
Germany,
Japan,
Uruguay

BO
(5):
Austria,
Costa Rica,
Czech
Repuiblic,
Germany,
Uruguay

Full
disclosure (0)

Not clear if
BO/LO (0):

Only
basic
info (1):
Dominican
Republic

LO
(3):
Dominican
Republic,
France,
Japan

Only partial: settlor,
trustee and beneficiaries
(11): Cook Islands, Costa
Rica, Czech Republic,
Dominican
Republic,
France, Ireland, Japan,
Korea, Puerto Rico, Saudi
Arabia, Uruguay

If trustee is resident (8): Austria, Germany,
Ireland, Japan, Korea, New Zealand,
Philippines, Canada

No (52): Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda,
Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados,
Bermuda, Bolivia, Botswana, British Virgin
Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Chile, China,
Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Gibraltar,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guernsey, Hong Kong,
India, Isle of Man, Israel, Jersey, Kenya,
Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Malaysia (Labuan), Malta, Mauritius, Mexico,
Montserrat, Nauru, Panama, Paraguay,
Samoa, Singapore, St Lucia, St Vincent &
Grenadines, Taiwan, Tanzania, Trinidad &
Tobago, Turks & Caicos Islands, United Arab
Emirates (Dubai), United Kingdom, US Virgin
Islands, USA, Vanuatu

Source: Authors.
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Not even partial (14):
Belize, Canada, Curacao,
Cyprus,
Hungary,
Marshall Islands, New
Zealand,
Philippines,
Romania, San Marino,
Seychelles, South Africa,
St Kitts and Nevis,
Venezuela

Unknown
(5): Cook
Islands,
Ireland,
Korea,
Puerto
Rico, Saudi
Arabia

No
(7):
Austria, Costa
Rica, Czech
Repuiblic,
France,
Germany,
Japan,
Uruguay
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Figure 36: Domestic Law Trusts’ BO and LO registration

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, no jurisdiction has updated BO information of (i) all the parties to a trust
(including the protector), (ii) with regard to all domestic law trusts. The best available cases
meet either condition (i) or (ii), but not both. As for condition (i), both Austria and Germany
require BO updated registration of all parties to the trust, but only when the trust has a
resident trustee (and information is not available online). As for condition (ii), Costa Rica,
Czech Republic and Uruguay require BO updated information for all domestic trusts (not only
when the trustee is a resident), but they don’t register the protector. Dominican Republic has
some basic information about trusts available online, but it requires only updated LO
information to be registered, and it doesn’t require the protector to register.
6.6.4.2. Foreign law trusts with local trustee
None of the 112 jurisdictions assessed by the FSI prohibit their residents from managing
foreign law trusts. Therefore, even jurisdictions without domestic law trusts (where trusts
cannot be created according to domestic laws) can still have foreign law trusts administered
by trustees who reside in their territories.
For the 112 jurisdictions, we checked whether foreign law trusts have to register when
they have at least one local trustee, and whether all parties to the trust (settlor, trustee,
protector, beneficiaries – or at least all except for the protector) have to register and update
their LO or BO information. We also checked if any information is available online.
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Figure 37: Foreign law trusts’ effective BO or LO registration

Source: Authors.
Note: Given the very low levels of foreign law trust registration, this graph considers the best and second best
cases (yellow cases), except in the case of the updating of information. Therefore, the third column also covers
jurisdictions that require registration of all parties except for the protector. The last column also considers
jurisdictions that require only LOs to be registered and updated or where it’s not clear whether registration refers
to LOs or BOs.
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Table 28: Foreign law trusts’ LO and BO registration
Foreign Law Trusts with local
trustee Registration?

Of all parties?

Updated?

BO/LO?

Yes (19): Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Chile, Czech Republic, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Korea, Lithuania, Monaco,
New Zealand, Philippines, San
Marino, Sweden, Uruguay

All (5): Austria, Belgium,
Germany,
Lithuania,
Sweden

Yes
(9):
Austria,
Belgium,
Chile, Czech
Republic,
Germany,
Japan,
Lithuania,
Sweden,
Uruguay

BO
(6):
Austria,
Belgium,
Czech
Republic,
Germany,
Lithuania,
Uruguay

Full disclosure (0)

Not clear if
BO/LO (1):
Sweden

Only basic info (0):

LO
(2):
Chile, Japan

No (9):
Austria,
Belgium,
Chile,
Czech
Republic,
Germany,
Japan,
Lithuania, Sweden,
Uruguay

Partial: settlor, trustee
and beneficiaries [not the
protector] (6):
Chile,
Czech Republic, Ireland,
Japan, Korea, Uruguay

Online?

Unknown (2):
Ireland,
Korea,

Not even partial (8):
Canada, Finland, Hungary,
Italy,
Monaco,
New
Zealand, Philippines, San
Marino

No (93): Andorra, Anguilla,
Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba,
Australia,
Bahamas,
Bahrain,
Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia,
Botswana, Brazil, British Virgin
Islands, Brunei, Bulgaria, Cayman
Islands, China, Cook Islands, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Curacao, Cyprus,
Denmark, Dominica, Dominican
Republic, Estonia, France, Gambia,
Ghana, Gibraltar, Greece, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guernsey, Hong Kong,
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Isle of
Man, Israel, Jersey, Kenya, Latvia,
Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Macao, Macedonia,
Malaysia (Labuan), Maldives, Malta,
Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mexico,
Montenegro, Montserrat, Nauru,
Netherlands, Norway, Panama,
Paraguay,
Poland,
Portugal
(Madeira), Puerto Rico, Romania,
Russia, Samoa, Saudi Arabia,
Seychelles, Singapore, Slovakia,
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Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, St
Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent
& Grenadines, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad &
Tobago, Turkey, Turks & Caicos
Islands, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates (Dubai), United Kingdom,
US Virgin Islands, USA, Vanuatu,
Venezuela

Source: Authors.

Figure 38: Foreign law trusts with local trustee registration

Source: Authors.

In conclusion, of the 112 jurisdictions, only Austria, Belgium, Germany and Lithuania require
all the parties to the trust to be registered and updated at the BO level. However, no
jurisdiction has any information available online. Sweden also requires all the parties to be
updated at the BO level, except for the trustee who only has to register at the LO level.
Uruguay requires all parties (except for the protector, who isn’t covered) to be registered at
the BO level. Chile and Japan require updated registration only at the LO level, except for the
protector who isn’t covered.
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6.6.4.3. Domestic Law Trusts and Foreign Law Trusts with local trustee: Registration of
LO/BO information
Figure 39: Domestic and foreign law trusts LO and BO registration

Source: Authors.
Note: Bubble Size = number of jurisdictions; Partial (BO/LO): only settlor, trustee and beneficiaries (not protector)
have to register and update; red border: only domestic law trusts with local trustee (not all domestic law trusts)
have to register; blue border: domestic law trusts cannot be created according to local laws (no domestic law
trusts).

In conclusion, of the 112 jurisdictions, only Belgium and Lithuania are the most transparent
cases because domestic law trusts cannot be created, and foreign law trusts with a local
trustee have to register and update information at the BO level. Austria and Germany require
BO information to be updated for both domestic law and foreign law trusts, but only when
they have a local trustee. Czech Republic and Uruguay require updated BO registration, but
only of the settlor, trustee and beneficiaries (not the protector). Sweden doesn’t have
domestic law trusts, but foreign law trusts need only register at the LO level.

6.7. Conclusion
There is no jurisdiction that meets the ideal transparency situation where all types of available
legal vehicles have to register ownership information both at the legal and beneficial
ownership level, and where information is publicly available online, for free and in open data
format.
In fact, no jurisdiction has BO registration for all available types of legal vehicles, let alone
with information available online. However, when looking at the best cases within each type
of legal vehicle, it’s clear that having BO available for free and in open data format is possible
and desirable. While there are ideal cases (updated information publicly available online for
free and in open data format) for companies and partnerships’ LO registration, and for BO of
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companies, the same doesn’t apply in the case of BO of partnerships. In the case of trusts and
private foundations there is no case where all relevant ownership information is available
online.
The current global trend, especially with regard to new rules applicable by 2020 in the
European Union175 and in British Overseas Territories176, shows a clear path towards BO
registration where information is publicly available. Nevertheless, many challenges remain,
including ensuring public access to BO of trusts, as well as approving loophole-free legislation
with regard to the full list of BOs of trusts and private foundations (e.g. the list should include
protectors), and having no exemptions when it comes to identifying and registering the BOs
of a legal vehicle177.

175

https://www.taxjustice.net/2018/04/09/the-eus-latest-agreement-on-amending-the-anti-moneylaundering-directive-still-further-to-go/; 31.5.2018.
176
https://www.taxjustice.net/2018/05/01/making-history-an-end-to-anonymous-companies-in-the-uksoverseas-territories/; 31.5.2018.
177
An excel table with all of a jurisdictions’ registration details for each type of legal vehicle can be downloaded
from: https://www.taxjustice.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/BO-State-of-Play-Annex-II-and-III-fordownload.xlsx; 30.4.2019.
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Annex I
Relationship between legal ownership and beneficial ownership
As expressed above, based on the FSI, when assessing a country’s laws, beneficial ownership
registration and legal ownership registration are assessed as two independent factors (we
don’t consider beneficial ownership registration to be dependent on legal ownership
registration). This is consistent with FATF Recommendation 10, where financial institutions
must identify the beneficial owners (BOs) of their customers in any way possible (regardless
of whether or not those customers have registered their legal or beneficial ownership in any
country).
However, the best way to ensure the accuracy of such registered beneficial ownership
information (making it easier both for financial institutions and for corporate registries and
other authorities to verify information) would be to ensure that legal ownership information
also has to be properly registered. This is especially relevant when the BO controls an entity,
not directly, but through other entities.
Figure 40: Verification of beneficial ownership through legal ownership in a long
ownership chain

Source: Authors.

Suppose the BO (“John”) controls Company 3 through two intermediate entities: Companies
1 and 2. If Company 3 is subject to LO and BO registration, it would identify Company 2 as its
LO (first tier) and John as its BO (last tier).
If both intermediate companies 1 and 2 were subject to LO registration, identifying the BO of
Company 3 should be fairly easy, even if neither Company 1 nor 2 have to register their BO
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(who would also be John). Company 2 would identify Company 1 as its LO. Company 1 would
identify John as its LO. Given that all the intermediate entities in the ownership chain of
Company 3 have identified their LOs, it’s possible to verify that John really is the BO of
Company 3.
Instead, if either of the companies in the ownership chain (Companies 1, 2 or 3) weren’t
required to register their LOs, it may be very hard to verify the BO of Company 3, because the
chain of information would be broken.
The best way to ensure that registered BO information in country X is accurate would
be if all of Company 3’s intermediate layers (e.g. Companies 1 and 2) in its chain of
ownership also have to register its LOs.
Figure 41: Lack of beneficial ownership verification in absence of legal ownership
registration

Source: Authors.

This ideal (all entities integrating the ownership chain being subject to effective legal
ownership registration) would happen if every country in the world had effective legal 178
ownership information for all types of vehicles. But as the Financial Secrecy Index shows, this
is not the case.
However, countries can still take action while they’re waiting for this ideal scenario to
take place: countries could impose unilateral transparency measures requiring that for any
entity incorporated (or having a bank account) in their territory (e.g. Company 3), the
ownership chain (all the layers up to the BO) of that “Company 3” must include only entities
that have been incorporated in countries that have effective legal ownership registration (e.g.
where bearer shares aren’t available).
Unfortunately, these unilateral transparency measures have not been applied yet in any
country, making it much harder for authorities and financial institutions to verify registered
beneficial ownership information.

178
All countries should have both legal and beneficial ownership effective registration. If countries start
implementing effective BO
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Figure 42: Does global BO registration make LO registration obsolete?
No, both BO and LO registration are necessary. While BO registration is vital for identifying the individuals
who are effectively controlling an entity, LO registration is necessary for identifying the ownership chain, and
to verify BO information. Imagine Company A is created in Country X where the BO threshold is 20%.
Company A is wholly owned by Company B from country Y. Company B is owned 80% by a man and 20% by
a woman. Country A would identify Company B as the LO, and both the man and the woman as the BOs. If
Country Y doesn’t require LO registration and has a BO threshold of 25%, Country Y will only require the man
to be identified as the BO (instead, if it required LO registration, it would identify both the man and the
woman as its LOs too). While the woman would be identified as the BO in country X, there would be no
registration of her in country Y, so it would not be possible to verify her identity using Country Y’s official
records.

80%

20%
Company B

Country Y: BO > 25%

100%

ŽƵŶƚƌǇy͗KшϮϬй
Company A

Source: Authors.

To sum up, most countries don’t require effective legal ownership registration for all types of
entities incorporated in their territories. What’s more, no country establishes unilateral
transparency requirements for the whole ownership chain of the entities incorporated in their
territories (e.g. requiring that the ownership chain include only entities that have registered
their legal owners). Because of this, countries that do require beneficial ownership
registration will still find it hard to verify such registered beneficial ownership information.
However, this difficulty in verifying beneficial ownership information is different from not
having any beneficial ownership registration at all. In order to show and recognise those
countries that do have good179 beneficial ownership registration laws, the FSI assesses legal
and beneficial ownership registration independently: a country may be considered to have
effective beneficial ownership registration even if doesn’t have effective legal ownership
registration or if it doesn’t impose unilateral transparency measures on the ownership chain.
In the near future we hope that most countries will have effective legal (and beneficial
ownership registration) or that countries with beneficial ownership registration laws will at
least impose unilateral transparency requirements on the ownership chain. In that case,
future FSI assessments are likely to change the rating methodology and rate the legal and
beneficial ownership of countries differently.
In conclusion, the lack of legal and beneficial ownership registration in most countries
hinders the verification of beneficial ownership information that is currently required to be
registered. All countries, especially those with BO registration laws, should start unilaterally
implementing transparency measures on the ownership chain of the entities related to their

179
It’s not enough to have a beneficial ownership registration law. The law has to be effective (e.g. there
should be no exemptions in case the BO is a non-resident (Germany), or in case the LO is a supervised entity
(BVI)).
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territories so that the information chain is not broken. This way, BO information will easily be
identified by checking the legal ownership information of every layer in the ownership chain.
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Annex II
Table 29: Jurisdictions with acceptable level of registration by type of legal vehicle
Registered
Vehicles

Jurisdiction

Companies

Partnerships

LO

LO

BO

BO

Private
Foundation

Domestic
Law Trust

Foreign Law
Trust with
local
trustee

N/A

Yes

5

Sweden

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Czech Republic

At least BO

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

5

Lithuania

At least BO

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

5

Uruguay

At least BO

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

5

Belgium

At least BO

At least BO

Yes

N/A

Yes

4

Slovenia

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

4

Italy

Yes

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

4

France

At least BO

Yes

N/A

Yes

No

4

Costa Rica

At least BO

At least BO

N/A

Yes

No

4

Andorra

At least LO

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

4

Montenegro

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

4

Philippines

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

Yes

No

4

Russia

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

4

New Zealand

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

Yes

No

4

Norway

At least LO

At least LO

Yes

N/A

No

4

Slovakia

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

4

Chile

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

No

Yes

4

Austria

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Germany

No

At least LO

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Ghana

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

No

3

Gibraltar

At least BO

Yes

Yes

No

No

3

Hungary

At least BO

Yes

N/A

No

No

3

United Kingdom

Yes

At least LO

N/A

No

No

3

San Marino

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

No

3

Trinidad & Tobago

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

No

3

Bahrain

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

No

No

3

Cyprus

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

No

No

3

India

At least LO

At least LO

N/A

No

No

3

Estonia

At least LO

At least LO

No

N/A

No

3

Iceland

At least LO

At least LO

No

N/A

No

3

Ireland

At least LO

No

N/A

Yes

No

3

Indonesia

At least LO

No

N/A

N/A

No

3

Maldives

At least LO

No

N/A

N/A

No

3

Brazil

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

3

Finland

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

3

Ukraine

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

3

Dominican Republic

No

At least LO

N/A

Yes

No

3

Croatia

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Greece

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No
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Registered
Vehicles
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Jurisdiction

Companies

Partnerships

LO

LO

BO

BO

Private
Foundation

Domestic
Law Trust

Foreign Law
Trust with
local
trustee

3

Korea

No

At least LO

N/A

Yes

No

3

Latvia

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Macao

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Monaco

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Poland

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Spain

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Thailand

No

At least LO

N/A

N/A

No

3

Japan

No

No

N/A

Yes

Yes

2

Jersey

Yes

At least BO

No

No

No

2

Isle of Man

At least BO

At least LO

No

No

No

2

Malta

At least LO

At least LO

No

No

No

2

Turks & Caicos
Islands

At least BO

No

N/A

No

No

2

Venezuela

At least LO

No

N/A

No

No

2

Botswana

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

2

Grenada

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

2

Nauru

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

2

St Vincent
&Grenadines

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

2

Tanzania

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

2

British VirginIslands

No

At least BO

N/A

No

No

2

Australia

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Bolivia

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

China

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Dominica

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Guatemala

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Hong Kong

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Israel

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Kenya

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Lebanon

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Luxembourg

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Mauritius

No

At least LO

Yes

No

No

2

Mexico

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Romania

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Saudi Arabia

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Singapore

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Taiwan

No

At least LO

N/A

No

No

2

Bulgaria

No

At least LO

No

N/A

No

2

Switzerland

No

At least LO

No

N/A

No

2

Aruba

No

No

N/A

N/A

No

2

Canada

No

No

N/A

Yes

No

2

Macedonia

No

No

N/A

N/A

No
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Registered
Vehicles

Jurisdiction

Companies

Partnerships

LO

LO

BO

BO

Private
Foundation

Domestic
Law Trust

Foreign Law
Trust with
local
trustee

2

Portugal (Madeira)

No

No

N/A

N/A

No

2

Turkey

No

No

Yes

N/A

No

1

Cayman Islands

At least BO

No

No

No

No

1

Guernsey

At least BO

No

No

No

No

1

Barbados

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Belize

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Cook Islands

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Liberia

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Liechtenstein

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Panama

No

At least LO

No

No

No

1

Anguilla

No

No

Yes

No

No

1

Bermuda

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

Brunei

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

Marshall Islands

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

Montserrat

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

Paraguay

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

South Africa

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

St Lucia

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

United Arab Emirates
(Dubai)

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

US Virgin Islands

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

USA

No

No

N/A

No

No

1

Denmark

No

No

No

N/A

No

1

Netherlands

No

No

No

N/A

No

0

Antigua & Barbuda

No

No

No

No

No

0

Bahamas

No

No

No

No

No

0

Curacao

No

No

No

No

No

0

Gambia

No

No

No

No

No

0

Malaysia (Labuan)

No

No

No

No

No

0

Puerto Rico

No

No

No

No

No

0

Samoa

No

No

No

No

No

0

Seychelles

No

No

No

No

No

0

St Kitts and Nevis

No

No

No

No

No

0

Vanuatu

No

No

No

No

No

Source: Authors.
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Summary
The period 2008-2018 was marked by an unprecedented intensification of international tax
reform efforts. Against the backdrop of the global financial crisis 2007/8, cross-border tax
evasion and avoidance by powerful economic actors has risen fast and high on the political
agenda of the G7, the G20 and other international organisations. For the purposes of
designing tax policies to address the issues, the most salient and central organisation was and
is the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), an exclusive club of
36 of the richest countries. By shaping these and older international tax rules, the OECD wields
considerable power over the distribution of taxing rights, financial flows and wealth across the
globe.
There are long standing concerns that OECD tax policies are not fair play in two regards:
First, an earlier campaign against harmful tax competition (1998-2002) has been criticised for
hypocrisy by applying double standards against microstate secrecy jurisdictions, while treating
the OECD member states more favourably. By inviting those secrecy jurisdictions to the
standard-setting table, the OECD has fended off that criticism. The second critique concerns
the organisation’s work on bilateral treaties for preventing so-called double taxation of crossborder income. The OECD model tax treaties strengthen the taxing rights of net capital
exporting nations, many of which are OECD members, at the expense of the taxing rights of
net capital importing nations, many of which are lower income countries.
In the light of these two historical precedents of biases in the policy design of the OECD,
the question emerges if the OECD has been breaking free successfully from its past during the
most recent phase of tax policy design. Is the tax policy design of the OECD for countering tax
evasion and avoidance fit for purpose? Are its policies robustly designed, resulting in
harmonised “internationally agreed tax standards”, as the organisation purports? Or are its
policies rather akin to “sham standards” that maintain the status quo, or club standards, that
favour OECD members over non-members? This thesis answers the questions by exploring
four policies under the prism of a typology of international tax cooperation that takes into
account the divergences of interests among OECD members, and between OECD and nonmembers. The thesis draws on literature, data, and analytical frameworks from international
relations, law and economics to identify the bigger picture political economy at play, and to
comprehensively assess policy design.
The four case studies examine each a major international tax policy programme for
countering tax evasion and avoidance initiated by the OECD between 2008-2018. The first
policy (case 1) is the tax haven blacklist (black-grey-whitelist) which has been updated and
officially endorsed in April 2009 during the G20 summit in London as a response to the global
financial crisis. The second policy (case 2) is the automatic exchange of tax information which
has gradually become part of the “internationally agreed tax standard” for information
exchange between countries until its official endorsement in 2013. The third policy (case 3)
under review is country by country reporting (CbCR), which has been proposed by the OECD
during its Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) action plan, targeting the tax avoidance of
large multinational corporations. The fourth policy (case 4) concerns the requirements around
ownership transparency of legal entities under tax and anti-money laundering standards.
While the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has been referring to beneficial ownership for a
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long time in its recommendations, the Global Forum of the OECD only clarified its ownership
concept for its internationally agreed tax standard in 2016 to comprise both legal and
beneficial ownership information of legal entities.
A central finding in all four case studies is that OECD’s tax policy design matches most
plausibly the category of sham and double standards, which on balance support the status
quo rather than curtailing cross-border tax evasion and avoidance. This finding stands in stark
contrast to the self-presentation of the OECD as a globally inclusive, efficient and apolitical
expert think tank. The tax policy design and the policy-making processes of the OECD tended
to exclude, ignore or at times actively counter interests of lower income countries in agendasetting or decision-making phases, and to have catered to the interests and positions of
powerful member states. In two of the four analysed policies, however, fundamental and
radically novel principles are implemented which plausibly support a more robust policy
design. These principles in the area of bank account and corporate transparency could help
fostering future deep and effective cross-border tax cooperation.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
De periode 2008-2018 werd gekenmerkt door een ongekende intensivering van
internationale belastinghervormingsinspanningen. Tegen de achtergrond van de wereldwijde
financiële crisis van 2007-8 is grensoverschrijdende belastingontduiking en -ontwijking door
multinationals op de politieke agenda van de G7, G20 en andere internationale organisaties
komen te staan. De Organisatie voor Economische Samenwerking en Ontwikkeling (OESO),
een exclusieve club van de 36 rijkste landen, was en is de centrale organisatie voor het
ontwikkelen van belastingbeleid. Door vorm te geven aan bestaande en nieuwe
belastingregels heeft de OESO aanmerkelijke invloed op de verdeling van belastingrechten,
financiële stromen en welvaart over de hele wereld.
Er bestaan al langere tijd zorgen dat het belastingbeleid van de OESO niet eerlijk is op
twee punten. Ten eerste, een eerdere campagne tegen schadelijke belastingconcurrentie
(1998-2002) heeft de kritiek gekregen dat deze campagne hypocriet is door het toepassen van
een dubbele standaard. Zogeheten microstate secrecy jurisdictions zouden namelijk strenger
worden behandeld dan de OESO-landen zelf. De OESO heeft deze kritiek gepareerd door deze
landen uit te nodigen aan de onderhandelingstafel. Het tweede kritiekpunt betreft de bijdrage
van de OESO aan bilaterale verdragen ter voorkoming van dubbele belasting van
grensoverschrijdende inkomsten. De verdragsmodellen van de OESO versterken de
belastingrechten van netto kapitaal exporterende landen, veelal OESO leden, ten koste van
netto kapitaal importerende, vaak armere, landen.
In het licht van deze historie is het de vraag of het de OESO lukt om los te breken met dit
verleden in de recente ontwikkeling van belastingbeleid. Is het fiscale beleidsontwerp van de
OESO om belastingontduiking en -ontwijking tegen te gaan geschikt voor het doel? Zijn de
beleidsmaatregelen robuust ontworpen, resulterend in geharmoniseerde “internationaal
overeengekomen belastingnormen”, zoals de organisatie beweert? Of is het beleid nogal
verwant aan “schijn-normen” die de status-quo of clubstandaarden handhaven die de OESOleden bevoordelen ten opzichte van niet-leden? Dit proefschrift beantwoordt deze vragen
door vier beleidsterreinen te onderzoeken aan de hand van een typologie van internationale
fiscale samenwerking dat rekening houdt met de verschillende belangen van de OESO
lidstaten zelf en tussen OESO lidstaten en niet-lidstaten. Om een beeld te krijgen van het
bredere politiek-economische besluitvormingsproces en om het beleidsontwerp te
analyseren baseert dit proefschrift zich op literatuur, gegevens en analytische kaders uit de
disciplines van internationale relaties, recht en economie.
Vier casestudy’s onderzoeken elk een groot internationaal fiscaal beleidsprogramma om
belastingontduiking en -ontwijking tegen te gaan, welke zijn gestart door de OESO tussen
2008-2018. Het eerste beleid (case 1) is de zwarte lijst van belastingparadijzen (zwart-grijswitte lijst) die in april 2009 tijdens de G20-top in Londen werd aangenomen en officieel werd
goedgekeurd als reactie op de wereldwijde financiële crisis. Het tweede beleid (case 2) is de
automatische uitwisseling van belastinginformatie die geleidelijk is opgenomen in de
"internationaal overeengekomen belastingnorm" voor informatie-uitwisseling tussen landen
tot deze in 2013 officieel goedgekeurd werd. Het derde beleid (case 3), dat momenteel wordt
herzien, is Country-by-Country (CbC) reporting, dat door de OESO is voorgesteld tijdens het
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) actieplan, gericht op belastingontwijking van grote
multinationale ondernemingen. Het vierde beleid (case 4) betreft de eisen voor
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eigendomstransparantie van juridische entiteiten onder belasting- en anti-witwasnormen.
Hoewel de FATF al geruime tijd verwijst naar economisch eigendom in haar aanbevelingen,
heeft het OESO-wereldforum pas in 2016 verduidelijkt dat eigendom voor zijn internationaal
overeengekomen belastingnorm gaat over zowel juridisch als economisch eigendom.
Een centrale bevinding in alle vier de cases is dat het belastingbeleid van de OESO het
meest overeenkomt met die van schijn- en dubbele standaarden, die per saldo de status-quo
ondersteunen in plaats van grensoverschrijdende belastingontduiking en -ontwijking
beperken. Deze bevinding staat in schril contrast met het beeld dat de OESO van zichzelf
schetst als een wereldwijd inclusieve, efficiënte en apolitieke expert denktank. Het ontwerp
van het belastingbeleid en de beleidsvormingsprocessen van de OESO hadden de neiging om
armere landen uit te sluiten, hun belangen te negeren en soms actief tegen te gaan bij de
agenda- of besluitvormingsfase om zo de belangen van een machtig lid te beschermen. In
twee van de vier geanalyseerde beleidslijnen worden echter fundamentele en radicaal nieuwe
principes geïmplementeerd die een robuuster beleidsontwerp op geloofwaardige wijze
ondersteunen. Deze beginselen op het gebied van bankrekening- en bedrijfstransparantie
kunnen helpen bij het bevorderen van toekomstig diepgaande en effectieve
grensoverschrijdende samenwerking op het gebied van belastingen.
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This dissertation analyses the design of tax policies of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) between 2008 and 2018. Critiques levelled against
some of the OECD’s earlier work raise the question if its recent tax policies for countering tax evasion and avoidance
are ﬁt for purpose. In answering this question, the thesis explores four policies under the prism of a typology of international tax cooperation that takes into account the divergences of interests among OECD members, and between
OECD and non-members. The ﬁrst policy is the tax haven
blacklist (black-grey-whitelist) which has been endorsed in
April 2009 during the G20 summit in London as a response
to the global ﬁnancial crisis. The second policy is the automatic exchange of tax information which has gradually become part of the “internationally agreed tax standard”. The
third policy under review is country by country reporting
(CbCR), which has been proposed by the OECD during its
Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) action plan, targeting
the tax avoidance of large multinational corporations. The
fourth policy concerns the requirements around beneﬁcial
ownership of legal entities under tax standards established
by the Global Forum of the OECD and anti-money laundering standards established by the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF). A central ﬁnding emanating from the four case
study analyses is that there is a mismatch between OECD’s
aspiration and self-presentation as a globally inclusive, efficient and apolitical expert think tank and the ultimate policy
outputs both in terms of material policy positions and processes.
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